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Another attempt is being made to 
make public transit a bit 
better\NEWS A9 
Kids to get tips on how to 
safeguard themselves away from 
home\COMMUNITY B1 
Six locals are working hard to 
prepare themselves for a May 
marathon\SPORTS B7 
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City can't meet land demand 
WAL-MART. Canadian Tire. Anoth- 
er major supermarket. A new fast 
food outlet. 
The rumours abound of new com- 
mercial developments on the verge: 
of coming to town. 
But most of them are looking for 
big chunks of property that are hard 
to come by. 
A new survey of remaining land 
that could be developed points to an 
acute shortage of large chunks of 
commercial land. 
"The interest is out there," says 
city economic development officer 
Ken Veldman. "The question is 
whether they can get the land for it." 
In each of the last five years, an 
average of 40,000 square feet of new 
Bed cut 
plan 
readied 
A VANCOUVER architect 
is expected back in town 
next week with plans for a 
centralized medical ward at 
i~4ills Memorial Hospital. 
Michael Morris of Van- 
couver spent a long day at 
the hospital last week work- 
ing on the concept to cut as 
many as 10 medical beds 
from the 42 now there. 
This will reduce the num- 
ber of employees needed in 
anticipation of Mills losing 
up to $500,000 from its 
provincial operating rant in 
iLs new budget year begin- 
ning April 1. 
M ills administrator 
Michael Leisinger said 
Morris spoke to as many 
people as possible last week 
to get their ideas on the 
layout of the centralized 
ward. 
"When he returus he'll 
show the plan to the em- 
ployees again before it's 
submitted to the (hospital) 
board," said Leisinger. 
The bed cut plan is 
designed to fit the amount 
of money Mills receives 
from the province. 
As the situation now 
stands, the hospital's costs 
exceed its budget when 
more than 25 people are ad- 
mitted to the n~edieal wards. 
Mills wants to run at an 
occupancy level of 75 to 80 
per cent, translating into 
having approximately 32 
beds on its medical wards. 
The ward centralization 
plan calls for moving the 
various medical wards 
closer together by grouping 
them around a new nursing 
slalion. 
The centralization scheme 
doesn't involve the 10 beds 
located in the hospital's 
commercial space has been built. 
But that ballooned to 100,000 
square feet in 1995, and senior build- 
ing inspector Paul Gipps thinks that 
breakneck rate of commercial con- 
struction will continue for the next 
couple of years. 
"Last year, this year and next year 
could be very good years for Ter- 
race," he said. 
Alid the planners at city hall simply 
don't know how that kind of demand 
will be satisfied. 
" I f  someone comes in with a big 
one, or two big developments, we're 
shot," said planner David Trawin. 
For the short term, they hope to en- 
courage developers to be more crea- 
tive in making deals that put together 
a number of lots. 
But the key to making sure the city 
continues to grow over the mid-term 
is to convert light industrial and to 
commercial space. 
" I  think we're just a couple of 
"You couldn't draw up a better 
site," Veldman says of the airport. 
It's got the necessary infrastructure, 
it's a large area, and many light in- 
dustrial outlets don't really need to 
be on prime real estate. 
major commercial developments As long as there's somewhere to 
away from a critical mass and really go, the market will take care of the 
solidifying our position as a regional transition. 
centre," Veldman said. A truck yard would likely see the 
That's why city officials see the ac- value of the land go up to the point 
quisition of the airport lands as being that they could sell, move to another 
the key to the city's future, industrial site, and come out with 
A light industrial site at the airport money in their pocket and lower tax 
would allow things like truck shops bills. 
and warehousing businesses The city is beginning negotiations 
downtown or along Keith Ave. to with the province to lease lands sur- 
relocate, freeing up valuable tom- rounding the airport. 
inertial space. But Victoria has indicated it wants 
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., Non-smoker for life 
ALL BABIES born today at Mills Memorial Hospital to non.smoking parents will receive one of these non- 
smoking bibs. Today is Weedless Wednesday, and the staff at Mills Memorial Hospital encourages smokers to 
make an attempt to 'kick the habit' today. Young Colby Willis above, born Jan. 3, hopefully won't ever start 
smoking, say his parents, Christy and Kelly, Staff at the hospital hope to encourage teens to give up smoking. 
psychiatric ward. For story see B3. 
a cut of any profits that come from 
the deal. 
The possibility of amalgamation 
with Thomhill u especially if it 
came along with provincial money 
for infrastructure upgrading there 
would also ease the crunch for space 
in Terrace. 
Big developments are reluctant o 
invest in Thornhill without adequate 
infrastructure and with the area's fu- 
ture still up in the air. 
A referendum is expected on some 
restructuring option this year. 
There are a few large pieces of 
commercial property ready for de- 
velopment. For more on that, please 
see Page A 12. 
Big bucks flow 
to Skeena area 
SKEENA RANKS fifth in the province when it comes to 
electoral ridings receiving BC21 community grants, indi- 
cate figures released last week. 
The $802,000 over the past hree years for the riding held 
by NDP MLA Helmet Giesbrecht went to six major com- 
munity projects. 
All of the four ridings which topped Skeena are held by 
top-ranked NDP politicians. ......... 
One of those, the Vancouver-Mount Pleasant riding, is 
Premier Mike Harcourt's. It received $934,000. 
Release of the figures last week led to criticism by oppo- 
sition politicians who said the grant system favoured 
ridings represented by NDP MLAs. 
That's very much a traditional attack by opposition 
politicians who say the government of the day deliberately 
steers community grants to ridings it holds. 
Opposition Liberals used figures prepared by the provin- 
cial Auditor-General, an independent financial watchdog, 
as justification. 
The Auditor General's breakdown indicated that 81 per 
cent of the BC21 cash over the past two years went to the 
61 per cent of the electoral ridings held by the NDP. 
Liberal party spokesman Gary Farreli-Collins called it 
"pork barreling" while Reform leader Jack Weisgerber 
called the grant system aslush fund. 
But Gordon Wilson of the Progressive Democratic Al- 
liance said those figures are skewed because they included 
grants for province-wide organizations. 
"Let's say for the sake of argument the B.C. Association 
for Community Living gets a grant and its headquarters are 
in Vancouver-Kingsway, an NDP riding," said Wilson. 
"The association uses that money across the province 
but because it's in a NDP riding, the Auditor General as- 
signed that figure to the riding and that's not right," he 
said. Wilson took out the province-wide grants and came 
up with 65 per cent of the BC21 cash going to NDP 
ridings. 
"I 'm not an apologist for the NDP and I'm not doing this 
in defence of the provincial government but this is one of 
the things they have done correctly - -  they are being fair 
in the application of the grants," Wilson added. 
He said those MLAs that fight hard for BC21 grants will 
get results. WUson's Powell River-Sunshine Coast riding 
received $651,000. 
Skeena's $802,000 total was substantially more than the 
$372,000 which 'went to training and labour minister Dan 
Miller's North Coast riding to the west and the $461,500 
which went to highways minister Jackie Pement's Bulkley 
Valley-Stikine riding east of here. 
Skeena MLA Helmut Giesbrecht was reluctant to take 
credit for the amount received here. 
"People put in good applications and those that provide 
service to kids, those that have wide community support 
get favoured," he said. 
The six major BC21 grants in Skeena over the past three 
years include amounts for the Terrace library expansion, 
the new Kitimat curling rink and the lrdnsmen's Lakelse 
Lake youth camp. 
Non-smokers gaining upper hand in city 
is no longer allowed by the planters, but 
as of now, there are no signs telling 
people they can't smoke. 
The city of Terrace also has a by-law 
preventing people from smoking in pub- 
lic places, with some exceptions. 
It seems the public is fairly happy with 
the status quo. By.law enforcement of. 
fleer Frank Bowsher says he only gets 
two to three smoking-related complaints 
a year. 
But if you break those bylaws, watch 
out. The RCMP don't allow any smok- 
ing in the detachment cells in their 
downtown offices. 
ARE SMOKERS a dying breed in Ter- 
race? 
Over the last five years, a number of 
buildings in Terrace have gone non- 
smoking. All federal and provincial 
buildings are now non-smoking of 
course, but there are also local 
businesses who've voluntarily chose to 
go the smokeless route. 
Among the smokeless restaurants in 
town are Tim Hortons, McDonalds, Don 
Diego's, A&W and Subway. 
Customer complaints and public and 
staff health concerns prompted Tim 
Hortons' conversion a year ago. Smok- 
ing is still permitted in the Skeena Mall's 
food court where there's a Thn Hortons 
outlet. 
A concern for children's health was be- 
hind the change-over in McDonalds. 
Dolt Diego's switched over a year ago 
because of customer equests. Subway 
has always been non-smoking, because 
the food is prepared right in front of the 
customers. 
Other local restaurants put in smoke- 
free zones but have kept half of their 
seating as smoking because of customer 
? 
rcquests, we should have a smoking area," he 
The Golden Flame, Mr. Mikes, Pizza said, then added that "several people say 
Hut and the A&W drive-thrn restaurant hey love to come here because it's non- 
all have smoking sections, smoking." 
While local bars and pubs remain Mulligan's Home Run, also new to 
sntoking, there now exists a smoke-free Terrace, has chosen to go the opposite 
entertainment option. . route. People who come in to practice 
The newly-opened Chalky's Billiards their golfing, or to try out the batting 
on Lakelse is smoke and alcohol free. cages can smoke and drink. And many of 
"We wanted more of a family atmo- the customers do, said tile management. 
sphere," said manager Colin Shel l .  The SkeenaMallisalsoslowlybecom" 
*'And it's cleaner and easier on the trig more non.smoking. Officially, the 
equipment, food court is now the only place where 
"So~e older, die-hard smokem said smoking is allowed, and more than half 
of those seats are non-smoking. Smoking 
1, .- 
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freeze poisoning. 
Police said 18-year-old Leonard Victor Patehts died 
of apparent alcohol poisoning after a party in Thomhill on 
Tuesday, Jan. 9. 
Coroner Jim Lynch said bottles of methyl hydrate 
found on the scene have led investigators to suspect the 
pair were drinking gas line antifreeze. 
He said they were also eating cherries soaked in 
Everclear. 
"Everclear would not normally produce this degree of 
trauma," Lynch said. "So we suspect hey got a hold of 
this other stuff." 
He said it will take about a month to get the toxicolo- 
gy report on the death. 
Lynch said the poisioning caused kidney failure in the 
case of the surviving teenager. 
Police haven't ruled out foul play, but Terrace RCMP 
Const. John Daley said that possibility is always checked 
when there's adeath. 
"That's a bit alarmist," he said. 
He said there were a number of people, including 
adults, present at the party. 
Police don't yet know how the youths got the alcohol. 
It's been a year and a half since the alcohol poisoning 
death of a 13-year-old youth who died with a blood-alco- 
hol content seven times the legal limit for driving. 
That death prompted a series of recommendations 
and the formation eta local ~oup aimed at stopping alco- 
hol-rel.'tted deaths of teens. 
No leads from tips 
INVESTIGATORS say they're so far no fltrther 
ahead in solving the Lane Derrick dissappearance after 
releasing two composite drawings of potential suspects. 
"We've had more than 30 tips," said Terrace RCMP 
Cpl. Rob McKay. "The problem is there's nothing sub- 
stantial so far." 
"We're just getting it looks like so-and-so. And it 
looking like someone doesn't prove anything." 
The drawings of the two men believed to be either 
suspects or witnesses that could provide more information 
- came from a woman who was put under hypnosis to 
enhance her memory. 
She saw Derrick with the two men at the Copperside 
Foods outlet in Thomhill. Derrick went in to buy cigar- 
ettes, then got back in the car and the three drove down 
the frontage road toward the Northern Motor Inn. 
Man dies in crash 
A THREE-CAR crash near 70-Mile House killed a 
Terrace man Saturday night. 
Francis Rowe, of Terrace, was driving south when he 
lost control and hit a northbound pickup truck. 
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Terrace Crime Stoppers are asking your 
assistance in solving the vandalism to 
several vehicles over the late hours of 
December 12 early 13, 1995 on Hwy 16. 
The investigation has revealed that the 
culprit(s) were able to gain access to 
several vehicles. The following damage was 
done: 
1. At Terrace Freightways Ltd. located at 
5408 Hwy 1 6, two logging trucks were bro- 
ken into. Vent windows were smashed in an 
attempt to remove the stereo system failed. 
The approx damage is estimated to be 
$1,000.00. 
2. At Totem beverages Ltd. located at 3092 
Hwy 16, one delivery truck was broken into 
by means of a sledge hammer. Taken from the 
truck was a large amount of confectionery 
goods valued at approx $60.00. 
3. At shoppers Auto Mart located at 5412 
Hwy, six vehicles and three RVS had been 
broken into. The damages done to these vehi- 
cles is estimated at $1 0,000. 
4. At Skeena Mills located at 5330 Hwy 
1 6, one GMC pick up truck was broken into 
and that approx $200.00 worth of damages 
had been done to the vehicle.. 
It is strongly believed that all four incid- 
ents are connected to the same suspect(s). 
The total value of damage is approx, 
$11,000. 
If you know the identity of the person(s) 
responsible for the theft of the bobcat and 
it's trailer, Crime Stoppers would like to 
hear from you. 
Cr ime Stoppers  o f fers  a cash  reward  o f  
up to $1,000,00 for  in fo rmat ion  lead ing  to 
an arrest and charges laid against an 
i nd iv idua l  in  th is  o r  o ther  unso lved  
cr ime. I f  you  have any  in fo rmat ion  cal l  
C r ime Stoppers  at 635-TIPS,  that 's  635- 
8477. Ca l le rs  w i l l  not  be  requ i red  to 
reveal  their  ident i ty  nor  test i fy  in  court.  
Call  63  S -T IPS  
/ 
RITCHIE MALLETT 
Lease & Reef Manager 
Thornhil l  Motors 
3026 Highway I 6, East, Tortace ,~,J/o.I 
Featuring Cats From 5ubotu, Hyundai & Mazda  
1987 MAZDA B26004X4 SPD. 4 CYL, 
Canopy, Bug Deflector, One Owner 
1990 SUBARU LEGACY L.S. 
ALL-WHEEL DRIVE, 
5spd,, 4 cylinder, Loaded, One Owner 
1988 NISSAN PATHFINDER XE 4X4, 
5 Spd., 4 Cylinder 
635-7286 
PEOPLE RENTING mobile homes from a property at 
2935 Old Lakelse Lake Dr. in Thornhill have gained a 
temporary reprieve from the regional district. ~" 
Renters face :* '1 
Apri l  ev ic t ion  
By KATHLEEN BRANDSMA 
FOUR RENTERS have until April to find new phtces to K 
live. 
Regional district directors voted over the weekend to let 
them stay even though the zoning on which their accommo- 
dations ,are located permits only a single family home. 
The property on Old Lakelse Lake Road ne~u" the Thornhill 
dump is owned by Helmut Reinen. Just over a year ago he 
rented out two trailer units and one duplex. 
The regional district sent Reinert a letter in early November 
explaining the infraction and suggesting he'd either have to 
evict the tenants or move the units. 
Reinert says it was a shock to get the letter~ "I did it because 
there was a great demand for housing," he says. "1 don't see I 
did ,anything bad. I did it for the public." 
Regional district chair Jeanne Monaghan says the renters 
are being contacted and that he district hopes to soon work 
out a permanent solution with Reinert 
Lisa Lambright ~md her yotmg son have lived in a two-bed- 
room duplex since September and pays $550 per month, 
including utilities. 
She says she'd be very put out if she had to move. "I was 
pretty upset when I heard what might happen," Lambright 
says. "I don't want to start a search all over again. I feel good. 
Hopefully they come to solution that we can stay." 
Lambright says she loves her home because ithas a washer 
and dryer and says there's lots of room for her son to play. 
Alan and Marilyn Sutherland left their • home in Elklbrd in 
May of 1994 when Alan found work at Independent 
Industrial Supply in Terrace. 
Marilyn told regional district officials it was nearly impos- 
sible to find an affordable place to rent. "It took us six months 
to find a place and we had to live with relatives in the mean- 
time," she says. "After having our own place it was degrad- 
ing. If we had to leave, we'd have nowhere to go" 
Correction 
A story on page B1 in the Jan. 3 edition of the 
Terrace Standard, mistakenly identified Fiona 
Glass of Smithers as one of the nominees in the 
IS NOW 
PEN 
SUNDAYS 
11 am-4  pm 
NOW YOU CAN SAVE ON 
FLOORING 7 DAYS A WEEK! 
: IN1996 COUNT ON US FOR:  
• HeW Supp l ie rs .  Ne. Products 
• Lowe~ Prices Guaranteed 
• Even~Lower Prices Than Before 
• Largest Selection of Stock lathe Northwest ~ 
LOCALLY OWNED & OPERATED STORE HOURS: 
Kinsmen Foundation youth awards. ~ Monday - Thursday ........... 9 am - 6 pm 
Friday ............................. ? am - 9 pm 
Saturday ......................... 9 am - 6 pm 
RADELET & COMPANY Sunday ............................ Ii am -4  pm 
Barristers & Solicitors, Vancouver, B.C. 6 3  S 7 7 0 0  
Pre-Budget Crystallizations & Freezes l 
J ames  W. Radelet .  Phone 689-0878 
Fax  689-1386 4717_Lakelse Avenue, Terrace 1-800-511-6511 
xYe'll take 
There's an aging second ffidge chompi 
in the basement. Or perhaps you're thiJ 
buying a new fridge but you're not stm 
do with the old one. In either case, B.C 
can help. 
Free pick-up of your ohl 
energy.guzzler. 
We'll pick up your fiidge as long as 
it's in working condition and between 
10-24 cubic feet.* A,d using environ- 
mentally sound methods, we'll safely 
recycle the ozone depleting CFC 
refrigerant and all the metal. 
I'n,s,'rving n 'st ,mes.Cn. ,amg I~dJs. 
your shoulders. 
dd save energy and the environment. 
dges can use up to twice as much elec- 
ity as today's energy-efficient models. 
By turuing in your old, operating 
fridge, you can reduce your Hydro 
bill and the energy ou save takes a 
ad off the environment, 
To am.lge for free pick-up, call 
; Refriger.'~tor Recovery Hotline at 
-663-2274 through- [~] [~[~]  
: .  or 683-2274 in fm--~[~l~[~]V 
~~!=~, , , , , .  the Lower Mainland. Saves More 
~ . ~  Than Money 
BOhgdro • /  
~ 7  ". hlWm, n t r, / er ,'lL~toln,'r. It.('.llvdro te.wrre.~ the l i~,ht 
~, ' i ! : :  .... i,,,,,~, ,,,,,,,,,,I,,*,¢I,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,h,,,,,,,,,,,,,,i,, 
~ J  ./  t tlh,r av,.hd,h' to fl.('. lh'dr. ,n,,tmn 'sx , .  r 
Jan. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
ZJ:UP_.Y._Ed~ 
IVlIN. PCPN SUN 
-9,3 -13,2 0.8 1.3 
-8.2 -12.0 26.4 0,0 
-2.4 -8,4 24.4 0,0 
3.0 -2.9 13.8 0.0 
2.2 0.4 5.9 0.0 
6.9 0.1 42.5 0.0 
7.8 2.7 17.0 0.0 
MAX. MIN. PCPN SUN 
-11.6 -14.5 2.8 
-13,2 -16,0 0.0 
-13.1 -15,5 5.7 
-6,2 -12,9 2.6 0.0 
-3.2 -6,8 0.2 1.4 
-1.3 -4,2 4,6 0.1 
0,6 -3.4 TR 3,6 
tReAD MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS • 
E With winter now on us, watch for blowing snow and limited visibility. During I 
| warmer periods watch for slush when salt is applied. • 
reduce speed during winter conditions, Please watch for and obey all traffic • 
~ ~ H  S, CA EL 1-8 O0 -665.S051. 
D.~k.Y.3E,9./~ 
MAX. YEdg] MIN. 
5.6 1963 -25.0 
8.9 1963 -22.8 
7,8 1963 -21.1 
6.1 1971 -18.3 
6.1 1981 -20.3 
6.9 1996 -23,9 
7.8 1996 -22.2 
YEAR 
1982 
1959 
1965 
1965 
1980 
1975 
1975 
~ YEAR 
17.5 1975 
26.4 1996 
31.4 1986 
47.6 1982 
49.8 1987 
47.2 1986 
37.4 1983 
BROUGH' I 'TO YOU BY:  
N E C H A K O ~ -  
~AI I~ NORTHCOAST 
CONSTRUCTION SERVICES 
YO/?ur Ro~Id Maintenance Contractor 
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TAKING AIM: Avalanch~ control technicians use an ex-U.S. Army 105-mm recoilless rifle to trigger snow slides. 
Avalanches cut off Stewart, Shames 
AREA HIGHWAYS were closed last week as 
heavy snow and warm temper,'ttures combined for 
hazardous av',danche conditions. 
Highway 37 into Stewart was the hardest hit 
in the Bear Pass area, leaving the town cut off for 
~everal days. Also closed was Highway 37 North 
~etween Bell Irving II and Bob Quinn. 
The Shames Motmtain road was closed Jan. 
10 and 11, re-opening Jan 12, and at small slide 
.'iosed Hwyl6 30kin east of Terrace Jan. 10 for at 
;hurt period. 
Highways avalanche techni clans weren't able 
:o use a helicopter to drop explosives on some of 
',he slide areas last week because of bad weather. 
rhey were able to use a 105ram recoilless rifle at 
some locations to bring down built up snow 
before it came down by itself. 
Highways ministry official Jane Stead said 
it's important to catch high hazard areas before 
the snow becomes too deep. 
"Instead of waiting for it to come down natu- 
rally, We bring it down in a controlled envtron- 
ment and bring it down while there's a smaller 
amotmt of snow," says Stead. 
Crews opened up the Bear Pass section of 
Hwy37 on the way to Stewart from Meziadin late 
hist week. 
Closures had cut off Stewart from the outside 
world tbr several days. 
Also opened up was the stretch between Bell 
II and Bob Quinn in the early eveniug hours of 
Jan. 13. Bad weather for several days grounded 
attempts to use a helicopter to drop explosives 
and bring down snow 
The Shames Mountain closure was the first 
since 1991 and Shames marketing co-ordinator 
Steve Bailey said he wasn't overly concerned 
with the days lost. 
That's because temperatures of up to six 
degrees on the n]ountait~ htst week kept skiers 
away. 
The good side is that people are becoming 
aware that there is a lot of snow on Shames, 
Bailey added. "The word's getting out now that 
we have a lot of snow," he said. 
I I  
News In Brief 
Pictures and pictures 
The Terrace Standard has a nu,nber of unclaimed, 
contributed pictures gathered over the years of of 
people having anuivcrsaries, birthdays, participating in
cormnunity events and in sporting events. 
But we're moving the end of January and can't take 
the collection with us. 
That's why it's important for people to reclaim their 
photographs a soon as possible. 
We'll have the collection in a large box in our foyer 
until Jan. 26. Please ~:omc and get your photographs. 
Fire destroys home 
Fire has consumed a Kreston Road home near Lakelse 
Lake. Thornhill volunteer firefighters responded to the 
call just after 2 a.m. Jan. 12. 
Dorothy Derrick and two foster girls escaped un- 
hanned. Derrick doesn't know what woke her, but says 
OliC of the girls told her the fire detector was going off. 
Fire chief Guy Belanger says it'll be difficult to fig- 
ure out how the fire started because there's not much 
left in house to examine. He says high winds fanned 
the flames and house burned quite quickly. 
A trust fund has been set up at the Terrace and Dis- 
trict Credit Union in Dorothy's name, 
If you can by donating household items you can call 
Jaekie Penner at 635-3757 or Dorothy, who's staying at 
her sister's place. The number there is 638-0093. 
Penner says donated items are conung in but that 
Dorothy could still use kitchen arid bathroom items. 
Our local dentist she says, is donating a set of den- 
tures to replace the ones bunted in the fire, nnd some- 
one might donate ahouse for a couple of months. 
Derrick had owaed her home for 20 years aud did 
have fire insurant:e, but says it won't cover the cost of 
replacing the house itself. 
She's thaukful with the support. "It's fantastic. It's 
just totally great o have that kind ofsupporL" 
Reform goes hi tech 
THE PROVINCIAL Reform party constituency organi- 
zation here has become the first of its kind in B.C. to 
dabble in the Interuet. 
Up and rumfing this week is a home page (an dee- 
tronic magazine) and an e-mail address to which 
people can send messages. 
"It's even got my picture on it," said Skeena Reform 
candidate Run Town. 
The e-mail address is reformbc@kermode.net. The 
home page address is 
http ://www.ke rmode.netlre formbe 
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It's RRSP time again 
With rising government debt and increasing concern 
over the long-term viability of existing public pension 
plans, RRSPs have become an important part of retirement 
panning for many Canadians. Prior to the introduction of 
RRSPs in 1957, the only people who could shelter their 
retirement savings from taxation were those employees of 
companies with registered pension plans. The direct cost of 
the plans were either shared by the employee and employer 
or in some cases were borne totally by the employees. In 
either case, the net effect was tax-free retirement savings 
plan for employees. To provide an equal savings opportuni- 
ty for people who did not enjoy the same privilege of tax- 
exempt retirement, savings, the system of tax-exempt 
RRSPs was introduced. 
For most people, RRSPs provide a means of topping up 
inadequate company plans or pensions provided under the 
various government programs. At present, Old Age 
Security, Canada Pension Plan and the Guaranteed Income 
supplement will provide a maximum of $1,221 per month 
for a single retiree and $2,215 for a retired married couple 
(assuming each partner qualifies for full Canada Pension 
Plan payments of $713.19 per month). 
When you consider that the average family income in 
British Columbia today is about $54,000 per year or about 
$4,500 per month., government-provided p nsions fall con- 
siderably short of the provincial average income of $4,500 
per month. For some retired people, of course, the cosl of 
living may drop when they retire. Nevertheless, for most, a 
considerable gap must be filled by some other source of 
income, if a retiree's tandard of living is not to change 
quite drastically. RRSPs can help to fill that gap. 
Saving within the shelter of an RRSP provides two dis- 
tinct advantage. First, it allows people to save more than 
they could outside an RRSP and to have their investment 
accumulate, tax-free, as long as it is left in the RRSP. 
Second, it defers the payment of taxes from high-income- 
earning years to retirement years when income will prob- 
ably be less and the marginal tax rate lower. 
As the latter advantage suggests, RRSPs are not so much 
a tax-exempt savings vehicle as a tax-deferral savings vehi- 
cle. A contributor can only draw out what has been contrib- 
uted plus accumulated earnings, and must pay taxes on 
those withdrawals. 
The impact of the tax deferral can be very substantial 
over the life of the RRSE Assuming a combined federal- 
provincial marginal tax rate of 40%, a person would have to 
earn $1,695 to make an after-tax investment of $1,000 out- 
side an RRSP. Investing within the shelter of an RRSP, 
however, would require earnings of only $1,000 because of 
the tax deferment provision. The table below compares the 
• - effect of investing in an RRSP with the advantage of the tax 
deferment, and investing outside an RRSP without the tax 
deferment, The table assumes an investment of $100 per 
month of earned income over a period of 30 years at a 
nominal 8% rate of return. It also shows the impact on the 
value of an annuity that could be purchased with the two 
approaches. 
Comparison: Tax-Sheltered 
and Non-Sheltered Investment 
Sheltered in Non- 
an RRSP Sheltered 
Taxable income $30.000 . ~  
Matginal tax rate 41% 41% 
Monthly earned income 
for investment $100 $100 
Less: tax @ 41% 0 41 
Net monthly Investment $100 $59 
At 30 years: 
Accumulated value of investment $149,036 $46,638 
20-year monthly annuity (pre-tax) $1,247 $390 
At 25 years: 
Accumulated value of investment $95.103 $30,847 
20-yr monthly annuity (pre-tax) $795 $285 
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Will you be able to 
affo ,:l to retire... 
Research shozos that only one person ilt tzoenty is actually in financial 
position to afford to retire in the manner that they had irnagined. 
The k~ is to start investing in an RRSP as soon as possible, 
An RRSP is a long term investment. Just waiting one more year to 
open an RRSP can make a tremendous difference over time. 
Interest multiplies over time. 
Don't wait until it's too late. Open an RRSP today. 
MUTUAL FUNDS 
INCLUDING 
ETHICAL FUNDS 
ARE ALSO 
AVAILABLE. 
Call MEMBERLINK at: 
635-0114 
for up to the minute rates 
and information. 
*Premitun rates paid for larger purchase, transfers & long term deposits 
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School daze 
SOMEWHERE OUT on the high seas is a float- 
ing, fast food restaurant. It's located on one of 
the giant, nuclear-powered aircraft carriers. With 
a crew of more than 5,000, the restaurant does a 
brisk and thriving business. 
That seemingly bizarre marriage of government 
and business just might be coming to British 
Columbia. There's a growing discussion in the 
school system of how to better spread an in- 
creasingly stretched taxpayer's dollar. 
Does it make sense nowadays to have school 
buildings sit idle during the summer? Can 
schools be used more at night? Should we 
reconsider the model where school buildings are 
used solely by students and teachers? Should 
school districts own school buildings, or should 
they be built by private developers and leased 
back? 
Aalswefing these questions may lead to a com- 
plete gutting of the way we have structured the 
school system. It's very rigid what with the com- 
mon model of school being in session during the 
fall, winter and spring with summers off. 
Any kind of new system would have a profound 
impact in Terrace. Skeena Junior Secondary is 
overcrowded, inefficient and sorely in need of a 
replacement. Uplands Elementary, on the bench, 
is also overcrowded. The growing population up 
there has eaten up the space given when the 
school expanded several years ago. 
The school district has a chunk of land on the 
bench for a new school location. Down in town 
its negotiating to buy a piece of property on 
which to build a new junior secondary school. 
Building a new school is a long, frustrating and 
hideously expensive xercise. Already the educa- 
tion ministry wants to switch from custom-. 
designed schools to universal, off-the-shelf ar ,  
chitectural plans in order to save money. 
By looking at new ways ~ leasing, combining 
education with other community services and the 
such ~ the school district just might be a leader 
in how things should be done from here on in. 
Change is always frightening. The unknown is 
scary and challenging. But there really is no 
alternative facing the public sector if it is to con- 
tinue to provide an acceptable standard of ser- 
vice with less and less money. 
Exciting time 
WHAT A RARE treat for the voters of Skeena. 
There are three solid contenders for the riding in 
the next provincial election. The three, current 
NDP MLA Helmut Giesbrecht, Reformer Ron 
Town and newly unveiled Liberal Rick Wozney, 
are competent, skilled and have solid supporters. 
All of this points to a high-spirited campaign 
wherein voters will have a chance to ask ques- 
tions and get back three viewpoints on what's 
happening now and what should happen next. 
The essence of democracy is a free-wheeling 
exchange of issues, ideas and opinions. Every 
election is crucial but this one in Skeena will 
concentrate on land claims, resource use and fis- 
cal responsibility. It'll be a dandy and one that 
will be remembered for a long time. 
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Mone j plan c )uld hurt badly 
VICTORIA - -The  major is- 
sue in this year's election 
campaign is taking shape. The 
Liberals, still out front in the 
polls, are busy building a plat- 
form that is closely modelled 
after former premier Bill Ben- 
nett's restraint program. 
To flesh out their basic plan 
to reduce the public work force 
in British Columbia by 15 per 
cent, the Liberals have enlisted 
the help of several people who 
were instrumental in designing 
Bennett's restraint package 
that hit the province like a ton 
of bricks in 1982. 
The born-again Socred 
restraint architects include 
David Emerson, former aide to 
Bennett and Bob Plecas, a 
high-powered bureaucrat dur- 
ing.the B.ei~nelt.years. ... .......... 
,: Liberal leader Gordon Camp: 
bell, the man who would be 
premier, is still reluctant to talk 
about the details of the fiscal 
policies he would implement, 
but he doesn't miss a chance to 
talk about the need for 
restraint. 
"We are going to see the 
shrinking of the public ser- 
vice," he said recently, adding 
that drastically reducing the 
number of public servants "is 
not about punishing people," 
but about getting the best value 
for every dollar spent. 
It's a familiar tune, played 
I ~1 ;Ioli't I I I I io, l_, l ' , i  i / . ,1 I~  
HUBERT BEYER 
nearly 14 years ago by Bill 
Bennett and recently dusted off 
and played again by Ontario 
Premier Mike Harris. 
In case Campbell wasn't 
dozens of special interest 
groups, including human rights 
organizations, environ- 
mentalists, trade unions and a 
lot of ordinary folks, was born. 
Angry protesters by the tens 
of thousands assembled in Vic- 
toria and Vancouver. Wildcat 
strikes broke out, and the pro- 
vince came close to being 
paralyzed by a general strike. 
Bennett's plan also included 
laying off 25 per cent of public 
servants working directly for 
the government, which af- 
fected roughly 10,000 people. 
The people were laid off, but 
in the ensuing weeks and 
months, most were rehired on 
contract. The whole thing 
turned out to be a sham. Ben- 
nett could point to a 25-per- 
An election promise of 
"restoring fiscal order. Getting 
the best value for every dollar 
spent," or whatever fuzzy 
rhetoric a party aspiring to 
power may use, doesn't give it 
a mandate to savage a social 
fabric that took decades to 
evolve. 
Campbell, it appears, slept 
through that important lesson. 
He's hell bent for leather to try 
it again. And while governing 
is the premier's prerogative 
and, indeed, duty, failing to do 
so without adequate regard to 
the effects on society, has 
certain consequences. 
The Social Credit Party was 
not destroyed by Vander Zalm 
alone. It died because those hi 
power, in the end, had little paying attention when Bennett 
hammered the province with " ~n.t, reduction, in govemmelit .... r ega.rd .fo.( l.hose., they governed. 
his restraint program, I 'd  like 
to point out a few details for 
his consideration. 
Bennett sold the merits of his 
restraint package on the same 
basis as Campbell is going to 
offer his version: Money is 
tight, debts are out of control, 
something's got to be done. 
Something was done all 
right. In his quest to save 
money, Bennett ook the pro- 
v/nee to the brink of disaster. 
He cut programs and altered 
the social safety net, alienatiug 
huge segments of society. 
Solidarity, an amalgam of 
employees, but it didn't save  
the taxpayers any money. 
Relative peace was restored 
to the province when Bennett 
and IWA chief Jack Munro 
reached the so-caned Keiowua 
Accord. 
That chapter of British 
Columbia's history should 
have taught politicians an im- 
portant lesson: people will al- 
low themselves to be goverued 
only within generally accepted 
parameters of power. The 
politician who crosses the 
threshold of public tolerance 
invites chaos. 
They. had lost touch with the 
common people. 
I f  Campbell plans to do what 
I think he does, he must spell 
the details before the election. 
He must tell the public to what 
extent lie's willing to go to get 
"the best value for every dol- 
lar spent.' ' 
Only then will he be able to 
claim a mandate for whatever 
restraint measures he has in 
store for British Columbians. 
Beyer can be reached at: 
Tel:(604) 360.6442; 
Fax:(604) 381- 6922;E.Mail: 
hbeyer@direcl.ca 
Dyeing to try this one out? 
LAST WEEK when Van- 
couver police raided a 
marijuana parapherualia 
retailer, one staffer's green hair 
snagged my attention, what a 
fashion statementt "I 'm me," 
it said. "I  do as I please." The 
fashion critic, Mr. Blackwell, 
might not approve but Dr. 
Seuss sure would. 
Did a cosmetics consultant 
do his eolours, or why would 
anyone deliberately dye his 
hair the coiour of a putting 
green. Once, accidentally, nay 
Aunt Mii did it in the 1940s 
when hair dyes were still un- 
reliable, experimental even. 
Far from being thrilled with 
her algae look, she threatened 
the area with a water shortage 
as she scrubbed and rinsed. 
Surely hair dye doesn't come 
in shades of green; he must use 
a fabric dye like Rit. Is such a 
colour difficult to maintain; 
does it naturally fade toward 
fall. When he needs to buy 
,'7 
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CLAUDETTE SANDECKI  
more dye, does he match the 
dye lot by taking along a 
swatch of Astroturf? 
When grooming, does he 
choose between a comb and a 
rake, a brush and a hoe? In- 
stead of dandruff, itchiness and 
receding hairline, does he 
battle earwigs, dryness and 
blight? And when tresses 
tangle to the point of pulling 
loose at the roots, does he 
combat he difficulty with con- 
ditioner or liquid fertilizer? 
I can see green hair having 
some advantages. It helps you 
dress the part for carnival, 
Mardi Gras or St. Patrick's 
Day..4aid in cases of narcotics 
raids, you can blend in among 
the cannabis plants. If you're a 
salad chef you can forget 
hairnets. 
As for disadvantages, hikers 
nmst beware of becoming lost 
among ferns or nettles. You 
have to be i nunune to smart 
remarks, such as, "Hay, do 
you practice crop rotation?" 
and ignore nicknames. Vigoro 
springs to mind like grass be- 
hind a footstep. Napping in the 
backyard is out if its home to 
rabbits. 
Green hair isn't that spec- 
tacular when you get right to 
the root of it. We're ac- 
customed to Carol Channing 
and her pink bob, Ronald 
McDonald with his red mop, 
and vacationing matrons with 
mauve or blue perms. 
Given a choice, I'd prefer a 
soll with green hair rather than 
body tattoos, aMohawk cut, or 
a nose and lip ring, especially 
those linked by a draped chain 
like a public walkway in a zoo. 
Hair colmir is less pernlaneat; 
auy scarring is on the parent's 
psyche. 
Unless allpearances are 
deceiving, green hair has the 
texture of oat straw. Running 
fingers through it would be as 
romantic as sorting Fido's bed- 
diug in search of his dogtag. 
Barber time is a quick Weed 
Wacker trim, or a bareheaded 
dally near cud chewers untU he 
attracts an animal with in- 
discriminate taste. A Nubian 
goat, perhaps. 
I 'm too introverted to opt for 
his hair the colour of swamp 
scum. But 1 can vouch for it as 
an attention grabber. Who 
needs to wave an AK47. 
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THE PLAYERS 
Most of the 6,000 Nisga'a Hve in the four 
villages in the lower Nass River valley. They 
claim the entire Nass watershed - -  all 25,000 
square kilometres. Only their claim to the 
lower third of the Nass River is undisputed. 
They have been negotiating since the 1970s 
with first the federal government and later 
the province after a court case almost gave 
them title to the Nass. 
The Gitanyow are the Gitxsan people who 
live at the village of Gitanyow, formerly 
called Kitwancool - -  just north of Kitwanga 
on Hwy 37. They've pursued their land claim 
separately from the rest of the Gitxsan. They 
claim the middle third nfthe Nass watershed. 
The Nisga'a claim takes in 80 per cent of the 
Gitonyow claim area. 
The Gitxsan, who live mainly around the 
tlazeltons, Gltseguecla nd the IGspiox val- 
ley, claim the upper Skeena River watershed 
from near Cedarvale right to the headwaters. 
They also claim the headwaters of the Nnss, 
overlapping somewhat with the Nisga'a. 
Other neighbours of the Nisga'a claim are 
the Tahltan, who live to the north near Iskut 
and Telegraph Creek and claim the Stikine 
country. Immediately to the south are the 
Tsimshian, who live in Prince Rupert, Ter- 
race and villages up and down the coast. 
WHY OVERLAPS? 
The first complication is that some areas 
were shared by various groups. Secondly, na- 
tive groups never defined their territory with 
European-style maps and lines. Instead they 
used stories, objects and songs that detail 
where important events took place. Collec- 
tively, this oral history proves which places 
belonged to which family and which areas 
were shared by groups. Sometimes wars were 
fought and boundaries changed, but these 
new boundaries were always described by 
the events in the oral history, recounted in 
song and story, and noted in the images upon 
totenl poles. 
That worked for centuries, but after white 
contact everything changed. 
Epidemics ravaged villages, killing off 90 
per cent of the population in some places. 
Entire native histories vanished with the 
memories of those people. 
Native artifacts were lost in huge numbers 
totem poles, button blankets, ceremonial 
items. Some had spiritual value, hut many 
also were links to the land. Many totem poles 
were either burned by natives at the behest 
of missionaries, or were simply taken to be- 
come part of European collections. 
Then in 1884 the government banned the 
potlatch - -  the key ceremony at which oral 
histories are recounted, reaffirmed and 
passed on from generation to generation. The 
potlatch ban remained until 1951. 
During much of the same time, native chil- 
dren were sent to residential school where 
they further lost touch with their culture and 
their language. 
These things together make it harder for 
native chiefs today to fbgure out who owned 
what area. Today they supplement what sur- 
vives of the oral history with accounts of mis- 
sionaries and explorers of the 19th century. 
Native groups' push for land claim settle- 
ments is the reason they now have to draw 
lines on maps. 
Between the unresolved confusion and the 
shared areas, large portions of their claim 
areas overlap. That leads to the idea that 110 
per cent of the province is claimed by native 
groups. 
DRAWING LINES 
The Nisga'a, Gitanyow and Gltxsan have 
been meeting since 1983 in attempts to ex- 
plore their histories and sort out their bound- 
aries. 
The rush to resolve the issue now is because 
of a pending treaty to settle the Nisga'a 
claim. 
If it can't be done in the traditional way in 
time, it's conceivable the issue could be put 
out to an arbitrator to decide based on 
anthropologists' research. 
WHAT DOES IT 
ME--A--N? 
The three native groups that together claim 
all of the Nags watershed and then some will 
not get the entire area. 
Reports Indicate the Nlsga'a are being of- 
feted about 2,200 square kilometres 
around eight per cent of their claimed terri- 
tory. 
What the Gitxsan and Gitanyow fear, how- 
ever, is that the Nisga'a may choose land in 
many small blohs, rather than a single con- 
tiguous chunk of territory. 
They don't want to see land in the overlap 
area get included in a Nisga'a settlement 
without a resolution of the boundary issue. 
WHAT'S AT STAKE 
For the Nisga'a, any criticism of their claim 
- -  particularly from neighbouring native 
groups - -  is viewed as endangering their pos- 
sible treaty settlement. 
Neighbours like the Gitanyow worry about 
losing land on a first-come, first-serve basis 
to whoever's ahead of them in the treaty 
Iinenp. 
And treaty opponents take advantage of the 
situation and polnt to bickering native 
groups in an attempt o discredit he b'eaty 
process. 
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Natives want 
overlap resolved 
Treaty anxiety spurs latest action 
By JEFF NAGEL negotiators tocut a deal before the next election 
GITXSAN NATIVES have fired what amounts could make it easier for them to overlook the in- 
to a bomb into the middle of the Nisga'a treaty terests ofneighbouring groups. 
talks. " I  think the Harcourt government would like 
They have released ac0mpreheasive 260-page to have a treaty in their pocket before the elec- 
report rejecting the idea that the Nisga'a have a lion. The negotiators have a certtain amount of 
claim to anything but the lower Nass River. momentum and I think there's pressure on them 
It sets out evidence supporting the claim of 
neighbouring Gitanyow and Gitxsan natives to 
the upper portions of the Nags. The Nisga'a 
claim all 25,000 square kilometres of the Nass 
River watershed. 
Their claim also takes in some 80 per cent of 
to get a deal. Under that scenario, the chips 
could fall where they may." 
Giving the Nisga'a land that is within overlap 
areas would send out shock waves far beyond 
the northwest, says Sterritt. 
It would send the message that whoever cuts a 
the ncighbouring Gitanyow claim, deal first could get territory that might belong to 
Resolving that overlap has been the focus of their neighbours. 
discussions between the two groups for years, " I f  the province for their own reasons doesn't 
but with a Nisga'a treaty expected early this 
year, their neighbours are getting jumpy. 
Gitanyow leaders hope the document will 
force provincial government egotiators to in- 
sist on a resolution of the overlap issue before 
any Nisga'a treaty is signed. 
Gitanyow spokesman Glenn Williams says the 
Gitanyow arc completely in the dark about he 
Nisga'a talks. 
"As First Nations, we the Gitnayow want the 
opportunity to be briefed on any potential im- 
plication or impacts on any rights we have in 
Gitsnyow territory," he said. "We want the 
same opportunity as the regional advisory com- 
mittees, the regional districts, and the town 
councils." 
"The people in Prince Rupert, Ter race-  the 
non-aboriginal leaders ~ are being briefed con- 
stantly on what the potential deal could be and 
we, who have the aboriginal right on the upper 
Nass, haven't had the opportunity from the fed- 
eral and provincial governments todo thab" 
Gitxsan negotiator Nell Sterritt, who wrote the 
report, is worried that the pressure on provincial 
respect ribal boundaries, that would establish 
an incredible precedent," Sterritt says. "It be- 
comes first-come, first-served. It's going to be a 
nightmare in B.C." 
Provincial negotiator Jack Ebbels says Vic- 
toria doesn't want to interfere in native groups' 
attempts to resolve overlap issues. 
"It still remains our preference that any dis- 
agreements among the First Nations regarding 
the veracity of whose claim is better than others 
is for them to resolve," he said. 
"Naturally ou'd like it before an agreement- 
in-principle," he said. "But if we bring every- 
thing to a halt until they get them resolved it 
may take a considerable amount of time before 
anything ets anywhere near settlement." 
Ebbels refused to comment on whether the 
Nisga'a are being offered land inside the dis- 
puted overlap area. 
Nisga'a representatives met with Gitxsan ne- 
gotiators at the Terrace Inn on Friday. Nisga'a 
Tribal Council spokesman Rod Robinson 
declined to comment on the progress of the 
overlap discussions. 
Nisga'a expanded their 
clatm map, report claims 
LAND CLAIM negotiations underway with the 
Nisga'a of the Nass Valley are based on an area 
much larger than what is really their traditional 
territory. 
That's the conclusion of the report Tribal 
Boundaries in the Nass Watershed - -  a docu- 
ment prepared by the Gitxsan natives in an ef- 
fort to undermine the Nisga'a claim to disputed 
territory and promote their own claim to the up- 
per Nass. 
Written by Nell Sterritt, it details 
anthropologists' research, explorers' accounts, 
and ongohlg discussions between the Nisga'a, 
and their upstream neighbours ~ the Gitsnyow 
and the Gitxsan. 
It contends that the Nisga'a rightfully own the 
lower third of the Nass watershed, but that the 
Gitanyow own the middle third and the Gitxsan 
own the upper third. 
According to the report: 
[] Much of the overlap confusion arises be- 
cause some Gitanyow chiefs moved to the 
Nisga'a village of Alyansh early in this century. 
Those chiefs were even signatories to the histor- 
ic 1908 and 1913 Nisga'a petitions demanding 
their land rights. The Nisga'a believe Gitanyow 
territory - -  around Mezladin Lake and Cran- 
berry Junction - -  came with those chiefs, But 
the report says those chiefs withdrew from the 
Nisga'a effort in 1926. Those families still live 
in the Nass and the interrelations between the 
two groups is a major source of the confusion. 
[] Some missionaries and explorers who 
thought hey were dealing with Nisga'a on the 
upriver portions of the Nass were really dealing 
with the Gitanyow or Oitxsan. 
[] The Nisga'a court case in 1968 didn't assert 
title over the Meziadin and Cranberry area to 
avoid dissent from the Oitanyow. The issue in 
the court case was the principle of title not the 
precise boundary of the territory. But in the 
1970s, after the court case, the Nisga'a began 
reasserting title to that area. 
[] In the 1980s the Nisga'a carried out a series 
of map signings with the Tahltan of the Stikine 
River area to the north that allowed the Nisga'a 
to greatly expand their claim further north to 
take in the entire Nags watershed. The Tahltan 
knew their boundary was at Treaty Creek in the 
Bowser Lake area because they struck an agree- 
ment there with the southern "Nathka" or 
"Nass men" a century ago. But they used that 
word interchangeably for any southerners. The 
report alleges that it was really northern Gitxsan 
and Gitanyow people who the Tahltans were 
dealing with in the 1890s ~not  the Nisga'a. 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
Throw the book at him 
An open letter to: 
Attorney-General Ujjal Dosanjh 
Dear Sin 
I am writing to protest the light sentence given David 
Kevin Johnson in the Ciccone family deaths. 
Tweuty-three years ago 1, too, was hit by a drunk 
driver who left the scene. When found by police miles 
away at a rest stop, he was still drinking. At his trial, 
witnesses testified to seeing him weaving out of his 
lane, passing illegally, and throwing liquor bottles out 
of the window. He also admitted to 12 previous traffic 
violations when pressed by the Crown, all the while 
representing himself as a responsible family man. 
I was lucky to be alive but my family aud I had to 
face three operations, months on crutches and lingering 
physical and psychological scars. The driver received a
six-month driver's liccnce suspension, a five month 
suspended prison sentence and $800 in fines. That was 
the best the courts could do in 1973. 
A short time after his licence was returned, this up- 
standing citizen, again impaired, drove off the highway 
and died, thankfully, without any further victims. 
Repeat offenders like Mr. Johnson and my 
"assailant" show no regard for human life and are 
thumbing their noses at our inapotent legal system. 
A car is a lethal weapon and had Mr. Johnson wiped 
out nearly an entire family with a gun he would not be 
serving 14 months! 
I am indignant hat in 23 years the penalties for drunk 
driving have changed so little. 
I am asking you to overturn Mr. Johnson's entence. 
Throw the book at him. He and others like him are kil- 
lers. 
Nancy Condon, 
Terrace, B.C. 
No racism, please 
I have read Allan Gricr's "Native 'plight' the envy of 
many" in the Jan. 10 issue of The Terrace Standard 
and I find that it promotes racism. 
I am a half breed with my father being white and my 
mother was native. Before Bill C-31, the 1980s bill that 
returned status to native people, came into effect we 
had no idmtity whatsoever. 
We were not labelled white or Indians, the colour of 
our skin made us look native but we were not. Bill C- 
31 opened the doors for many, especially women. 
When it comes to paying taxes we certainly do. 
When I say Mr. Grier promotes racism you certainly 
have to think of it. Prince Rupert is a town that has the 
outlying villages such as Port Simpson, Kitkatla and 
Kincolith. Those residents come in for shopping. 
Now look at Terrace. Look how big the city has'in~ 
creased in business. Terrace has the outlying com- 
munities uch as Greenville, Aiyansh, Canyon City and 
even people from 'Prince Rupert shopping here. If not 
for those communities, where would Terrace be now. 
Everyone is entitled to his/her opinion, but what it 
really boils down to is that there are people who pay 
taxes and there are people who do own vehicles or 
have nice homes. But from someone who sees this is- 
sue on both sides, I do find it disturbing that this iodi- 
vidual can write letters like the one he did. 
I am probably not the only half breed who feels this 
way. As First Nations people, as we prefer to be called, 
there are people out there who really do have pride. 
My message to Mr. Grier is that there are people who 
see both sides and can relate to both sides of the issues 
and are not so fast to judge one for their race or eolour. 
Who needs more racism ill a community that has one- 
quarter to one-third First Nations people. 
Jennifer Angus, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Not Mooneyows 
Dear Sir:. 
Opposition parties, in our system, have file answers 
to everything. Always the right answers, too, for they 
are never faced with the prospect of putting the ans- 
wers into action. 
The Nisga'a have been at the negotiating table for 
130 years. For 120 of those years they sat by them- 
selves, waiting for the other two parties to join them. 
They almost have a settlement. 
The Mooaeyows (Cree for 'white man', but more 
literally 'greenhorn' or 'dummy') have come to the 
table with sincere hearts and have worked hard to get 
something on paper. 
The Mooneyows in the Refonn party say that tile pro- 
cess is not right, and whatever suggestions come out of 
the negotiations must be put to a referendum, and must 
pass that referendum before being signed. 
A quick count, or a slow count for those not quite 
capable, will show that there are 70,000 'white eyes' 
(mooneyows) in the referendum area, and about 5,000 
Nisga'a and perhaps 5,000 other natives who may, or 
may not, vote with the Nisga'a. 
The odds then are 7 to 1 against the Nisga'a. 
Whatever question is put on the ballot the Nisga'a 
would lose. Guaranteed. The referendum ight pass, if 
the question was against a fair settlement, but the 
Nisga'a would still lose. 
And if the referendum failed, what then? Go back a 
120 years and sit at the table, waiting? Start negotiating 
again? Spend another $50 million, run another 
referendum and have that fail? 
This is chaos. Any plan to have the negotiations 
ratified by referendum simply means file Nisga'a will 
lose. Perhaps that is the Reform party's bottom llne. 
Reformers, the opposition with all the answers, will 
not give the Nisga'a any land. Just give them money, 
or beads, or something, but not land. 
If the Nisga'a, with money, wanted to start some en- 
terprise they would first have to acquire land. To do 
this they would have to spend so much money they 
wouldn't even be able to build a smokchouse. 
These Indians kqow what the land is worth, and what 
they are without it. They are not Mooncyows, 
Les Watmough, 
Terrace, B.C. 
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Out & About 
WaI-Mart denies  rumour 
Terrace building 
boom continues 
THE NUMBER of new homes being built 
in Terrace continues to grow. 
1995 was another banner year for the city, 
with 87 new single and multi-family homes 
going up, and the total value of all con- 
struction projects being pegged at $24.8 
million. 
Residential construction accounted for 
$14.2 million of those dollars, that's up 
from $13.6 million the year before. 
"When a community of 11 thousand 
people builds 72 new single family homes, 
that's probably among the highest in the 
province," says Paul Gipps, the city's 
senior building inspector. 
Last year it cost nearly $41,000 to build a 
single family home, that's up six thousand 
from the year before. 
The average property cost has hovered 
near $34,000 for the past two years. 
Commercial construction figures saw the 
biggest leap - -  up from 2.7 million in 1994 
to a whopping $8.3 million last year. 
Nearly 100,000 square feet of new office 
and commercial space were added to the 
city last year. 
The Saan store on Greig, the Tolsec 
building on Keith and the Medical Clinic 
on Park, are among the main new struc- 
tures. 
"Terrace has seen exceptional building 
years for the past five years," says Gipps. 
So, what does the future hold in store? 
Gipps says this year's figures should be 
close to last year's, if not better. 
" I 'm going to be cautiously optimistic," 
he says, "I  feel fairly confident we're 
going to have about 50 housing units." 
He notes the city is way ahead of the 
norm and questions how long that trend 
might continue. 
He also predicts about 50 new multi- 
family units will go up, and is looking for a 
strong commercial year as well. 
HOME CONSTRUCTION may have dipped slightly 
from 1994, but the 72 new houses built last year still 
underscores remarkable strength in the market. 
Mine proposal under scrutiny 
PROVINCIAL ENVIRON- has until Feb. 26 to recom- Already an Iskut-based The proposed mine is for analysis. 
MENTAL officials begin 
going over this week what 
others have to say about a 
planned copper and gold 
mine near Iskut. 
American Bullion 
Minerals wants to spent up 
to $300 million on a mine 
having a 12-year life. 
Government agencies and 
the public had until yester- 
day to give the provincial 
Environmental Assessment 
-Office their opinions about 
the project. 
The office has set up a 
project review committee 
that will make recommenda- 
tions to the environment and 
mines ministers. 
Under the assessment 
guidelines, the eonunittee 
A Royal 
search 
for ore 
THE NEW owners of a gold 
property near Stewart ex- 
pects to spend $8 million on 
more exploration this year. 
Royal Oak Mines, which 
took over the property last 
year from Barrick Gold Cor- 
poration, wants to increase 
the amount of mineable gold 
ore on the property before 
continuing any further. 
"We've got 800,000 
ounces of mineable gold 
there now. We want to reach 
more than 1.2 million 
ounces," Royal Oak's Gra- 
ham Eacott said. 
"We're still treating this 
as an exploration project but 
we are col~qdent of more 
results," he said. 
Royal Oak assumed con- 
trol of the property in 1995 
agreeing to do at least $3 
million worth of work there 
over the next three years. 
Should a mine develop 
there, Barrick Gold will 
receive a royalty interest. 
"In the spring, after the 
snow goes, we'll be doing 
surface drilling and continue 
in an existing decline with 
diamond rilling," hc said. 
Royal Oak is the third 
owner of the property in two 
years. LAC Minerals of 
Toronto spent more than 
$20 million on the property 
in the early 1990s. Lac was 
then taken over by Barrick 
which put the property on 
the block, saying it didn't fit 
in with its plans. 
The Red Mountain loca- 
tion is 11kin north of 
Stewart on Hwy37 and then 
15kin along a logging road 
in the Bitter Creek Valley. 
Royal Oak took over Red 
Mountain as part of an am- 
bitious mining program an- 
nounced last spring that in- 
eludes the Kemess South 
gold and copper property 
north of Smithers. 
Royal Oak is getting cash 
and help from the Victoria 
as compensation for the de- 
cision to make its Windy 
Craggy property part of the 
Tatshenshini park. 
mend a yes, a no or call for 
a public hearing. 
More than 290 people at- 
tended open houses in late 
November on the Red Chris 
project. 
Officials expect increased 
group called Cassiar Forest 
Watch is worried that a 
mine, and its access road, 
will pose a problem for the 
sheep and goals. 
But as of late last week, 
there hadn't been a lot of 
access to the Todagin public comments, said Les- 
Plateau and sheep and lie Hildebrandt, head of the 
mountain goats on Todagin province's environmental 
Mountain tn h,~ hip facto~ assessment committee for 
in the mine project's evaula- the project. 
tion. 
18kin southeast of Iskut vil- 
lage, making it one of the 
closest mineral properties to 
Hwy37. 
The access road to the 
mine will be 12kin and will 
branch of an existing road 
connecting to Hwy37. 
American Bullion wants a 
rough road now leading to 
the site improved so it can 
take out a bulk ore sample 
Bronson Slope also in pipeline 
RED CHRIS is one of two potential 
mines now going through the environmen- 
tal assessment process. 
The other, the Bronson Slope gold/copper 
property is in the Iskut Valley, a stone's 
throw from Cominco's existing Snip gold 
mine. 
Developer International Skyline Gold 
Corporation has already held open houses. 
It foresees a development costing up to 
$150 million, employing 250 workers dur: 
ing construction and 105 p, eople after that 
over a 15-year life. 
Public comment and government agency 
reviews have to be submitted by Feb. 14. 
The assessment project committee recom- 
mendations are to be completed by March 
25.  
Main issues here are potential impacts on 
fish and wildlif~ and the potential impact of 
placing a am-of-river hydro electric facility 
in the Iskut River. 
The company estimates 
the mine could employ up to 
700 workers during con- 
struction and provide jobs 
for up to 350 people after- 
ward. f 
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WAL-MART says the nlmour it's thinking of coming 
to Terrace, B.C. is simply not tree. 
"That rumour exists in every community in North 
America right now," Wal.Mart real estate division 
spokesman Peter Klein told the Standard from his of- 
fice at the giant retailer's corporate headquarters in 
Arkansas. 
Klein says they've made some exploratory trips to 
B.C. to check out the province, but have no plans at 
this time to open any stores. He had no idea where Ter- 
race was. 
Student lounge planned 
RENOVATIONS arc underway to turn The Racquet 
Centre at Northwest Community College into a stu- 
dent lounge. 
Proprietor Ken Hawkins plans to have seating for 
about 40 people. 
He'll start off sewing customers pop, coffee, juice, 
snacks and sandwiches, but he also plans to apply for a 
liquor licence to sell beer and wine. 
If  all goes well, he says, it would become a pub in 
time for the start of classes next fall. 
Patrons of the lounge would be able to watch people 
playing racquet sports, play a video game, watch TV, 
and even surf the [nternet at terminals Hawkins hopes 
to set up once a college Interact system goes on-line. 
NWCC facilities manager Peter Crompton said the 
college is paying for the $8,000 worth of renovations to 
dismantle a sauna and replace it with a wet bar and 
tables. 
"The sauna was a maintenance headache and wasn't 
being used by more than a couple of people," Cromp- 
ton said. 
Hawkins rents the space from NWCC. 
Help Us Celebrate A New Beginning At Our 
Monday, Jan. 22 to Saturday, Jan. 27 
Dlanna Janus TerlAnn Martin Ken KIvI 
Owner/Stylist Apprentice Stylist Stylist 
Cyndee Goransrud Trlcla Cot6 
Stylist Nail Technician 
"5culpturedl 
Dreams" II 
NAILS  
BY  
TR ISH 
is offering 
$10.O0 
OFF 
A 
Fu l l  Set  
of  Na i l s  
4646 LAKELSE AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
635-5727 
,,Six in NDP leadership race, 
Local MLA backs Clark 
SKEENA NDP MLA Heimut Giesbrecht is supporting 
employment and investment minister Glen Clark's bid to 
be the next leader of the provincial NDP. 
Speaking last week, Giesbreeht said Clark, the front run- 
ner for the job, is the right person for the right time. 
"He'll make a good leader and a good premier and he's 
in the best position to beat Gordon Campbell and Jack 
Weisgerber and articulate our vision of B.C.," said the 
Skeena MLA. 
Clark is the MLA for East Vancouver. He has the sup- 
port of the province's powerful unions and announced his 
candidacy last week. 
There are six candidates for the job, including former 
cabinet minister and Vancouver resident Joan Smaliwood 
and Kootenay MLA Corky Evans. 
Evans is a logger by background and has worked on 
+ 
¢ 
L. 
this mo,th for the February leadership convention. 
The number of delegates i determined by party member- 
ship in the Skeena riding. 
Skeena NDP MLA Helmut Giesbrecht says as many as 
10 people could be chosen. 
An alternate delegat~ list will be made up if more people 
than allowed want 1o be delegates. 
Giesbrecht said transportation costs, even though offset 
by a subsidy, could affect he number of people who will 
attend. 
"The experieuce in the north is that most delegates will 
be out-of-pocket," said Giesbrecht. 
And he's not predicting a major battle between local 
potential delegates as to who they will support. 
"I'm not expecting a great contest between the 1wo front 
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Ethical Ftmds" 
The power of your RRSP investment just grew greater. Three new 
Ethical Fu,ds have been added to existing family of funds, each 
managed according to our socially responsible ethical principles. 
Ethical Fu,ds provide you with a choice of eight different mutmd 
flmds, each offering aspecific potential for either capital growth, 
income, Uquidity or security, 
For more tnforntatiott contact: 
Terrace & District Credit Union 
46.50 Lazo lh . ,  Ave , ,  ' Ib r racv ,  BC ph.  635-7282 
We belong to you." 
Ser,,mg Members ,I lhe~t Famd~ northwest forestry issues. 
And although he might be more closely allied to the 
northwest lifestyle and thinking than Clark, Giesbrecht 
said the employment and investment minister is his choice. 
"Corky is a hardworking MLA and a good person. He's 
very capable but for this time and for the strategy in the 
next election, Clark is the person to deliver the goods," 
Giesbrecht added. 
The NDP will choose its next leader, who will also be 
the next premier, the third weekend of February. 
Current premier, Mike Harcourt, announced he was step- 
ping down late last year in order to give the party a chance 
at a new start. 
Harcourt has been saddled with the Nanaimo Com- 
monwealth Holding Society scandal over the diversion of 
bingo monies for NDP activities. 
Skeena NDPers are to choose their delegates the end of 
Neighbours play 
musical mailbox 
on the bench 
A DISPUTE between eighbours on the bench over where 
they should pick up their mail has turned into a game of 
musical mail boxes. 
Resident Don Gillanders fh'st complained about junk 
mail and flyers littering his yard after five green Canada 
Post mailboxes were relocated to a spot in front of his 
North Eby St. house last May. 
A subsequent decision by the city, Canada Post and the 
highways ministry to appease Gillanders by moving the 
boxes a few hundred feet down the road, however, appar- 
ently did not receive the approval of neighbours. 
In the dead of night, says Gillanders, someone moved all 
the mail boxes back to the spot in front of his house. 
Everyone but Gillanders likes that spot because there's a 
good wide place to park. The other site forced residents to 
park in the middle of the road on a hill to get their mail. 
Councillors decided last week to give Canada Post a 
permit to have the boxes at the site near Gillanders house, 
but that they would review the issue in the spring. 
Gillanders wants council to help find a different site 
altogether that will satisfy everyone. 
Almost all of the 50 people who pick up mail there are 
from further up the road, outside city limits, says Gil- 
landers, +adding other locations hould be acceptable to 
them. 
But councillor Ed Graydon said any further movement of 
the boxes could merely lead to a new round of musical 
mail boxes. 
Councillor Ruth Hallock expressed surprise that anyone 
would take it upon themselves to move the large green 
boxes, which have 10 compartments each. 
"I th " ought Rt was a very serRous offence to tamper with 
the Queen's mail," she said. "Moving mail boxes in the 
middle of the night seems like a definite violation of the 
laws of the land." 
runners to fuel that kind of thing," said Giesbrecht. 
SAFEWAY 
FOOD & DRUG 
Glen Clark 
the' ch i l l i  un  i+m tUll+On rage: u'P tin. +l prof it  shitting, mrnd~,r  +,. n ,s l  t t , s t i lu t i .n .  Its, Ia,long tn )+m 
i 
Peaches 
• Imported. 
3.26 kg/ Ib 
\ 
Gillandets ays me problem isn't just litter. I; ~ ~ " - -  II + 
"There is an average 35 vehicles a day stopping in front It WITH COUPON II 
of my home, day and night," he said. "These cars and I,~,~,+ .... ~,-~,~,~+.~ . . . . . . .  ++.~-,I 
r., lrucks come and go, engines running, doors slamming shut , ~ ... .  +~.~+o ~,, , ,,~.. 
it +,,+ .,+ ~,+.+,~.~,,~, ' ~ '  I I and loud music blaring, disrupting our familylife.,, |l~+<~'~+'-',++,+.o','"e. (~)II Cu,s,ne i l l~~l~ 
.+o . ,++.  
( I I |V J IEN 4~01~ TIIPII~ li.=,,+ ,,,," Cheese  i 212"198g 
I ,~1"  z4 - Proee,,¢heosefood., i + Le~l,~iG, t; .~.~v1~+t' j,~,~.--+,:--',,:;;:::'~;."' 
'~ :~/ .+ i , ,  • . , , i, ++', .,~/,.++:+++ J 32,or4e s.[ ........ 
me+ .~] ] j . .  Great Prices, One Way or Retunz "g ; ~ ~+.::~ ,mi+ ~,~, :,,~ L~ "'''++ "'sl ° + +  + ' + +  +++ ++@ w + u +  
~+. , . , . . . , . ,~  . . . . .  ,, . . . . . . . .  ~.~. ,  ShadvtaneAA A 
• +.+.+,,,+~+,,,.,.,+ !  Butter q -~U 
S~EWAY PRINffD COUPON PlU alms ~,.~ '. • UmIF oF L I d  I 
£v~ Central Mounlah~ 
Yow~ NoP'~e.~ C~eJ<~;t'er 
For Reservations 1-800-663-3905 
Call Nowlll 
or Call Your Travel Agent 
,,Rome CondiUonlApply Offer Expitee February 22, Igg~ 
Serving Seniors 
Serving our members In all we do,,. 
Talk to our friendly, helpful 
staff today, they will help 
you understand the 
advantages of our 
GOLDEN PACKAGE ACCOUNT, 
It was designed especially 
for seniors, 
I Terrace 
Edwards A A  
Coffee I r l l~M~ 
• Regular or Extra fine l u g  
. . . . . .  1 I r~t  I "--' i  '~ ~ :l+~;vJ ~ :I.N'J ~:.~ ,' "t,m, Ot Ofip/Fi, O GrInlJ.oF I. ~ m  V V 
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' , ~  Peanut : . . ,  
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II ~ " empress. II 
1l 34Sil 
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& District Credit Union 
4650 LazvlleAvo., Terrace, BC ph. 63,5-7282 
We belo_____ng to___y.ou__" 
i • ~ Sen+ng~em~ers~ IT~tFarmt+~ 
the credtl union advantage: we are a profit ~haring, member owned i~tilution 
,,.we belong to you. 
ii 
' J39 co++,o. [S]: 
454 g 
Ultra Tide 7r88  Detergent 
• Or 12 Litre Original. 
• Laundry. 
• LIMIT OF 1. 
6 Litre 
Dare Ic  ,- m A A f rres. A A 
Cookies 1MMI  Chicken Legs 0 0 
• ~,O,,eava"o"a,. i U U I '  ,a,k o,o,hod. ~ 
+3,o t , ,  [,..++ o v v  
I~i ~ ,m, 
/ 
Kraft . ,~L,+akab, 
/~.yonnwseil] J l(]( 
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Black Forest ~L  ~1 ~ 
Chicken n n  
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Bounce ~"UU 
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Rolls 
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Don't pick on the Zaim 
An open letter to area students:  
Dear Students: 
Some time ago, your attention may have been drawn to a 
feature story headlined, 'Report Card - -  City Council,' 
which assigued a letter grade to each Terrace city council- 
lor, The Terrace Standard, Jan. 3. 
Lest your education be incomplete, I'll point out to you a 
statement by reporter Jeff Nagel which well illustrates a 
max=m I learned at my father's knee: "Son, don't believe 
everything you read in the newspapers." 
Reporter Nagel wrote of Councillor Gordon Hulh "He 
also needs to be wary of issues of morality-such as the es- 
cort issue - which threatened to suck him into the vortex of 
Bill Vauder Zahn-style church and state politics." 
You might ask yourself, why does Gordon Hull need to 
be wary of morality? Isn't that what the government is all 
about? Don't we entrust our government representatives 
with the sacred responsibility of minimming evil? And 
isn't it evil that a woman can sell her body with the bless- 
ings of Terrace City Council? 
The more perceptive of you students may also ask what 
was it about Bill Vandcr Zaim that warrants his being 
portrayed so negatively? 
Frankly, students, Bill Vander Zalm was not the great 
Catholic hero he could have been. Had Mr. Vauder Zalm 
feared God more than he apparently loved Mammon, he 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THE TERRACE STANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
would have taken tile advice of both friends and enemies 
and gotten rid of the Fantasy Garden millstone early on in 
his tcuure as Premier. 
Despite his shortcomings, Mr. Vander Zalm had a 
normal human revulsion about killing babies in their 
mother's womb by abortions committed in tax-supported 
hospitals. 
For his token opposition to abortion Mr. Vander Zalm 
earned the unrelentiug hatred of news media people who 
are, for the most part, slaves to fashion. They have the 
politically correct delusion that by rebelling against Christ 
and the Church he established, one can be set free. 
htstead of freedom, such stupidity only leads us into the 
despair which was best expressed by the atheistic philoso- 
pher, Satre, who wrote, "Hell is other people." 
l read recently that Satre repented and retunmd to the 
Church before he died. Students, that is why I have hope. 
As Shakespeare indicated, "Ali 's well that ends well." 
Tnnl Brophys 
Terrace, B.C. 
Hey drivers. Be courteuous 
Dear Sir: taking up to four hours, and slippery. We have fal- lboting, pace, breathing 
We are not invisible, you nearer the race day. Physi- len, and find ourselves now properly, distance etc. We 
have seen us! We are speak- cally and mentally demand- running more oil the edge of are extremely aware of 
ing of all the folks you see ing, it is a real challenge, the road for safety, motorists and do our best to 
running the highways and Then there is the ever so It only takes a second for be considerate. Maybe 
by ways in aud around Ter- present elements of weather vehicles to slow down a bit, you've noticed a smile or a 
race. There are a good hum- and road conditions. Many making it safer for every- wave of appreciation? 
bet of recreational runners, winter days we have no oue. We are grateful to all you 
joggers and walkers. We up- choice but to run on the fac- Darting to the middle of considerate motorists - -  
plaud you. simile of the 'shoulder' and the road without slowing thauk you. Perhaps one day 
For eight months a group are often forced to lump into down ouly sprays you will be a pedestrian or a 
of us have been training for a snow drift to avoid a pedestrians with whatever is runner and will truly be ap- 
the Vancouver Marathon motorist. They often look on tile road-  ice, slush, preciative of a courteous 
a 26-mile race in May. the other way. snow, gravel etc. driver. 
We're training 40, 50, 60 In wiuter sidewalks are We really have to con- Sherr iel Iamerand 
miles a week with the not a sure tiling and are icy centrate on road conditions, SharonCrawford, 
longest, once-a-week mn Terrace, B.C. 
Money 
grab 
Dear Sir:. 
The NDP are picking on 
drivers again with photo 
radar. 
All this adds up to is using 
scapegoats o get money for 
the government and this 
camera-making company. 
It never fails. It's one 
thing or another. 
I can see this where you 
have traffic lights, plus 
school zones, but to put this 
out on the road just to get 
some poor driver going 20 
clicks over the limit is a 
cheap, revenue grabber. 
On tile road we get a 
tolerance level and you 
might get a warning if you 
treat the police officer in a 
respectful way. 
But a microchip doesn't 
have human feelings. 
Fred Romanov, 
Topley, B.C. 
ON 
LUNG DISEASE 
.•Arm yourself with the latest lung 
• " ~ i ~  .... facts from 
• .,.,. , ,=--< .~.: , 
i ~,0+ ~; ; the B.C. 
' Lung 
Association. 
=1= BRrI'ISH COI.UMBIA 
[ LUNG ASSOCI/'..TION 
" Ih)% .I,I(XD. Slatitql D 
VItlICUUVCI, IJ.(-'. V(IJ 4M2 
' i J ,¢tmmt +l~+,  d, natedb+ rMIp+Nuat+,,., 
AWORLD OF VACATIONS 
Mexic  
Vancouver  Departures 
PUERTO VALLARTA 
Depart SaIN~,Jen.2Q 27 7 N_Ng_k~ 
Air Only .~379 $379 
Tropkar~ (ml. ,+n, l~2~P 
H~:py  Inn - (<xm. vi,~v rm ) ~;1~ 9"  
"Canoe, jan Ddlars ol pa, rsp~6al - ask ~- c~ils. 
Lornl~irnenlory !ennls daily. 
LOS CABOS 
I~rrMond~ 
Jan.152229 ~ ] 4 Nig.~. 
5dnJr~ ~ig~ nb ~ilable 
Air Only $359 $359 
Down~w~ San Lucos ~ 
C0mplirne~ary con~nental Immk~st daily 
tCLANZANlU.O 
l)elmrt S~rdc~Jan. 27 
. J~r  O l r t~ '  ["70,- 14 nights ) S499 
Hotel Marbella (,~) $749 
Los Hadas Resort (ho~ .) $1239 4J 
Complimenlon/golf- ask for details. ;~  
Radisso~ Sierra Plaza $1289 
Depa~ S~ml0~ Feb. 3 
Air  On ly  g ~ ! 4 nights) S499 
Holel Morbell~ (,~.) $749 
Depart Soluble, Feb 10- Feb 24 
For your local UNIGLOBE office, call: 
638-8522 orcal' 
1-800-3-UNIGLOBE 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED means ~ffer personal service. 
I.nJKUlH+ 
Travel 
®+m Ucensed trademarks of UNIGLOBE Travel (Inlernolional) Inc. Prices ore per per- 
son, based on doable occupancy and do nol include applicable loxes. Space s imiM and 
sub[ec110 ovoilob$ly. See your local UHIGLOBE Trove/Counselor for comphle denis. 
The construction and operathm cfl hych'c~elcctric Ihdlities 
h.us had ;m hllpact (m B.(7.'s envirc, nnlcnl. In rnany 
instances, d.ttllls block tile pitch o1' migratory fish and 
Tlmmgh the l'cacc/Williston Fish and Wil¢llil'c 
Ct)ntl)CllS;ttion l)rograliL over 20 projects were 
( - (  l'unclcd it+ l ))5. l:or example, tiff OllgOilig stu¢ly of 
We're the lh.~t o admit thut cvct3,thitm isn't ixrlbct. 
BUt  ~AC' IC  I t  ,b;  ,o  ,"  " + ..... = >taps to protect OLt fish tt ld wildli "~. 
WINTER CAR CARE D!RECTO 
Z+i iiiii!! !i i !ii!!i i !+( "+'+< ............. + ::.: 
mgmll  
4708 Keith Te l :  (604)638-8746 
.Terrace, BC  V8G 4K1 Fax :  (604)638-8715 
4631 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
635'4984 
ELKER AUTO supp,y,,d 
"Your Complete Automotive Supply Store" 
FORALL YOUR WINTER Icom, ln,o-~,c--o~ 
I browse . m TUNE-UP NEEDS Mo. Fri .......... 8am 6,m | Saturday ........... 8 am- 5 pm 1 635-2218 ' Open 6 days a Week* I 
4736 Laze!le Ave. (Just behind M6D0naid~) Tertacel B;C: 
.i ::ii !!;~ # 
Th o r n h i l l  Mo  l 
"The Dealer Who Cares 
We service all makes and r 
3026 Highway 16 East 
(Out-of-town custo~ 
635-7286 1-800-559-7 
ASSOCIATE  DEALER 
Cedarland Tire Service 
24-HOUR SERVICE  
4929 Ke 
Bus. Phone 635-6151/6170 TERRACE, B.C 
i :  
i 
i 
-! 
i i; 
N 
Fire destroys 
diesel shop 
FIRE OFFICIALS are continuing their investigation into 
the massive blaze which destroyed Terrace Truck & Diesel 
on Hwyl6 early Saturday morning. 
Several million dollars worth of company and customer 
equipment was lost in the fire, estimates business owner 
Nell Lindseth. 
RCMP Corporal Joe Havixbeck says the call came in as 
an intruder alarm at 4:25 a.m., and officers who went to 
the shop said the flames weren't immediately vis~le from 
the outside. 
It was only after Lindseth arrived and let them in did 
they notice the bay area of the shop was on fire. 
AssiStant fire chief Rick Owens says firefighters had to 
contend with at least six explosions while they were bat- 
fling the blaze. 
"There was one major one," he says. "An acetylene 
tank split right down the side." 
Owens says no one was hurt and there wasn't any 
damage to nearby buildings. Mop up continued until early 
afternoon. 
There were four trucks and a grappleyarder on a low bed 
in the shop at the time. 
Lindseth does have insurance, but he's not sure what it'll 
cover. "We'll wait and see what comes," Lindseth said. 
"But our intention is to somehow be back in business next 
week, ' ' 
Lindseth has owned Terrace Truck & Diesel since 1970, 
and built the shop on the highway in 1981. 
PoJ!ee 
Trio charged in break-ms 
THREE TERRACE men have been charged with a break- 
in at E.B. Horsman and Sons electrical supply. 
Police made the arrests following a tip from an alert 
driver who gave them descriptions of the men and their 
vehicle by cellular phone. 
Charged with break-and-enter a e Kelly Hilton, Troy 
Janfield and Dave Weidenfeld, all of  Terrace. 
RCMP said their investigation has now led to charges 
against Jan field in connection with three other break-ins 
at Electronic Futures, Acklands Ltd., and Independent In- 
dustrial Supply. 
Rescue team scrambles 
THE TERRACE WATER RESCUE team was called out 
last Wednesday night to back up police dealing with a man 
threatening tojump from the Old Skeena River Bridge. Po- 
lice talked the individual down. 
Water Rescue team spokesman Dave Jephson said team 
members were arrayed °n both sides of the river to make a 
rescue should the matt jump or should a police officer fall 
in the river. 
Jephson said it's about he fourth or fifth time in the last 
year or two the team has been called out for a threatened 
bridge jump. 
Drinking driVifi9 declineS 
POLICE CHECKED more drivers during their Christ- 
mas Counterattack road blitz, but found fewer drinking 
drivers. 
Terrace RCMP stopped 3,530 vehicles ~ more than ever 
before ~ but charged nifty seven drivers with impaired 
driving and issued just 16 24-hour suspensions. 
That's down from nine impaired charges a year ago and 
25 suspensions. 
One in five don't lock up 
NEARLY one out of every five cars checked wasn't 
locked during the Terrace RCMP's December 'Lock It or 
Lose It' campaign. 
Police auxilliary constables found 347 out of the 1,883 
vehicles they checked were left insecure. 
Cars were checked in the Skeena Mall, Safeway and Co- 
op parking lots. Friendly reminders were left asking 
motorists to lock their vehicles and discourage holiday sea- 
son thieves. 
ADDA 
• SPLASH 
OF FUN. . .  
l 6 2 ~ CRONOS:.. l 
Own Your Own Spat 
Choose a model from our Showroom 
or special order 3our Cal Spa, 
with the number of jets 3ou want in the 
color,you want.., seueral colors to choose 
from. See us toda~v for3~our Spat 
WE ALSO CAP~Y 
• Fragrances • Water Testing 
• Chemicals . Filter Cleaning 
• Accessories • Financing Available OAC 
WE SERVICE WATER PUMPS 6' WATER CONDITIONERS 
TWILIGHT SPAS 
& PUMP SUPPLY 
phone 638-0947 fax 638-0948 
• SALES • SERVICE ' INSTALLATIONS 
i 
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NOT MUCH is left of Terrace Truck & Diesel after an early morning fire Jan. 13 
consumed the building, Firefighters not only had to fight the blaze but had to be 
wary of several explosions caused by the heat. Damage is estimated at more than 
$2 million. Officials continue to investigate. 
CiU|V|i-" 635.TIPS 
OF JOY 
~ Baby's Name: 
Madison Nicole 
Date & lime of Birth: 
J:mnary 8, 1996 at 12:57 am 
Weight: 6 lbs 13 oz; Sex: Female 
Parents: Jo & Thomas Finnie 
Littl e Sister for Tommy 
l|aby's Name: 
Mathieu Brais ~' 
Ilate & Time of Birth: Baby's Name: 
January I, 1996 at 1:33 ant. Aiden Luke Heino 
Weighl: 7 Ibs 6oz Sex: Male 
~ t: Bridgelle Brais ¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Bailey Ashlon Brown 
Dale & Time or Birth: 
JanlJary 7, 1996 at IO:,17 am. 
Weight: 8 Ibs 4 ozi Sex: I:em:tle 
Parents : Patti &Ken Brown 
Carrie, Kenny, Ryan, Jared, 
Riley & 'lhylor 
Special thanks It) Margaret 
& Dr. Drown 
Date & Time of Birth: 
January 8, 1996 at 4:33 am, 
Weight: 7 Ibs IOoz Sex: Male 
Parents: l leidi & John Heine 
I|aby's Name: 
Brett Marly Sorenson 
Bate & Time of Birth: 
January 9, 1996 at 5:23 pm 
Weight: 8 Ibs 9 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Charlene & Marly 
Many thanks to ros, 
Maternity Staff & Dr. Fcrguson 
i . 
Designed with P  sion, 
Built with Passion. 
Mazda. Lease one starling from 
. . . . .  
yi,, 
I_e&~e [i'o111 
*198 
l.case fl'orn 
$248 
I~er month/48 rnor~llls 
• I'ower assisted slccl'in 8 . 1181_ DOHC 16'valW ensine 
.2,3L SOHC EFI [:,n{~ilie 
• Rear AliS 
' ,\M/FM cassclle slcrco 
; Driver:side air ba 8 
pet' niont 1i/48 rnontl~s L 
i, 
J_£1~se [ronl 
$278 
Offers evadable on relaii leases el new 1906 ine(lels o! B.Stmes ,ix2 Tnlcks, hotege tX and 62~i Oenes from i);lrt~C:l)at~r~!l r,l, :dd ,e,ah:,~ h i¢]1 Jarmah' ,t 1999 lot i hHi;e rr ~, [r'lr,. O I etdal~ n ~• ,  y [Jereq IIed hell)hi and PD I elcluded License 
ms,tahoe ta~e~aacfefhel,ealeli afglsoxta Ail!a~lol'~ i ealeri Cent,,es ch(ded Daalo.rma~qea~otnr!es~ lea~:eultvh~ ~.~[~g, ?t~Jt!MIldr~ ,e×BBA~AAOOllasedm~AUmo~idlswithadowrlnaymeetof$3,065,fllstmanlhpaymollt 
ef$198andseczeavdeposdof$300d,eoi~dellveiY l'etaHea.',etfl)hgatmn~S$t2,aG9 teasela eta Protrrge X ~ol , e 4 5~ '~A 0 , r , Been ~swtled~v,'n )awllente $2300 tts ton i  ayne o $248a dsecuttydeposi 0f1350 
due on dahvery, Total lease eldi0ation S $14.554. Lease late f0r 626 Cto i ~s DX Model ~F4DS56 AA00 based a ~ J 8 r~lonlhs l'~dh a dow~0aymenl of $2 600, st n ant IJayi le ~| o $278 a"d '~eCutlty deposit Of $350 due oe delivery, Total lease 
obligaf0on is Sift, 204, Ofho~ lease lerms avadatlle 1O0,O00 EIn mileage ;esuicfions a rply If exceeded, 8 teals per kdomelle apphes I ees~ O AC Son ileaie~ for (retails 
PASSION FO:R THE ROAD : raaZDg _,¢ I 
per nlonlh/48 months 
! 2.0L 16-v,,li,C DOHCen~°e i 
, Vari,ddc power assis,ed Slccrin~q Ai!,,i!,!ble V6: :: 
• ' I'ower locks; windows and iiiJrrors 0 Dual air bags (SRS) 
AI\~I/]:M C,1sS~,IIe slel'CO : ' Sideqmpacl door beams 
' Sidc'ir'lil)acl door bc,~rns ' AM/F/~I Cassdte Sierco 
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Council Shorts 
Trash freebie deal struck 
SENIORS AT Twin River Estates will continue to get 
free garbage pickup paid for by the city. 
Councillors agreed last week to the special deal for 
the seniors' complex in which the city will issue a 
grant for np te $2,500 toward the garbage pick up cost. 
David Hull was the only councillor to oppose the 
move, arguing it will set a precedent for apartment 
block owners who could ask for similar grants to sub- 
sidize pickup tbr seniors they have as tenants. 
He argued that the city's free garbage pickup is in 
principle a nice thing for seniors, but it really only 
helps those who have their own homes ~ not renters 
who live at places other than Twin River Estates. 
"We may be inundated with many other legitimate 
requests," said Hull. A better way of helping seniors, 
he said, would be to add a second HandiDart bus. 
The rest of council voted to go ahead with the grant. 
"We created this problem ourselves, so we have 
some responsibility for solving it," said Val George. 
The city's decision a year ago to get out of commer- 
cial garbage pickup to cut costs meant it could no 
longer give free pickup to Twin River Estates, which 
uses conunercial dumpsters. 
Riverside Disposal donated the service in 1995 to 
Twin River and the city issued the business with a tax 
receipt on a one-off, one year arrangement. 
Keep cutting CBC 
TERRACE city council will not be one of the voices 
crying out to save the CBC. 
Mayor Jack Talstra broke the split vote at council's 
Jan. 8 meeting, combining with councillors David Hull, 
Gordon Hull and Val George to defeat a motion that 
would have called on the federal government to cease 
curing the CBC's budget. 
The resolution was passed by Prince Rupert city 
council, which asked Terrace council to do the same. 
"I think the fact they're cutting hundreds of millions 
of dollars should be applauded," said David Hull, ad- 
ding it would be contradictory toask them to stop. 
Val George said the CBC is a very important national 
institution, but noted Prince Rupert council has a 
vested interest in keeping the CBC bureau for the 
northwest there. 
"This is an organization that needs very severe finan- 
cial trimming," he said. 
Councillor Ed Graydon called the decision short- 
sighted. "The CBC is the fibre that holds the country 
together," he said. Ruth Hallock and Rich McDaniel 
also voted for the motion. 
Month of giving 
FEBRUARY could be a confusing month for charity 
campaigns. 
The B.C. Paraplegic Foundation has been given ap- 
proval by the city to conduct a "g0!d=:-~i'd" sales 
campaign i  conjunction with local businesses until the 
1996 
Shames debt salvation 
pondered by district 
on as well as the B.C. Heart and Stroke Foundation an- 
nual campaign. 
Councillor Rich McDaniel opposed the motion to ap- 
prove the Paraplegic Foundation request. Other coun- 
cillors had concerns, but approved the request. 
THE REGIONAL DISTRICT is cooking up a plan to solve 
the Shames Mountain debt problem. But it's being kept 
quiet for now and it will also be the subject of discussion 
at closed municipal council meetings in the area. 
Districi board chair .loanne Monaghan says directors put 
a lot of thought into a solution during a private directors' 
session over the weekend. 
"We've come up with a twist the whole world could be 
happy with," says Monaghan. "I think it might be a solu- 
tion, butwe have to first see the legal ramifications." 
Although Monaghan wouldn't comment further, it is 
known that the plan doesn't involve the regional district 
taking shares in the ski operation. The plan also needs the 
approval of the municipal affairs ministry. 
Shames owes the regional district more than $300,000 
for the old Kitsumkalum ski hill equipment i bought in 
1986. 
Shames has renegotiated the payment schedule four 
times and has only made one interest payment to date. 
Former Thornhill regional district director Les Wat- 
mough appeared before directors Saturday morning to urge 
them not to forgive the debt. 
He says Shames has painted itself into a corner and it 
would now be impossible to refinance the loan. 
"There's no way with their debt repayment record that 
they could ever get any money from a bank," said Wat- 
mough.  
Shames officials weren't part of the closed session by the 
regional district directors over the weekend. And it's not 
knewn when they'll be told of the regional district's plan. 
The last offer made by Shames Mountain would see it 
pay back $85,000 over five years. The regional district's 
last demand was for a $140,000 one-time payment. 
Company officials, in seeking to renegotiate he loan, say 
much of the old Kilsumkalum equipment was inadequate 
and was condemned by lift inspectors. 
They also say the compauy can't afford to make a big 
payment. 
Shames has lost $1.4 million over the last five years. 
Losses have been covered by the company's directors. 
There was some good news last year in that on-hill opera- 
tions ran in the black. 
Company directors do point the economic activity gener- 
ated by Shames and estimate it brings marc than $1 mil- 
lion into the Ideal economy each year. 
Joi": no. ~.:andg~ 
REGISTRATIO~ 
Pay only the low 
$12 weekly meeting fee 
c 
O ~ H R I ] i l i  i n  : : : ;~  , , , , ,  , ,  
Joanne Monaghan 
Leaks plague arena 
THE TERRACE fire department was 
called out twice to the arena earlier this 
month; both times for ammonia leaks. 
The first one happened Jan. 4 at 
about 7:30 p.m. and the building was 
evacuated. 
Firefighters donned special pro- 
tection suits before entering the struc- 
ture to take air samples. 
Deputy fire chief Rick Owens says it 
was not a serious leak and adds the 
samples were well below the limit for 
conc,~rn. 
He says the second leak involved the 
same valve and firefighters received 
that call just after 1 a.m. Jan. 8. That 
leak, he says, was even smaller than 
the first. 
Arena manager Dale McFadden says 
the problem has been corrected by 
tightening the packing around the 
valve. 
He compares the problem to a leaky 
faucet which occasionally needs to be 
tightened. 
He says the valve will be overhauled 
this spring as part of the arena's annual 
maintenance program. 
A new 'chiller' has also been ordered 
for the arena this year. That's the 
cylinder that holds the ammonia, and 
keeps the solution cool. 
McFaddeu estimates the cost of the 
chiller and the upgrade at more than 
$30,000. The money is part of the 
arena's 1996-97 budget. 
MARINER 
PERFORMANCE 
$4 599 
reg .  $61  52  O0 
PORTABLE 
1995 Model 
Seats 4-6 People 
Comes With Cover 
Last One In Stock, 
e dTh°a[,Fetbheru::Yme ti  the Ki smen Mothers TERRACE ]J ~ = 15"7158 I [  ~ 'i March is KNOX UNITED CHURCH [ 
4907 Lazelle I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:~ ' 
Tuesdays 7:00pm I NO inc. 
Offer valid for a limited time only. GST not included. Cannot be combined ] 
withanyotherofferandisnolavailablefor"AtWork"orCommunity | 5239 Keith Avenue • 635-4770 or 635-7158 
Meetings. As people vary so do results. © 1996 Weight Watchers | ~ ~ 
International Inc., owner of the Registered Trademark, all rights reserved. ] 
FROM_ THE. GROUND UP H-O-ME IMPROVEMENT GUIDE 
Let These Pro f ss . __  ionals And Discount Suppliers Help You With Your Home Work! 
Rates ~ Terrace Carpet Centre Lid. 
3202 Munr0e Street @ 
atHwy.16W 
Terrace, B.C. 
YOUR DECOR 
...,®®®.®@®® 
total . t of town customers call 
13 wks. o~ ~~i i1 -800-665-1657 
Custom 
ALL ADS BILLED QUARTERL'~ F loors  
COZY CORNER 
Gas & Wood Fireplaces 
Marble & -rile Finishing 
12 Styles Of Custom 
Made Mantels 
635-6477 
3756 River Dr., Thornhill 
ACADIA NORTHWEST P, tECHANICALINC. A 
RESIDEN]]AL & CO~t~,EaOAL (M~ 
F==ICE~ DI t=~ 
THE PLUMBING * k EA"~I NG * ~EFRIGERATICN P~OFESSIONAL~ 
b1 
770' 635-7158 
FAX 635-6156 
5239 Keilh, 
Terrace 
1 "800-566-7158 
LENNOX 
ml 
Your Independeni 
LENNOX Dealer 
TERRACE HELPING 
HANDS HOME CARE 
• Minor Home 
Renovations 
Handyman 
Services 
Concrete Curbing 
FREE ESTIMATES ] 
638-8677 I
W| A I |  TH|  ~ O @  
\ ,¢ -  
4423 Railway Avenue . -~ ' ' "~ 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 1L9 
Ph: (604) 635.2801 
Fax: (604)635-3612 
Bob & Alfreda 
KITCHENS 
CELLIHI*SIGHAIURE*CAHA[ CABINEI$ 
SPECIALTIES LTD. 
', ~,-. H .=~.~-:,~ : ' ' ' ~,. ~ ,,;~ "~' 
L % I ' i - ' [ "  
,,,,~ • t ~ ,÷~ " ' ,  -~-" - . , , _  - - - - ' ,  . . . . . . . . . . .  ~" ' - ,  - - ~ ; ~ ' 2 ' : ~ J .  ,.,,,_ ~, ~:~~~. , , ; ' , : ,  ................................... n ....... ~,~:~..., 
~ ~' i ' I~ , ! , IB I  !--m"n-"rl Im"n"nml It"n'n-;~l ~:s:'~, _,.-T;~qf~F'~'""" ~ ~. ;'~mn~ "n-n'n"n '-:'n"n'n' ", 
" " "~ ~- ;~:~%:" :~ "*"  " : " '~ ' ; "~"~ ' " UPPER FLOOR PLAN 
12565Cl FI.(t166M ~) 
~oe~ ~.. ,oo~ Yi, r~:,~ ' '~"' "  + " . '  '}'FT"'~:~: ~-" '  
"' j I I ~,4 l--::l:LW~t:tl ¢o,.,o t '. ~ ,..',,~'r..~-t 
. . . . .  . . . . .  II OtOHO0 
_.J .... ~, ~ .-a L~ ~ .~-, t I ' " * "  " t,, 
_ ~. ,~. . , . J : . .  : , - :  " " ' , "  .,0< ~ i i : 
. .i i ,.J 
i ~.~ [~ . . . . . . . .  , • . . . . . . . .  : "" "~ . . . . . . . .  
I I~'~ I ~ i! ' ~, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
i "t~k'~4 !2 . . . .  ~ - ~ ~  . . . . . . .  H TOTAL', 2642 Sq, Ft,(245,3 M') 
WIDTH', 62'0" (18.9 M) 
~ MAIN FLOOR PLAN DEPTH'. 56'6" (17.2 M) 
, t386 Sq. Ft.(1287 M ~ )
WEINMAsTER HOME DESIGN  ANN°91061 
TERRACE 
CARPET DOCTOR 
Ray Rioux 
635-9618 
3738 River Dr. Terrace, B.C. 
"Great Price,., 
' dly Advice" Frlen 
4818 Highway 16 West 
Terrace, B.C. 
House  P lans Ava i lab le  Through JWEBB REFRIGERATION LTD, 
'XMrrace ] ilders 
I zl;cadmo 
3207 Munroe, Terrace 
635-6273 
~ MAYI'AG Q. 
635-2188 
Specializing inmajor 
appliance repairs 
and warranty service 
for most makes and 
models. 
4637 Lazelle Avenue 
i 
r_T IM-BR-MART]  
MEMBER OF TIM-BR-MARTS LTD, 
II 
] 
i 
I 
I |  
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EAL E TATE 
MaintenanCe 
FEATURE s nt !i! i~,~-~i ~ ~i ~ • ' . : "  unte Pole hal 
".~ ~. ' . . . .  , i , :!.:::~% 
Luxur ious,  Styl ish, Spacious i 
This attractive family home has many exciting features. Bright 
kitchen features bay window plus door to large deck, built-in ~ :1 ~ ''1' "~" ,1~ r . C 7 ~ ~  
dishwasher, built-in pantry. A natural gas fireplace for those cold ~ 
winter nights adds warmth & charm to the spacious living room. 
The neutral color scheme makes it a cinch for decorating. I / "~i:' ~ '~:"~~ 
The zoning will allow for a lower level suite. A separate exterior "' Eu  re -K i tchen  '" .:)'~:!!:3i!i}! i 
side entrance is provided. Also featured is a garage with a ,::.: ": "~:"~~:~'~ 
concrete driveway and sidewalk. If you're looking for a 3 bedroom, : ~ ~ .  4~! :~. ,~_ . :  
2 bathroom home with potential for a suite, this could be the home : ~~,~,  ;¢*~,, ~:::::{~ ': : ~-., 
for you. Listed MLS at only $165,000.00. "~~~/~:  ~ 
~ ~ ~ I . ~ .  : • ~ ~'~.~ :~ ,,  
To view please call Rusty Ljungh at 
_. ; i  : ' : :~':~' 
638-0371 days or 635-5754 evenings, ,~,> -:~ ,,:::,:,~:~%~ . . . , .~ ; , :~ .~:  
M a ke ~'our Home A Fashion Statement... 
With Custom Upholstery Fabric, 
~~. :q I'~ Ceramic Tiles, ~ ~  
~,i~!i~;iL~.~. Framed Artwork, Wallpaper, F IRST ,CL  
~ Bhnds, Drapes,  Bedspreads ,  and  : ~  
~ l n t e r i o r  Decorat ing  Serv ices !  
Colour r $62' an 
. . . . .  ~Connection Designs n breakfast is free. n 
I . I ~4722 Keith Avenue 635  7466)  . Winter bed and .~-  - - - ,  
breakfast special n 
n includes free ~ i :~ '~ i~ ' : : '~ '~L~ I 
I continental b reak-~. .~ 'a  ~.~ • 
~li : [] fastfor2." . I~ ;~" J [~ i~ i iN~ " : ..... : . . . . . .  • 
I' Friendly h o m e - , ~ , ~ ~  A~XN% n 
I away-from-home. ~,~lJ_i~l. ~ ~ l "~ l=~ • 
=.  Slay'n Save Motor . . . .  , . ,#~"~ el  • 
I Inns conveniently located in four of BC's most ,~V~.  I 
You called it 
"COOL"  
Then yOt! called it 
"a HABIT"  
Now it's n mma:mema I 
"an ADI ) ICT ION"  I popular destinations. [] 
Beautyrest mattresses, free sports and v~.,..,o [] 
It's time to call it 
tgUITS. 
Victoria . 
I movie channels, family restaurants, free local Karnlo0ps I 
calls & more. Kewlona i 
[ ] .  Coupon must be presented upon check in. Vancouver Airpart • 
l 1.eoo.~6a.o~9~ • 
• Fax Line 604 273.~522 • 
• *S ing le lOoub le  per night basis. Valid F&, Sat,. and Sunday m 
only to March 31, 1996. AI the Vancouver AJtpolr onty rate ~s • 
$67. Subject o availability ar any foca[ion. Taxes extra,  ( ~  m 
IL ,= =, . . . . . . . .  __ __ , ,__  , ,  , , r~ .= J 
i 
home loan you can live with,,, 
i l i~~l~ I~en×ouborrow,ob~× 
:~ ~111 I~ JK~,~~ I a new home you of course 
I ::: ®1 I I / ~ ~ ~ &  I want the best rate you can 
I:-! ~11 ~~. . .~ i  ,1/,~: i I get. 
I: ~ I I~"~~~I : .B  I But !n today s economy 
I -~ l l l l l [ l~~- J l J l there  s a lot moreto look 
".- FOR f, I or From your home loan, 
-- ° lender . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
There are several options to consider, We work with you on an 
individual basis. We'll see that you get the right loan. Our goal 
is to see that you get a home loan you can live with. 
T(m:ace & District Credit Union 
4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, BC ph. 635-7282 
We belong to Ygu: 
I I ~ " ' - - ' J - -  o~ned institution... 
BB, ~ Serving Members & Their Families we belong to you. 
Great Family Home 
rhis 4 bedroom home is Iocaled in o quiel area of Ihe 
horseshoe ina cul-de-sac. Offers 3 belhs, Iormal dining and 
• living areas, lamily room off kitchen with breakfast nook 
and many more fealures. 
[isled MLS al SI87,000.00. 
Like New! 
1250 sq. ft. home wilh 3 bedrooms, 3 barbs and a full basement. 
Kilchen unit downslairs, 41h bedroom and family room. 
Greal home for a growing family. 
[isled MLS St 58,900.00 
Steve Cook  
638-0047 
pager 638.2923 
Rusty L jungh 
635-5754 
pager 638-7317 
New On The Southside 
This well-eanslruded 4 bedroom home fealures brighl modern 
decor, skylighls in the hal~y & bathroom and nnlura gas 
fireplaces up and down. Kilchon feature European-style cablnels 
and space for disl~msher & mkro~ve. 
listed St 79,900.00 M!.S. 
Reward Yourself 
Beauliful new home located in a recent sub.division on the bench. 
Aflrocfive appearance with dormers, covered entry, boy windows 
I and rear sunded¢ off family room. Modem light maple kitchen and 
I spa~Jous family room wilh fireplace and patio doors Io rear yard. 
] ~led ol S195,000.00 MLS. 
Live In The Counlry 
(;real (ounlry living can be had in Ihis near new two slorey Cape 
Cod home offering large family size lighl maple kikhen, 3 
bedrms., plus den, full basement, double garage and much more 
siluafed on 9.8 s~enic acres. 
Asking $279,500.00 EXC 
n:.i : ~, ~HLO, b
Don't Miss This!! 
(omplefely renovated 2 bedroom home on o large lot. This home 
is a mini see if yon wahl o~y living. Ever~hing is new from the 
roof & gypcoc down to Ihe flooring & foundalion. Too many 
fealum to lisl. (all ledoy for o vie,in# 
Usfed MB $92,900,00. 
Fits The Budget 
A spacious mobile home wilh nddilion on 1/3 acre in Thornhill. 
:ealures 3bedrooms, nalurel gas heal, n~er septk syslem and 
an 18x24 shop. Located elm to an ehmealory uhool 
and would make a perfed stealer home. 
Lisled MLS el 74,900.00. 
i i  II 
Bert  L jungh Lisa Godl fnsk l  
635-5754 635-4950 
pager 638-7323 pager 838-731g 
Chrlstel Godllnski Corinne Morhart 
635-5397 635-5338 
pager 638-7318 pager 638-7322 
g 
Joe  Barboea Nlta Funk 
638-0033 638-0532 
pager 638.7321 
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some Hospital's piggy bank 
chunks.,, not as big a s it seems 
___ re  a , , ,  x HEA[ . . I~ MINISTER Paul Ramsay is apparently over o . The health minister also indicated Mi l ls  received an op- 
timistic when he suggests that Mills Memorial Hospital erating grant increase of 6.8 per ceut since the start of the 
to go 
COMMERCIAL LAND is 
tight but there are a few 
large pieces of property 
ready for development. 
Glenn Saunders and his 
family own two of them 
one is a four-acre vacant 
parcel on the rest of the 
block that houses Kermodei 
Trading and the chamber of 
commerce office/tourist in- 
focentre. 
He says he's turned down 
a number of offers already 
on that property. 
"Whatever goes in should 
be complementary to what 
we already have in Ter- 
race," Saunders explained. 
"You can have large devel- 
opments come to town 
without killing everybody 
else off. I have to live 
here." 
Saunders' other big prop- 
erty is the nine-and-a-half 
acres of riverfront adjacent 
to River Industries on the 
southwest corner of the new 
bridge. 
He's already committed to 
locating Terrace Little 
Theatre's new playhouse 
there once money for the 
project is raised. 
But he's also talking about 
things like a hotel, a 
restaurant, and maybe some 
retail space on that property. 
Right across the highway 
from that lo t -  on the 
northwest comer of the new 
bridge ~ Progressive Ven- 
tures developer Dave 
McKeown has just bought 
the land between Irly Bird 
and the river. 
That's about four acres 
half of it level and the other 
half reqnn'ing large amouuts 
of  fill. 
McKeown said he hasn't 
made a decision on what to 
do with the land. 
has a surplus of close to $3 million. 
The figure's contained in a letter Ramsay sent to a local 
person who complained about how budget cuts are affect- 
ing the hospital. 
Mills "could use some of the $2.9 million mentioned 
above to ensure service provision remains stable," said 
Ramsay iu the letter. 
But the surplus ~ $2.957 million as of last March 31 
evaporates when broken down by category• says Mills 
chief executive officer Michael Leisinger. 
"It 's a true number as of that date• but when you look at 
the cash we had to work with, there was not a lot of free 
attd clear money," he said. "There were a lot of calls on 
that money." 
Approximately $1 million was earmarked to pay out- 
standing bills while another $1 million was tagged for 
payroll. 
And just over $355,000 was tucked away for accumu- 
lated sick leave and severance pay. 
Any remaining cash is meant for emergency use and 
can't be spent without the health ministry's approval, said 
Leisinger. 
The surplus is now more than $1 million but fluctuates 
constantly due to outstanding bills and salary payments. 
One possible use for the surplus money on which there is 
no claim is to pay for renovations needed when the hospi- 
tal centralizes its medical wards. 
But there arc hints the health ministry might finance the 
renovations by applying for additional monies from the 
proviucial Treasury Board. 
Ramsey's letter states that Mills isn't alone among hospi- 
tals being asked to cope with less money. 
"The provincial treud is to make better use of hospital 
resources while ensuring the provision of an equal or high-• 
er level of service to the community," he said. 
decade. 
But that figure was refuted by Olga Power, the chair of 
the hospital's govcrniug society. 
Some of that money went toward the new CT scan ser- 
vice at Mills, she said. 
And some went for services not located at Mills, Power 
added, 
That money was for the provincial government's Closer 
to Home program in which community-based health ser- 
vices are being set up as an alternative to more expensive 
hospital-based services. 
"Yes, it did come in but it went right out again," said 
Power. 
Mills also received one-time grants to pay for wage in- 
creases negotiated hy the provincial government. 
These grants have now stopped and Mills is expected to 
cover those increases through its general operating budget 
set by the province ach year. 
February 10 & 11, 1996 
Celebrating 30 years of  helping B.C. 's special chi ldren 
"We are happy  to ] 
serve you  ... bet ter ' l  
Friday evenings 'till 7:00 p,m. 
• a t  II a 
I 
Ter race  & D is t r i c t  
CREDIT UNION 
4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-7282 
We belong to you." 
Serving Members  And  ] 'heir  Famil ies 
The Credit Union advantage/We are a profit sharing, 
member owned institution... 
... We Belong To You 
Rate 
eases 
B.C.'S INFLATION rate 
was 1.9 per cent last No- 
vember, the third consecu- 
tive month in which the in- 
crease was below the na- 
tion's. 
The national Consumer 
Price Index rose 2.1 per cent 
in November, with price in- 
creases ranging from a low 
of.9 per cent in New Bruns- 
wick to a high of 2.6 per 
cent on PEI. 
Consumers in B.C. paid 
for more cars, beer and nat- 
ural gas in November 1995 
than they did in Nov. 1994. 
CHINA 1996 
April8-29 * 22 Days 
$47OO Cdn 
Shanghai, Nanning, Kunming, 
Xishuangbanna D zu Chongqing, 
Yangzi Three Gorges and Beiiing. 
Tour escorls: lean Thompson and 
Gloria MacLeod. 
CHINA FOR TEACHERS 
& FRIENDS 
July 8.29, 1996 * $3650 Cdn 
Shanghai, Huong Shah Mls., Lanzhou, 
Lohono, Xi'on, Hehhot, Belling. 
Tour escort:. Frances Chapman. 
NATURE RESERVES OF CHINA 
Oct. 28-Nov. 25, 1996 
$4980 Cdn 
Beijing, Chengdu, Wuolong, Mr. Emei, 
Xishuonghanno, Wuiyi Mrs., Poyang 
Lake, Xuunzhou, Shanghai. 
Tour escort': J. Rangel. 
Canod~hino Friendship Association fu!iy 
escorted t~u~s leave from Vancouver. The 
to~indudehotels, meals, t~an~puttotion, II 
h'ps, visas and mare. English speaking 
guides throughout. Prices quoted are based 
on double occupanff. For brochures contact 
one of ~ taut escorts. 
~ormr, b l ,  rml~tea  
Jean I"kom~$oe. 635-3 I$9 
OFFER IS IN ADDITION TO CURRENT REBATES, AND APPLIES TO ALL NEW 
'95 AND '96 MODELS - INCLUDING THE ALL NEW CHRYSLER MINIVANS. 
.'.-~-~- :~i:...i::: ...... ; '~  . . . . . .  . .  
. . . . . .  ii~ . i _  ............. ~ , .  - - - - .~ 
.... .:::~ . i!~;~, '  , ;  ~*~ ........................... ~ ......... 
1996 GRAND CHEROKEE 1996 PLYMOUTH VOYAGER AND 1996 DODGE/PLYMOUTH NEON EX 
DODGE CARAVAN 
See Your B.C. Chrysler Team 
for details. Extra Fast. 
• Offer ovu*ioble only 1o retail buyers finon( ng ~eir pu hose h o, mh rh ,,.l*r r ,.a rn.,,,a,., lid On (Inn oved( edi on y ([ Yer Credit reserves Iho lighl I(I require o down poyrnenl. Inteiesl will octum(Ilore (luring Ihe firs190 du~ (Ind will be am(Irlized ove~ the furl, ol 
he oon 0 e (IvolQbo nadd: on eo rerun ~e~on e(I "~urtha','p seso . . . .  new nsoc """i"~1~i995 ond'1"996 mode . Seedeahsfo dee s 0 e uxpresFeb 8 996 . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  
CHKYSLEK 
Plymoutli 
J eep l  Eagle 
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Geographers 
still in demand 
A LRIGHT, I admit it. I'm a ge- 
ographer. I studied under my 
first geography teacher when I 
was twelve years old and have 
had dozens more since then ~ British, 
American, even a few Canadian. You see, 
this is the time of year when students ask 
me "what can I do with a geography de- 
gree besides teach geography?" In fact, 
there are lots of possibilities. 
Geographers are probably best known 
for their map making skills, but 
cartography is only one aspect of this 
skill. Many geographers are employed in 
positions whic' relate to designing maps 
of future landscapes. Here are some ex- 
amples. 
A social geographer might examine the 
best location for a new facility. A new li- 
brary, for example, might be located so 
that the most people will be close to it. 
That would probably mean near the centre 
of a large community. A fire or am- 
bulance station, in contrast, would proba- 
bly be located so that no one is beyond a 
certain distance from it, measured in 
response time: This might locate the facil- 
ity on the edge of an urban centre or be- 
tween two or more centres. 
A political geographer might be given 
the task of defining the locations for 
boundaries at municipal, provincial or 
even national scale. The geographer, 
given certain criteria, would go out and 
map these. 
An economic geographer might help a 
chain store locate new outlet and advise 
them on the appropriate size based on the 
population and income in a given area. 
In fact, anywhere policy decisions re- 
quire quick analysis and interpretation of
masses of area statistical data, a profes- 
sional geographer is the person to call on. 
In private industry they are employed in 
manufacturing, transportation, urban de- 
velopment, marketing and research fields. 
In local governments hey work for plan- 
ning offices, parks and recreation depart- 
ments and watershed conversation 
authorities. They are also employed by 
federal and provincial government depart- 
ments. 
My first job as a geographer was to find 
out where the residents of a large city 
were going for hospital care. While, as 
one would expect, they went to the local 
hospital for most health problems, they 
tended to go to a neighboring community 
for abortions. Later, I was employed by a 
native group to find the graduates of their 
literacy program. After many efforts to 
contact hese people, the bingo hall turned 
out to be the best place. 
In another situation, while working for 
someone who wanted to spend money on 
day care, I was given a list of people to 
contact, who would tell me that they 
desperately needed day care. Thus the 
results of my research would meet their 
desires. 
As it turned out, about eighty perc.ent of 
these prime contacts did not actually want 
day care but for various reasons had said 
they did. A geographer's life is not always 
simple. 
Some geographers of course do become 
school and university instructors. My ob- 
servation has been that these are the geog- 
raphers who get a great deal of joy from 
watching other people learn to understand 
the world around them. Some students 
even go on to apply their knowledge to 
make the world a better place. That in it- 
self is reward enough for a geographer. 
Dr. Beg Home is a member of the Uni- 
versity of Northern British Cohanbia Fac- 
ulty of Natural Resources and Environ- 
mental Studies based in Terrace. 
New search dog for Terrace 
THE TERRACE Search and Res- 
cue team has a new member - -  a 
four-footed one. 
Five-year.old Shodn, a 
shepherd cross with keen eyes 
and large ears, joined the search 
and rescue team last month, along 
with his owner, Dave White. He's 
the first civilian dog to ever join 
the team, and is one of only eight 
:mined search and rescue dogs in 
the northern half of the province 
- -  the remainder are all RCMP 
dogs. 
Search and rescue dogs are used 
to track missing people and can 
also be used to locate people 
buried in avalanches, 
earthquakes, and for body 
recovery underwater. 
Shodn has only passed his basic 
level one RCMP training so far, 
which means he can track, search, 
and do obedience, agility and 
retrieval work. 
White and Shodn moved to Ter- 
race from Surrey, where the dog 
had received his RCMP vali- 
dation last year. 
White decided to move to Ter- 
race because there was very little 
chance that Shodn would be able 
to use his training down south. 
"There's about 30 police dogs 
in the lower mainland," says 
White, and since police dogs are 
called out before civilian dogs, 
there was duly a very small 
chance of Shodn being used in 
searches. 
"But we are not a 
miracle on four paws," 
cautions White. "He 
has bad days as well.'" 
Here in Terrace there is only 
one RCMP search dog. 
White's hoping to find work in 
a field similar to Shodn's. He's 
trying to get his occupation first 
aid instructor's level 2 & 3. This 
specialized knowledge will also 
increase his value to search and 
rescue.  
"Search  and rescue is l ike a 
career  for me ~ an unpaid 
career," he says. 
White spends as much time as 
he can with Shodn, honing his 
tracking skills. 
Shodn is trained to do three dif- 
ferent styles of tracking. 
When White gives him a com- 
manding to do air scenting, 
Shodn sniffs the air, smelling for 
a person. He also trails, sniffing 
for the minuscule flakes of skin 
which slough off our skin every 
second. Finally the shepherd can 
track, sorting out the different 
smells vegetation has when it has 
been compressed by a human 
footstep. 
Depending on weather condi- 
tions, White and Shodn have suc- 
cessfully followed trails which 
were up to three hours old, and 
are pushing for ten hours. 
"But we are not a miracle on 
four paws," cautions White. "He 
has bad days as well," he says, 
looking down at Shodn. The 
shepherd thumps his tail in 
response. 
"We're just an extra resource 
for the Search and Rescue team, 
capable of doing certain things." 
White is currently training 
Shodn for his avalanche certifica- 
tion, which he hopes to get this 
winter. But the training isn't all 
on the dog's end. White also has 
to pass his avalanche awareness 
training, and be competent in 
using avalanche beacons and 
probes. 
When the duo aren't out search- 
ing for buried objects in the 
snow, they're practicing their 
tracking skills. 
If this sounds like a lot of work 
for a five-year-old, on't worry. 
"He loves his job," says 
White. "It's a big game for 
him." 
AJtd when Shodn doesn't get 
out for training, White says he 
gets cabin fever. 
Despite Shoda's playfulness, 
his job is a serious one, and that 
means when White gives him a 
command, Shoda must listen to 
him, not to someone lse who 
might distract him. 
Because of this White has de- 
veloped his own language with 
Shodn. 
DAVE WHITE and his shepherd cross Shodn are the newest 
members of Terrace's search and rescue team. Shondn is one of 
only eight certified search dogs in the northern half of the pro- 
vince. 
"It's a combination of Italian, 
Spanish, German, English and 
gibberish," says White. 
He uses a wide range of com- 
mands, including the equivalent 
of 'go investigate' and 'free 
time.' 
"I estimate Shodn probably has 
a vocabulary of about 50 words." 
That vocabulary will only get 
bigger. This summer White plans 
to look into training Shodn to do 
underwater body recovery and 
earthquake r scues. 
It means the shepherd will be 
exposed to more hazardous itua- 
tions, but that doesn't nlean 
White will risk his dog's life. 
"If I'm not willing to go in, he 
won' t  go ill." 
Most sex offenders don't fit 
into the typical bed hnages, he 
says. 
Then Olson leads the children 
through role play situations, 
where a stranger approaches 
them. 
"Kids are pre-eonditioned to 
respect adults. We end up having 
to break down that condition- 
ing." 
He also teaches the children 
what to say, and introduces them 
to the concept of a password. 
That way if a strange man drives 
up to a child's school, and tells 
him or her that he's their uncle 
and they should get in the car, the 
child can ask for a special pass- 
word. 
If the stranger is legitimate, he 
or she would know the password. 
If not, the child should run. 
This technique likely saved the 
life of a young boy in Richmond, 
named Adam Bennett. A man 
tried to lure him into a car, and 
Adam asked for his secret code or 
password. The man didn't know 
it, and Adam realized he had to 
run away. 
Another self-defense t chnique 
which Olson encourages is 
screaming. 
"I get them. to scream right in 
the seminar," he says. "Ninety 
per cent of inmates have said 
they'll find another kid or woman 
who's quieter." 
Olson finishes up the work- 
shops with a powerful image 
he breaks a board, usually with a 
spinning, roundhouse kick. 
"It's a very strong, visual im- 
age," says Olson. It works as a 
memory key, he explains. When 
the kids need to remember some- 
thing they learned in the seminar, 
they'll remember him kicking the 
board, which mtiocks the related 
menlories. 
The Streetproofing Our Kids 
workshops will be hem Jan. 27- 
28. Workshops last one and half 
hours eael~ and are available for 
children aged five to 13. Cost is 
$10. Register early as space is 
limited. Phone 638-4750. For 
more information on SPOK, call 
1-800-277-6111. 
Frank Olson 
The workshop will be held Jan. 
27 and 28, for kids in kindergar- 
ten to grade 7. Parents are en- 
couraged to join their children. 
"We're not coming into town 
with the intention to frighten 
kids," says Olson. "We're trying 
to empower them instead." 
For younger children, those 
aged five to eight, Olson and his 
instructors touch on the basics of 
abduction. 
"We keep it very basic and 
very simple." 
For example, Olson breaks 
down the stereotypes which chil- 
drcn often about 'bad people' 
IF YOUR LITTLE girl is ap- 
proached by a strange man, who 
asks her to help him look for a 
lost puppy, would your youngster 
know what to do? What if another 
stranger approached your eight- 
year-old son, flashing him a $100 
bill, promising to give it to him 
for his help? 
These are some of the situations 
that children are taught to be 
leery of, hi a workshop called 
Street Proofing our Kids. 
Frank Olson, president of 
SPOK, has been giving work- 
shops like this to children 
throughout Canada nd the U.S. 
The organization is a non-profit 
group, and Olson and other in- 
structors teach children and 
young people basic skills on how 
to protect themselves. 
Olson has a unique background 
which he used to help develop the 
SPOK program. 
He's spent 14 years working in 
federal prisons that incarcerate 
child abusers and sex offenders. 
Through many conversation with 
these convicted predators, he has 
learued how they think, how they 
plan, and the tricks they use to 
stalk and lure children or young 
people. 
Olson also knows what its like 
to be a victim of sexual abuse. 
"I was sexually assaulted when 
I was 11," sayg Olson. "I know 
what it's like to be a kid filled 
with terror." 
Part of Olson's program also in- 
volves showing kids what to do 
if, despite everything, they are 
grabbed. He is well qualified to 
teach self-defense t chniques m 
he has a 3rd Dan Black Belt in 
Tae Kwon Do, and has taught 
self-defense courses for Correc- 
tions Canada. 
Olson's goal is to teach kids 
that the best way to stay safe is to 
recognize and avoid those situa- 
tions that threaten safety, He 
avoids confrontation and 
violence, and despite the serious 
nature of the workshop, tries to 
make it fun for kids. Role playing 
is a large part of his workshops. 
This will be the first time a 
Street Proofing Our Kids work- 
shop has been held in Terrace. 
It was organized by Constable 
Kim Hull and Terrace Parks and 
Recreation. The RCMP have ar- 
ranged to fly the instructors up to 
Terrace in their aircraft. 
Keeping your children safe 
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MUSIC 
CITY SCENE 
• SCItRIEK wakes up the crowd 
at GiGi's in the Terrace Inn until 
Jan. 27. They play from 10 p.m. to 2 
a.m. 
• THE LOW BUDGET BLUES 
are in concert Jan. 20 at the McColl 
Playhouse. This show is the first in 
a line-up of fundraisers for the Ter- 
race Little Theatre. Tickets are $10 
at Uniglobe Courtesy Travel. Seat- 
ing is limited. 
• THE GRYPHON TRIO - -  The 
Terrace Concert Society presents 
this chamber music trio on Satur- 
day, Jan'. 27 at 8 p.m. at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. Tickets are available at 
Erwin's in the Skeena Mall. 
• KARAOKE NIGHT is every 
Thursday and Sunday at George's 
Pub in the Northern Motor Inn, 
every Sunday and Monday at Hanky 
Panky's and every Friday at the 
Thornhili Pub. 
MOVIES 
• Steve Martin is back again in FA- 
THER OF THE BRIDE PART 2, 
showing at 7 and 9:15 p.m. Sharon 
Stone and Robert DeNiro star in 
CASINO, with one showing nightly 
at 8 p.m. only. Both movies end 
Thursday. 
SCHRIEK wakes up the crowd at GiGi's Pub this week. They play till January 27. 
7 & 9:15 p.m. At the other theatre 
Julie Ormond and Harrison Ford 
star in SABRINA, playing at 7:15 
& 9:30 p.m. 
ETCETERA 
• THE TERRACE PUBLIC ART 
Gallery presents "Two Seas" - -  a 
Starting Friday collaborative xhibition of painting 
• Leading funnyman Robin Wil- and poetry by Edward Epp and 
liams stars in JUMANJI, playing at Leanne Boschman-Epp. The exhibit 
runs till Jan. 27. Gallery hours are 
Wed.-Fri., noon till 3 p.m., and Fri- 
day evenings from 6:30-8:30 p.m. 
Weekend hours are 12-4 p.m. on 
Saturday, and 1-4 p.m. on Sunday. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638-7283 or 
fax to 638-8432 to add your event to 
the Standard's free entertainment 
listings. The deadline is 5 p.m. 
Thursday for the following week's 
paper. 
L___ "Travel J 
FALl=ON Discover the High Seas on a 
Pacific Coastal 
U*I*S*E 
Reno Fun 'n Cruise 
2 Departures: May 12 or 13 
1'our includes llight to Reno, 2 or 3 nights in a tower oom at the 
Sands Regency Hotel, flight to San Diego and luxurious 3-night 
cruise home aboard the Crown Princess. Delightfully different! 
, $ 5nights from 579 
Las Vegas Nightlife 'n Cruise 
6 Departures to choose fi'om: 
May h, 6, 7, 8, 12or 13 
Tour includes flight from Vancouver to Las Vegas, 2 or 3 
nights at the Tropieam Hotel. short llight to Los Angeles or 
San Diego, all transfers and luxurious 3-night cruise home 
aboard the Star, Crown or Sun Princess. Fabulouslyfitn! 
nl $ 699 
San Diego Sun 'n Cruise 
IDeparture: May 12 
"Four includes flight to San Diego, accommodations at the 
Handlery Hotel and Resort, all transfers and luxurious 3-night 
cruise ilome aboard the Crown Princess. Great Getaway/ 
7 $ 6 nights from 699 COn 
Mexican Paradise 'n Cruise 
3 Departures: 
May 2 ms Statendam 2:nts hotel:÷ 9-nt cruise 
May 2 ms Noordam 5.nts hotcl + 7-nt cruise 
May 6 ms Noordam l.nt hotel + 7-nt cruise 
Several Mexican destinations to Choose from, Tours include flight to 
Mexico, hotel acc0miia0dations, all transfe~ and luxui'i0us 7-night 
cruise home aboard the ms N00rdam or 9-nights aboard the ms 
Statendam. Pure Pleasure! 
$1359 cd..  
All packages depart from \{meouver and are tldly t~corled. Pnces are per person i
Canadian dollars based on double ~cup;mey and iilctude aidare, hotel, cruise inan inside 
stateroom and all ~round Iramporlation. Notit~ludt~l: Ailport/poa t xes and GST 
For the Uniglobe office nearest you call 
(604)  638-8522 
INDEPENDENTLY OWNED nleaus better personal service 
Call tt~ for a complete brochure outlining other eombinati0rts and departures 
FALL 1996 DATES AVAILABLE NOW! 
Saturday, January 20 
HAPPY GANG CENTRE holds a 
cards and games night at 7:30 p.m. 
Refreshments, everyone welcome. 
2 SWEET-- The Terrace diabetes 
support group holds its AGM at 2 
p.m. at the Women's Resource 
Centre. For more info call Jan 
Roberts at 635-3094. 
Sunday, January 21 
JACKPINE FLATS COMMUNITY 
ASSOC. holds a general meeting 
at 7 p.m. at Beaudette's house on 
Sockeye Creek St. (Note, not Sat- 
urday as was printed last week.) 
Monday, January 22 
ORDER OF THE ROYAL PURPLE 
holds an information night at 7:15 
p.m. at the Elks Hall. For more info 
call Alison at 635-6673, 
PULL THE PLUG week starts at 
Cassia Hall Elem. Events are 
planned for every night including a 
computer night on Jan. 24 from 7-8 
at the computer lab at the school. 
The week winds up with a potluck 
dinner and family gathering at the 
gym, Jan. 26. 
Thursday, January 25 
COMMUNITY FORUM about child 
development and rehabilitation ser- 
vices will be held all day at the Ter- 
race Child Development Centre. 
PIs register for the forum by Jan. 
22. Call 635-9368. 
Friday, January 26 
BIBLE PROPHECY SEMINAR will 
be held from 7:30-8:30 p.m. at the 
Terrace AdvenSst Church, at the 
corner of McConnell and Kalum. 
This 8-session seminar on the book 
of Daniel will continue Tuesday and 
Friday evenings through Feb. 20. 
Everyone welcome. Pre-register by 
calling 638-2711. For more info call 
Jeff Potts at 638-8221. 
Monday t January 29 
LEARNING TO LOVE YOUR 
BODY-- Julia Ip, community 
nutritionist, presents this body im- 
age workshop at I p.m. at the Ter- 
race Women's Resource Centre. 
Pre-register by calling 638-0228. 
Saturday, February 3 
KUTE recyclers come back to Ter- 
race from 9:30 a,m. to 3',30 p.m. at 
the Skeena Mall parking lot. Bring 
your recyclable paper and 
cardboard. For more info or to 
volunteer, call Wendy at 632-2256. 
Sunday, February 4 
SNOWARAMA - -  Riders in 
Snowarama will travel 100 km on 
the Big Cedar Rd. to gather 
pledges for the Lions Society of 
B.C. Money goes to benefit children 
with disabilities. All snowmobilers 
can participate. For more info call 
Sharon at 635-2934. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
WEDNESDAYS 
TERRACE NARCOTICS 
ANONYMOUS meets at 7 p.m. at the 
Women's Resource Centre. Also Sat- 
urday nights at 7:30. 
SCOTTISH COUNTRY dancing 
happens every Wednesday t7:30 p.m. 
at the basement of Knox United 
Church at 4907 Lazeile Ave. For more 
info call 635-5163. 
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS Coffee 
Group meets every second Wednesday 
at the White Spot at 10 a.m. Call Judy 
at 635-3258 for info. 
SINGLE PARENTS SUPPORT 
GROUP meets Wednesday fternoons 
at 1 p.m. at the Women's Centre. For 
more info call 638-0228. 
LESBIAN DROP-IN happens noon 
hour on every third Wednesday of the 
month at the Terrace Women's Centre. 
Ask for Elizabeth or Maria. 
TERRACE PROFESSIONAL 
WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION holds 
its monthly meeting the third Wednes- 
day of every month. Meet for lunch at 
the Terrace Inn from noon to 1 p.m. 
Contact Joyce at 635-9660. 
THURSDAYS 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. 
Call Bob at 635-9214 for info. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT 
GROUP meets the third Thursday of 
every month at 2 p.m. in the Skeeaa 
Health Unit Auditorium. The group 
fights pain with education, laughter, 
sharing and caring. For more informa- 
tion, call Pat at 635-5078 or Diane at 
638-8587. 
KINSMEN CLUB of Terrace meets 
the first attd third Thursday of each 
month until June. The Kinsmen seek to 
build and maintain a first class com- 
munity. For more info call Bruce at 
635-6316. 
LIVING WITH CANCER Support 
Group meets the second and fourth 
Thursday of every month from 7:30- 
9:00 p.m. in the Stepping Stone Club- 
house at 3302 Sparks St. For more in- 
formation call Diane at 638-3325 or 
638-0296. 
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) 
meets every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at 
the Skeena Health Unit auditorium. 
Weigh-in at 6 p.m. For more info call 
Joan at 635-0998. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets the second and fourth Thursday 
of every month. They get started Oct. 
14 at the Legion. Call Pat at 635-2537 
or Ethel at 635-5046 for more info. 
TERRACE ][HV INFORMATION 
The J'errace 'Standard offers the SUPPORT Group (T.H.I.S.) meets the 
third Thursday of every month at 7:30 What's Up community calendar as a 
p.m. in the Mills Memorial Hospital public service to its readers and corn- 
board room. Contact Carrie at 635- raunity organizations. 
4885. 
SATURDAYS 
BREAST SELF-EXAMINATION 
clinics take place at Emerson Medical 
Clinic the last Saturday of each month. 
Free instruction by qualified nurses. 
Call Lita Flynn at 635-6263 or Emer- 
son Clinic at 635-7234 for appoint- 
ment. 
This column is intended for non- 
profit organizations and those events 
for which there is no admission 
charge. 
1terns will run two weeks before each 
event. 
We ask that items be submitted by 5 
p.m. on the Thursday before the issue 
in which it is to appear. 
Submissions shouM be typed or 
printed neatly. 
f 
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LITES 
1996 PHAZER 
MOUNTAIN 
88599oo 
Ski Skins, Paddle Track, 
Cover. 
s6599 °° 
'k  ; '~ 'L • 
MAX SPECIAL 
Smart Carbs, 1'/2 Track, 
Ski Skins, Cover. 
s8299 °° 
The best deals of the 
year always come 
after Christmas! 
Check nut these great 
savings on Snowmnbiles 
19 92 EXCITER Ill 
i 5[~ ~'iLs~ l~nC~laepde, I 
- '  ~ ' ~ . . . ~  ~ and Snowmobile partsl 
1996 V-MAX 1996 V-MAX 
600 MOUNTAIN 600 XT l Track, i 
Extra Travel Suspensi0n, s64985 
1 '/2 Track, Ski Skins, 
Cover, CAMOPLAST 
2" Long Track. 
s7899  
PSI SINGLE 
Phazer PiPe.s33985 
PSi TWINS 
SG99S 
KEr J 'S  MARIN E 
Ken G ibson  Trevor  G ibson  
4946 Gre ig  _ _  Ter race  
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Helpful tips for seniors' taxes 
Contributed 
EVERYONE HAS just recovered from receiving Christ.. 
mas cards and letters from relatives and friends, and now 
we've started receiving those not so popular large brown 
envelopes with: 1. our Income Tax Return forms and 2. the 
Guaranteed Income Supplement Renewal forms. 
Since we are given two, even three months to complete 
these forms, it is quite easy to set them aside, losing them 
along a pile of papers or in cupboard rawers. These are 
important papers which the government expects us to com- 
plete and return before the designated time. 
The Supplement Rencwai forms must be mailed before 
March 31. If  seniors don't mail these on time, their April 
pension cheque will only supply the Old Age Pension. 
The Income Tax Return has an extra month's grace and 
must be sent to Revenue Canada by April 30. The post of_ 
rice usually keeps a supply of thc income tax packages for 
those who may lose the/ncome tax envelope. For those 
seniors who have presented a return over several years, the 
government is familiar with your finances and issues a spe- 
cial form to those on low income or on pensions. 
Then in February come those all important information 
slips - -  the T4, T4A, T4A(OAS); T4A(p); T5 for bank and 
bond interest and other necessary information slips which 
are essential in order to complete the Income Tax Return. 
All these should be kept in a safe place until you decide 
to complete your Income Tax Return, 
If you wish to reduce the amount of federal income tax 
you pay, consider non-refundable tax credits. To claim 
thesenon-refundable cr dits a person must keep on file all 
medical receipts, also, all charitable donation receipts for 
the past year. Credits can also be claimed for any political 
contribution receipts and for carrying charges such as a 
bank safety deposit box. 
The above tips are only meant o save a few frustrations 
or headaches. 
Now that Christmas and New Years are behind us, the 
" , iMONDAY TUESDAY-, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY 
Teen smoking 
on the rise 
IT'S COLD TURKEY week and high school students 
across the city are being targeted by the local branch of the 
Canadian Cancer Society, in an effort to reduce the num- 
bers of teenage smokers. 
• It 's not that teens don't know the dangers of smoking. It 
seems to matter more to teenage smokers that they be per- 
ccived as cool, successful and desirable. 
"Some teens may have the attitude that, 'So what, I 
don't care i f I  die,' "explains Crispina Cote, head nurse at 
Mills Memorial Hospital, "but later on when they have 
respons~ilities and families they will." 
She's heading up a presentation to high school students 
at the REM Lee Theatre on Jan. 19, beginning at 2:15 p.m. 
Local doctors will be giving presentations on the effects 
of smoking on the lungs, and body. Smoking students will 
be on the panel, and door prizes will be handed out. 
The numbers of teens who smoke has been rising. 
Twenty-one per cent of teens aged 15-19 smoked in 1990. 
But in 1994 those numbers had jumped to 26 per cent of 
males of 29 per cent of females. 
Week of Prayer For 
Christian Unity II 
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES Ji 
Date Time Place Speaker II 
Sun., Jan. 21 7:00 pm Sl. Mo,hew's Anglkon Doug S(hultz II 
Mon.,Jon. 22 |2:|Spm SevenlhDayAdventisl RHsndriks II 
Tues.,Jan. 23 ]2:]Spm (hrislion Reformed Norm Hamelin II 
Wed.,Jon. 24 12:15pm ChrislLuthernn JeffPotls II 
Thur.,Jan. 25 12:15pm SalvafionArmy .IohnSmilh II 
Fri., Jan. 26 12:15 pm Sa(red Head R.E T. Simomon I I  
Sat.,Jan. 27 12:15pm KnoxLlniled D.H0ughton II 
Sun., Jan. 28 7:00 pm Zion Baptist Michael Hare II 
Sponsored by the Terrace Ministerial Association /,".wll , f  
Best Western 
Sands Hotel 
. -  Y , . 
All in One Offer 
Fresh B.C. Satmon or 
New York SteakDinner 
with Dessert, aFut ! Breakfast 
and a Wonderful Room 
for just 
$5840 * 
Per Person ~ .... : : 
Based on double occupancy 
Toll Free Direct . . . . . . . . .  
The Best Western Sands 
• " "  - , , . , . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . ,  . "  
1-800-661-7887 
The Best Western Sands is located one half block from the 
beach and three blocks from world famous Stanley Park. 
There are 119 air-conditloned rooms and suites. Free parking 
is provided for registered guests and a convenient Airporter 
stop is across the street. Pay per view movies and Super 
Nintendo in all rooms. A weight room and sauna are 
available for relaxation, plus two lively bars and a great 
restaurant. With downtown shopping and GM Place close 
by, it's a perfect place for business or pleasure. 
1755 Davie Skeet 
Vancouver, B.C. V6G 1W5 
Effective 
October 10th, 1995 to March 18th, 1996 
Close out dates may be in effect, 
This promotion may not be usedin conjunction with other 
discounts and may be terminated without notice, 
• Price does not include tax or gratuities. 
HI 
JAKE DROOGER takes a minute to fill out a housing 
questionnaire at the Happy Gang Centre. A local con- 
tractor is interested in bui lding low-cost  housing for 
seniors, and would  like some input f rom seniors. 
Terrace Seniors Housing Society would like to remind any 
seniors interested in residing in an affordable Seniors 
Housing Complex, to fill out the questionnaire which can 
be obtained at the Happy Gang Centre. Or for any further 
information contact Tina Brouwer- 635-6702, Margret 
Kukkola - 635-3860 and Ailecn Frank 635-2305. 
JAHUARY 1996 
I ;UNDAY 
I 
7 
Caledonia 
Sr. Sec. 
School 
14 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
PALACE 
SkeenaJr. 
Sec. 
School 
21 
Thomhill Jr, 
Sec. 
School 
CLOSED 
8 Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
5 
Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
22me,ace 
Minor 
Baseball 
Association 
29 Terrace 
Minor 
Hockey 
Association 
28 
Caledonia 
St. Sec. 
School 
Sat. Afternoon Games 
Evening Games 
2 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
9 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
16 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
23 
Kermode 
Friendship 
Society 
3O 
K'SAN 
House 
Society 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
0 
Terrace/Kitimat 
Shrine Club 
#i8 
17 
Terrace 
Peaks 
Gymnastics 
24 
Terrace Peaks 
Gymnastics 
Shames 
Mountain Ski Club 
31 
Terrace 
Blueback 
Swim Club 
Terrace 
AnSP0ve R
11 
Schizophrenia 
Society 
Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
18 
Terrace Minor 
Softball 
Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
!25  Terrace 
-- -Little Theatre 
Society 
Terrace 
Anti.Poverty 
Doors 11:30 a.m. 
Doors 4:30 p.m. 
JANUARY 1996 
FRIDAY • : SATURDA'~ I
15 6 Pipes& 
Canadian Drums 
Paraplegic Assoc, 
Nis;a'a Tribal 
Council.Terrace 
~12 
Canadian 
Paraplegic Assoc. 
Nisga'a Tribal 
Council.Terrace 
19 
Canadian 
Paraplegic Assoc. 
Nisga'a Tribal 
Council.Terrace 
6BigBrothers 
&BigSisters 
Terrace 
Nisga'a Tribal 
CounciGerrace 
Parents for French 
Hospice Society 
3 Totem 
Saddle Club 
Kinette Club 
Terrace Skating 
0 Terrace 
Curling 
Youth Soccer 
Search & Rescue 
7 Terrace Art 
Association 
Kinette Club 
Terrace Skating 
Games 12:45 
Games 6:15 
Games 10:OO p.m. Thurs., Fri., Sat. Late Night Games Doors 9:30 p.m. 
Family Bingo Every Saturday Afternoon Last Wednesday of the month Is DOUBLE BINGO 
T,V, MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
4410 Legion, Terrace 635.2411 
,= 
 .co-op Terrace Co op Department Sto 
Family Fashions 
PRE-INVENTORY 
Thursday, Jan. 18 to Saturday Jan. 20 
All Butterick 
Patterns in Stock 5 PRICE 
All Christmas Craft Items 
Examples: 
Christmas ribbons 
Christmas Piks& flowers 
Christmas wreaths, sprays 
and garland 
® 
50% off 
regular price 
All Christmas 
Tablecloths, 
Napkins, Rings 
All Christmas 50% off 
Party Dresses regular retail 
5 PRICE o. 
the red sale ticket 
ALL SALES FINAL 
Selected Sale 
Rack OO] 
In Store 
Special Prom! 
q,U~/o off 
regular retail 
All Sweaters 
40% o. 
reg. 2988 
sae 12 88 
All Arvanti and 
Papillon Items 
regular price 
50% o. 
regular price 
All Sweaters 40% o. 
regular price 
Selected Sale 
Rack OoL£ 
PRICE o. 
All Men's Range 
Rider Jeans in 
Stock Only 
30% on 
regular retail 
Men's Robes in 
Stock 
4617 Greig Avenue 
Terrace, 635-6347 
the red sale ticket 
ALL SALES FINAL 
e' 
le 
lib 
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The little town down the road 
- -  # 
7 .' " i"  " "' - -  
~G SOCIETY. 
veflue : FOR THIS WEEK I'd like 
to share a little bit about the 
history of Usk. 
Usk is 11 miles by rail and 
14 miles by road east of 
Terrace. 
In 1912 there was nothing 
there except a shish along 
the Skeena River and con- 
struction on the right of way 
of the Grand Trunk Pacific, 
which later became the Ca- 
nadian National Railway. 
Back then on the south 
side of the river, a 
homesteader named Ed 
Kibby had taken up a pre- 
emption and canted a living 
cutting cordwood for steam- 
boat traffic. He didn't 
remain long on the 
homestead, and like many 
others of those early days, 
lelt the area when the con- 
struetion boom was over. 
When the railroad past 
Kitaelas " Canyon and 
through to Hazel,on was 
completed, the people in the 
old townsite of Kitselas 
found themselves cut off 
from freight and mail ser- 
vice. 
The railroad put the river- 
boats out of business, and 
this sounded the death of 
colourful Kitselas. 
Those who did not com- 
pletely abandon the district 
moved into Usk, since that 
community had the nearest 
railway station. 
Usk, by the way, is a name 
which is the cause of much 
amused comment. It's 
thought the name came from 
one of the railroad engineers 
who might have been born 
near the River Usk, in 
YV___ ONNE MO_EN___ 
munity found out thai there 
was already an Usk in B.C. 
But apparently, the people 
in the other Usk were more 
than happy to give up the 
name. 
The earliest residents who 
moved from KiLselas to Usk 
Station were Dick Lowrie, 
his brother-in-law, Harry 
Daniels, and their families. 
But long before this the 
Dominican Goverument had 
moved the Kitselas 
telegraph office to a site op- 
Strange as such a 
name seems, when 
Usk applied for a 
post office, the 
community found 
out that there was 
already an Usk in 
B.C. 
posite the station. Here also 
J. Lee Bethuren built a 
store, and eventually be- 
came post master and mini- 
ng recorder. 
J.D. Wells and Eli Ham- 
Wales, England. However it blett, prospectors on Kit- 
is more likely that 'Usk' is 
simply the Tsimshian word 
for stild~. 
Strange as such a name 
seems, when Usk applied 
for a post office, the cam- 
selas ML, discovered what 
became known as the Cor- 
deliera mining claims, 
which showed rum samples 
of gold. Their discovery led 
to a. great hlflux of gold 
FRESHEN UP THIS HOLIDAY 
SEASON WITH ODOR-MISER 
Now Available for your convenience at
"Golden Pond Pet Shop" 
• 3237 Kalum 
Spray away your odor problems organically, 
for more info service 
Call Jan 635-1112. 
~i ~' ; i  
• 7. :7977: , :  : ; ' ]  < , . .  ::r:::<, 
• .; "~;;'7:" = . ,.%i ¢',~ " 
b ~ 
USK IN THE early 1900s, looking toward KJtselas Mt. You can see the tennis 
court by the Whitlow home, the Durham Hotel and J.L. Bethuren s store. 
prospectors. 
Captain Madden was the 
first ferryman in Usk. The 
first small cable ferry was 
installed there in 1914, and 
ran across the 750 ft wide 
Skeena River. 
Up until 1918 a large pro- 
portion of the population in 
Usk were Americans drawn 
there by the lure of gold and 
mineral wealth, and the 
romantic image of a new 
country opening up. 
After the First World War, 
another group of settlers ar- 
rived, prompting the second 
growth spurt of the small 
town. 
A second sawmill was set 
up by Bethurem, however it 
did not operate for very 
long. 
In connection with the 
sawmill, an aerial tramway 
was built across the Skeena. 
This was used for transporti- 
ng lumber across the river 
during the winter, when the 
ferry was unable to operate. 
And of course back in the 
early days a number of Usk 
fanlilies had school-aged 
children. So volunteers from 
the village built a school, 
and raised nloney to buy 
furnishings. Usk's lirst 
teacher was Deforest Nelson 
from Ponoka, Albert, a. 
/~_,other highlight of 
Usk s early years was the 
big flood of 1936. This had 
a discouraging effect on the 
citizens of Usk, for it was 
hard for them to pick up and 
repair the damages. But in 
1948 floods struck again, 
and once nlore people were 
forced to pickup and start 
over. 
I 'm forced to stop short 
here, but this beautiful com- 
munity has had a very inter- 
esting history. 
If the children of those 
early Usk families were to 
write down their memories 
of the early days, it would 
make a lovely legacy for the 
community of Usk. 
If you're working on arty 
memoirs, please phone rne 
if you'd like to share them. 
See you next week, and 
thanks to Helene McRae for 
the picture. Her family of 
course, is part of Usk's his- 
tory. 
HEART 
AND S-I"RO I~ 
FOUNDATION 
Box 22, 
IMPROVING Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
YOUR VR~ 4A9 Accepted 
ODDS . . . . . .  
AGAINST Marjorie Park Your aonatlon is 
CANADA'S 638-1167 tax deductible 
#t KILLER ~ 
Your In Memoriam gift'i~a lasting tribute. Please send 
your donation to the address above, along with the name 
and address and the name and address of the next-of- 
kin, for an acknowledgement card. 
STOCK REDUCTION 
50-70%ou 
SELECTED BLOUSES SWEATERS, 
PANTS 
40%o. 
ALL REGULAR 
PRICED 
MERCHANDISE 
HURRY IN WHILE THE SELECTION 
IS AT IT'S BEST! 
WE MUST MAKE ROOM FOR 
SPRING MERCHANDISE! 
Located in The Terrace Shopping Centre 
635-1700 
t" 
NOTICE OF ANNIIAI, GENERAL MEETING 
The Atlnual (;eneM Meeting of the Skeena K;tlum 
Ilottsirlg Society will be heltl 0n 
'lileSdaV Februatx 13ill 1996 at 7:3(I p,nl, 
in the Skeena Kalum ll0ttsing Society AnieliitV Bttiltlin+g 
at 4616A llaugland Avenue, Terrace, 
Coffee and Refi'eshnleilts will be setwetL 
New members are welcomed, 
Please call 635,1996 for more Mbrmation 
¢lr contact ally Dh'ectoc 
There are enough risks in i 
this world. Choosing the 
right Body Shop shouldn't 
be one of them. 
• All Make Body Repairs 
• All ICBC Work AccePted 
• Qualily ICI Paints & Materials 
• New Downdraft Paint Bootli & B 
• Fast, Courteous Service 
• Quality Workrnanshipl Guarantee 
Call in today for Free Estimates or 
phone 635-4941 or 1-800862- 
Goodwrench 
We Can ~ l t i ke  I t  i- lappett A t  The Br i sh t  Spot  On  #li&,lttv,iji 16 iV¢'st In "li2rrace 
~4No Mat ter  How 
You Look  At  It . . .  
Gemmas 
I EWA .K 
UP 
ALE 
Will Save You Money 
i t0ok [or the Cleoram 
Tables in Front of 
i All Gemmas Stores 
-Everything t0 be 
i deared 
Gem 
l i  in the Skeena Mall 
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STEVE MCHUGH plays the role of Hudson, the hippie poet in Terrace Little Theatre's upcoming play, Hey, 
Naked Lady. This is his first on-stage role with the theatre group, and he credits his hair for his being cast in 
the role. 
No naked lady in this play 
COMBINE ONE female impersonator 
with one hippie-poet, mix in a 
bartender, landlady, and an actress 
and what do you get? Hey Naked 
Lady, Terrace Little Theatre's first of_ 
fering for 1996. 
This romantic comedy is rated 'G' 
despite the suggestive title, and is set 
in a Greenwich Village apartment 
sometimes in the 1970s. 
The plot revolves around the living 
arrangements and romantic entangle- 
ments of two young women, their 
landlady and the men currently in 
their lives. 
Two of the play's actors will be fa- 
miliar faces to theatre audiences, 
while the other actors are new to the 
Terrace stage. 
AmpeRe Martindale plays the role of 
Paula, the roommate actress lucky 
enough to collect unemployment in- 
surance. Martindale's first theatre ex- 
perience was acting in Talking With 
and she has since stage-managed 
several shows. 
Martindale has a busy season lined 
up with Terrace Little Theatre. She's 
slated to direct the upcoming dinner 
theatre production this spring. 
Robin Hollett stars in the role of the 
bartender/struggling actress. Holler 
hails from the Maritimes, where she 
first became active in a theatre group 
in Charlottetown. 
Last year Robin showed audiences 
her devious side when she played the 
scheming daughter in TLT's dinner 
theatre production Windfidl. 
The small but pivotal role of Hud- 
son, the hippie poet, is played by 
Steve McHugh. Steve's been back- 
stage up till now, and he credits his 
hair for his being cast in the role. 
One of the advantages of acting is 
that there are no limits to what your 
character can do, unlike real life. 
Andy Roth's character of the Slan, the 
female intpcrsonator, probably 
couldn't be further from his job as a 
lawyer. 
Roth was involved in theatre in high 
school and university, and says he is 
happy to be back after a seven year 
absence, saying it may reverse his 
trend toward normalcy. 
Another newconler to Terrace, Kelly 
J. Head, plays the role of Robert, 
potential love interest to Mrs. 
Bernadine Dill, arid a new roommate 
for Stan and the two actresses. 
This role is quite a challenge for 26- 
year-old Head, as he portrays a man in 
his late fifties. Hey, Naked Lady is 
Head's acting debuL He is an ast)iring 
writer who hopes to some day actually 
write a play. 
Greer Kaiser in the role of the laud- 
lady, rounds out the cast. 
Although this play is her acting 
debut will~ TLT, Kaiser has a long in- 
volvement in theatre. She even 
teaches drama and English at Skeena 
Jr. Secondary. 
Hey, Naked Lady runs Feb. 8-10 and 
15-17 at the MeColl Playhouse. 
You could win a tri.p for two 
to Monterey, California. 
Do you know the way to Monterey? Start by visiting your- nearest A&W. 
Just come down before February 4th and enter your name for a chance 
to win a trip for two to Monterey, California, including return airfare to 
San Francisco, 3 nights accommodation and a free car rental for the duration 
of your stay. And while you're here, treat yourself to our tasty new Monterey 
Bacon Burger. topped with sizzling bacon and a slice of Monterey Jack 
cheese. So hurry in today. And see just how far great taste can take you. 
AI  R CA NADA ~ Approximate retail value of prize based on 
Vancouver departure is $1S00.00,Contest isVA(AIIONI o.o,,o  and olde~; and closes February 4tl. 996 Chances of wimling depends On number of 
eligible entries received.The selected entrant ® 
must correctly answer a skill testing qt~eStion and sign standard releases. Full 
contest rules posted at participatingA&W restaurants. No purchase necessary. Since 1956 
4616 Keith Ave., Terrace 
638-0100 
Skeena Mall, Terrace 
635,,3332 
@ 1996A&W Food Services of Canada Inc. 
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You 
Dear Sir:. 
We gave it a good old col- 
lege try but the weather just 
wasn't cooperati.g on Jan. 6 
for the first Terrace recy- 
cling collection day of 1996. 
Although the event was 
technically cancelled, many 
detcrntined recyclers 
managed to get their 
material on the trailer, and 
the trailer cnded up coming 
back to Kitimat almost full. 
Kitimat Understanding 
The Environment, (KUTE), 
thanks Tony Ippel from the 
Skeena Mall who spent 
several hours loading the 
material that kept arriving at 
the trailer. 
He adverted what could 
have been quite a disaster if 
the wind had decided to 
pick up a few boxes of 
paper and toss them around 
the mall parking lot. 
Thanks go out to Doug 
Johnson from Big River, 
too, who picked up the 
trailer axtd finished loading 
the materials. 
There is obviously a lot of 
enthusiasm in Terrace for 
recycling when even a snow 
storm doesn't keep people 
from getting out with their 
material. Hopefully it won't 
be long before a pemtanent 
rccycling program is sct up. 
Meanwhile, K.U.T.E. is 
planning to try again in Feb- 
mary. Keep saving and 
watch for the trailer in the 
Skeena Mall parking lot on 
Saturday, February 3, from 
9:30 a.m. - 3:30. p.m. 
Wendy Clement 
Projects Coordinator, 
K.U.T.E. 
All ¢OnwoO~i"Fur, ilOr~ ~. .
atalyzed lacqUet.lwhkli 
irovides '~anedremely~,i, 
': ,dumbie'ism~a~e~ ,ii:,;ii. 
!"For,e~l~: i~igrape ~, /
!: 24 im~rsw#l' :; ::~ :/~ 
1996 - B5 
WEEKEND GETAWAY 
S59 l, N, , , , , ,  (FRIDAY& SATURDAY, STANDARD 
SIN6LE, OOUBLE OR TWIN) 
1-800-663-8150 
CREST HOTEL PRINCE I~ UPERT 
~"W'"W' ~'W ~"W 
PUT A LITTLE SPA-A-A-H IN YOUR LIFE 
We offer you a haven of herbal remedies, :t sanctuary ofwater 
therapies Io h)'da~le and purify the skin :rod restore your spirit. 
Savor your solitude, compose a selection of luxurious Syst~me 
Biolage ® Body indulgences - -  C:dnt Down ~, Rel:Lxing Body W:L~h, 
Water Cure TM Therapeutic Minend Bath - -  ~md create your own at- 
home spa retreat. 
Or luxuriate in Syst~me Biohge Body spa treatments in Ihe 
comfort of our salon. SYST[!MIi BIOIAGE BODY, our stflon and yon. A 
way of life for your skin.., and your spirit. 
HAIR  GALLERY 
4711D KEITH AVE. 
635-3729 
/ 
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CANWOOD 
Solid Pine Furniture 
BOOKCASE 
HUTCH 22" 
Sl39 °° 
z DR. FILE 
CABINET 
s269 Do 
BOOKCASE 
HUTCH 35" 
Sl69 oo 
PRINTER 
STAND 
s199oo 
z DR FILE 
CABINET 35" 
s299°o 
CORNER 
DESK 
s279 oo 
CORNER 
HUTCH 
s279oo 
COUNTRYWIDE 
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES (SINCE 19831 
450'1 Lakelse Terrace, B.C. 
1-800-813-1158 
638.1158 
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Tech::R-ti:cking 
F ISHERIES BIOLOGIST Mark Beere 
sits in his office space, a computer 
displaying the graph his mouse has 
been nibbling away at glows blue and 
hums behind him. 
"How many fish there are, where they go, how 
they get there, and how long it takes them to get 
where they're going ~ these are some of the 
things we need to know before we can make good 
decisions," he says holding out a small radio tube 
whose long tail like antenna makes it look like a 
spermatazoan from a robot. 
As it turns out the resemblance is apt since the 4 
by 2 centimetre bit of high technology was as- 
sembled by robotics: French Canadian robots on 
the payroll of an Ontario firm with the in- 
congruous name of Lotek. 
"The Lo comes from Lotimer, the last name of 
the company's president Jim Lotimer," Mark says. 
Mark peels offsome tape and with it a little ultra 
strong magnet hat is there to disrupt he mercury 
inside and the circuitry thereby inside. Next he 
places a receiver between his legs and sets it scan- 
ning. 
"The idea of using radios to track fish is rela- 
tively new," Mark says, then proceeds to tell me 
how earlier models of the micro transmitter were 
used by pig processors and the makers of un- 
naturally aged, fast-brewed beer that they claim is 
naturally aged and brewed at a snail's pace. 
With the use of radio waves, Brew meisters 
could accurately monitor the temperatures critical 
to the pasteurization process. 
People in the hog biz, painfully aware of the less 
than satisfactory mothering record of their prized 
sows, vaginaIly implanted the same kind of trans- 
mitters o that vets would get a signal via radio 
when the temperature inside ma pig rose as a result 
of water breakage. Apparently many long 
veterinary vigils were obviated this way. 
At the other end of the porcine life cycle, wiener 
meisters ensured that tube steaks were cooked at 
Department of Health standards with use of the 
adaptable ittle radios. 
But, it was not until a scant ten years ago that 
Colin Spence, working on the rivers of the Chil- 
cotin, and Mike Lougb, using Skeena streams, 
recognized the possibilities and began experiment- 
ing with piscine applications. 
The old transmitters looked like a pair of flash- 
light batteries encased in white acrylic. With them 
biologists could monitor only one fish per channel. 
The transmitters were ram rodded down the gul- 
lets of fish which had already endured the rigours 
of being caught by net or rod. Surprisingly no fish 
were lost during the first radio protocols, which in 
itself told scientists a lot about steelhead 
endurance. 
As the receiver picked up the signal and chirped 
like a cricket, Mark went on to tell me that many 
of the newer transmitters were surgically im- 
planted this season• 
This insertion is made underneath and slightly 
off centre to avoid friction and the possibility of 
infection. The aerial is then slipped through a hole 
made with a coring tool. This is done to prevent 
the aerial from articulating as well as to cut down 
friction and also the risk of infection. 
These latest digitally encoded, quartz-chipped 
transmitters will carry as many as a hundred fish 
per channel. Presently environment ministry per- 
sonnel ike Mark are able to drive or fly stationary 
monitoring receivers et up near the river where 
they hook up their lap top computers to download 
remarkably precise data on any radioactive fish 
that have passed by. 
In Alaska fisheries people are monitoring Taku 
sahnon on an even higher technological plane: 
hundreds of fish have been implanted with radios 
whose data impregnated signal is detected by 
receivers then bounced off a satellite to the com- 
puters of office-bound scientists many miles away. 
Still, tracking from the air, usually by helicopter, 
is necessary - -  a bittersweet task for Mark who 
lost a dear friend, and a seasoned chopper pilot, 
last year. 
" I  was hit by lightning in '94," he says. I wince. 
"We strapped our antenna to the HF antenna rod 
at the front of the helicopter. I was sharing the 
head phones with the pilot. We hit some bad 
weather. Lightning struck the air frame. It was like 
someone stuck a knife into my ear and my crotch 
at the same time. I pitched the receiver. The pilot 
got it in the hand. It was all he could do to hold on 
to the stick. Thank God he did. We batiked steeply 
and got things nnder control." 
Mark smiled and flicked a small wire on the face 
of the receiver. "After that we decided we needed 
a ground." 
"Phew," I said, "Life's too short for that kind 
of stuff." 
"Yeah," nodded Mark,"and death's too long." 
PORTS 638-7283 
lID 
STRETCH! Four young gymnasts take a break from their extensive warm-up routines. Soma 
Peaks Gymnastics members practice up to 16 hours a week. No wonder they can do thisl 
Warming up for life 
It looks like one huge rumpus 
room• 
Bright blue and red mats, 
vibrant yellow crash pads, bars, 
beams, rings, a mirrored wall, 
high ceilings and a feeling of 
never-ending enthusiasmt 
It's the gymnastics facility at 
Thomhill Community Centre and 
visiting there just may inspire you 
to buy a pair of tights of your 
own. 
The Peaks Gymnastics Club has 
about 150 members; 120 are in 
the recreational league and 30 are 
competitive. 
The competitive gymnasts are 
now preparing for the upcoming 
season, which, for three athletes 
began last weekend at a meet in 
Coquitlam. ..... 
BUr fo} iiibsL the competitions 
begin with the Northern B.C. 
games in Prince George starting 
February 8 and until then it's 
practice and more practice. 
Last Tuesday afternoon was an 
example of a typical one which 
began with the arrival of what the 
coaches affectionately call "the 
young ones." 
The youngest competitors are 
five. 
The first girl to wander into the 
Gymnasts learn more than flexibility 
gym, was attired in a bright teal 
body suit and, with a huge smile, 
promptly started bragging to her 
coach about a new skill she had 
learned over the weekend. 
The chatter stopped though, 
when the warm-up began with a 
light run around a huge mat. 
More competitors oon joined 
her, and soon there were a num- 
ber of girls in various stages of 
warm-up. 
Shawna Pritchard is 8 and has 
been in gymnastics for three 
years. 
"I  do gymnastics because it's 
And she says the sport isn't just 
for youngsters. 
The Club offers recreational 
classes for all ages. 
Marcus says their oldest ever 
member was 50. 
~r ~r ~r ~r "k 
Gymnastics awareness week 
runs from January 20-28, but fun 
actually kicks off on the 19th 
with an open house at the Thorn- 
hill community centre. It runs 
from 7-9 p.m. and is open to any- 
body. 
On the 23rd the Club is hosting 
a Games Challeng e at 7:30 p.m. fun," she says. 
" I  learn backsprings, plits- all ...... Members of the RCMP, PE 
. . . .  teachers and a number Of busi~ kinds of stuff. I 'm going to keep 
going until I 'm grown up." 
Coach Maria Marcus says the 
feedback she gets from parents is 
very positive. 
"Some parents say their kids 
aren't just learning gymnastics, 
they're learning to take turns, 
work with adults and develop all 
kinds of motor skills," Marcus 
says. 
"The gymnastics is ahnost 
secondary." 
ness people will compete with the 
athletes in such events as 
endurance ann hanging and blind 
beam walking. 
Olympic gymnast Richard 
Ikeada of Abbotsford is in town 
on the 26th, and the gym will be 
open frmn 7:30 to 9:00 pan. for a 
chance to meet him. 
He'll also be at the Skeena Mall 
on the 27th, where he and a num- 
ber of the athletes will put on a 
demonstration at noon. 
Gymnastics registration begins 
on Jnnuary 20th at the gym from 
I0 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and con- 
tinues on the 27th at the mall 
from I0 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. 
Slick streets challenge runners 
! 
AT LEAST six Terrace run- 
ners are training for the Van- 
couver Marathon - -a  26-mile 
run that doesn't happen until 
May, but they're braving the 
elements to prepare for it now. 
One member of the group, 
Sherrie Hamer, feels winter is 
the best time to train because 
she often finds herself too 
busy with other activities dur- 
ing the summer. 
And she doesn't let the 
weather get her down. 
She says she rarely thinks 
about it because there are so 
many other things to con- 
centrate on while running. 
She's run once in 20 below 
temperatures, but generally 
she says that's a bit too cold, 
especially if the winds pick 
up. 
"You have to keep up day to 
day runs and try to do one 
long run a week," says 
Hamer. 
A daily run is likely five to 
eight miles, while a long run 
she says would be closer to 18. 
The one problem she and her 
running partner do have with 
winter running is managing 
road conditions, and avoiding 
drivers who don't see them. 
"A  few times motorists have 
stopped and said we shouldn't 
be on the road," she says. 
"We seem to be watching 
them more than they're watch- 
ing us." 
And in the winter they can't 
get off the road because the 
shoulder and sidewalks are 
sUppery and Hamer says she 
has taken a spill in the past. 
Some drivers she says do 
slew down, but others seem 
:V 
RUNNING IN THE RAIN. Terrace runners Sherrie Hamer, Dan Eastman and Sharon Crawferd 
train for the Vancouver Marathon and say running on sidewalks is too dangerous. They want 
drivers to give them a bit more space. 
runs," says Hamer. " I t ' s  
alotta fun in a strange sort of 
way."  
Perhaps the biggest benefit 
of all the training she says is 
the chance to be outdoors dur- 
ing the winter. 
"Part of it is to do the 
marathon, and part is to get 
outside," 
determined to intimidate them. 
She has this message for all 
motorists. 
"When you come up to a 
comer, don't just look for cars, 
look both ways, for people on 
foot." 
Hamer hopes to improve on 
her last year's marathon time 
of three hours and 49 minutes, 
She enjoys the training, and 
welcomes solo runs as a 
chance to sort everything out 
and work through stresses in 
her life. 
And the runs with her part- 
ner, Sharon Crawford, allow 
the women a time to visit. 
" 'We take along waters food 
and refreshments on the long 
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING 
Sports 1 , .  Club eyes trail upgrade 
M e n u  ~.~ KIT]MAT Cross Country Ski asked for five thousand, a full time care laker 
MEN'S  REC HOCKEY 
Wednesday, January 17 
Oldtirners Division 
9:00 p.m. -- Subway v. Ter- 
race Timbermen 
10:30 p.m. -- SRD Blues v. 
Northern Motor Inn Okies 
Thursday, January 18 
Recreational Division 
10:30 p.m. -- Back Eddy 
Pub Bullies v. Skeena Hotel 
.... Sharks 
Saturday, January 20 
Recreational Division 
8:00 p.m. -- Back Eddy Pub 
Bullies v. Norm's Auto 
Refinishing 
9:30 p.m. -- All Season's 
Lightning V. Coast Inn of 
the West 
Sunday, January 21 
Oldtimers Division 
9:36 p.m. -- SRD Blues v. 
Subway 
11:00 p.m. -- Northern 
Motor Inn Okies v. Terrace 
Timbermen 
Tuesday, January 23 
Recreational Division 
9:00 p.m. -- All Seasons 
Lightning v. Back Eddy 
PUb Bullies 
10:30 p.m. -- Skeena Hotel 
Sharks v. Norm's Auto 
Refinishing 
MINOR HOCKEY 
January 20-27 
Minor Hockey Week 
January 19-21 
Regularly scheduled Atom 
Hockey 
January 19 
8 p.m. -- Terrace PeeWee 
reps v. Kitimat in Terrace 
January 20 
10 a.m..- Terrace Pee Wee 
reps v. Kitimat in Terrace 
Club is scrambling for funds and pres- 
ident Brenda Horwood says she's very 
disappointed that the City of Terrace 
won't come to the rescue. 
City councillors have turned down 
the volunteer organization's request 
for five thousand ollars. 
"We're quite disappointed of 
course," says Horwood. 
"We do get support from our local 
(Kitimat) council and we were hoping 
Terrace would come along and sup- 
port us too.' ' 
Mayor Jack Talstra says he thinks 
the club is doing a great service for 
the area, and has nothing but praise 
for the trails, but says the money was/ 
not in the budget. 
"I guess our feelings are, we've 
paid our share through the Regional 
District." 
The District has voted to give the 
Club two thousand ollars. They had 
Sports 
Scope 
Water Polo 
for all 
BASKETBALL  
TOURNAMENTS 
January 17 - 20 
The Caledonia Sr. Boys are 
in Richmond for the 
Steveston Purple & Gold 
tournament R ack 'era ! 
j __ THE ANNUAL pool anuary zu : : . . . . . . . . .  
• , . . . . .  . ,. tournament ht the Tdh'fice 
-Tne  lnornnlli anu ageena Le io . . . .  . ~ - . g n ns Well unaerway. 
Jr. boys are in Kitimat ann Pet . . . .  
the Skeena Jr. Girls host a er ~rompton says ,40 
seven team tournament 
-- The Skeena grade 8 boys 
are in Kitimat, while the 
girls travel to Prince Rupert 
-- The Thornhili grade 8 
boys are in Hazelton 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
January 18 
The Terrace Minor softball 
league invites everyone to 
THE TERRACE Water 
Polo Club is looking for 
players to drop ill on their 
Sunday night practices at 
the Aquatic centre. 
Coach Steve Dotto says 
they currently have about 15 
people, and says he's wel- 
come anyone, men or 
women who are interested. 
The only pre-reqnisite - 
yon must know how to 
swim. Previous water polo 
experience is not necessary. 
Practices are from 9 to 10 
p.m. 
For more information call 
Steve at 638-1395. The 
Club is hoping to arrange a 
few games with Prince 
Rupert later this season. 
men and women are in- 
volved this year, and he ex- 
peels play to wrap up some- 
time in late March. 
It's set up in a double- 
tatockout format. That is 
one loss is okay, but the sec- 
ond time, you're out. The 
winner will receive a pool 
cue worth about $100, run- 
her's up get pewter Legion 
the Annual General Meeting beer steins and wine gob- 
at 7:30 p.m. at the Sandman lets. 
Inn. For more information 
call 635-7144 or 635-5387. The Legion is also plan- 
ning a starting a pool league 
for members in February. 
Six teams will be set up 
with four players each. 
Games will be Thursday 
nights and Saturday 
aftentoons. 
The Terrace Minor Hockey 
Associalion 
Will be holding it's 
GENERAL PARENTS 
January 19 - 21 
The Terrace Bluebacks are 
in Prince Rupert for an in- 
vilational swhn tournament. 
I 
ADULT NOON HOUR 
drop-in hockey at the Arena, 
11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m. Mon- 
day, Wednesday and Friday. 
Goalies with equipment 
play free. Saturday night 
drop-in hockey. 11:15 p.m. 
to 12:15 a.m. Ten dollars 
per player. For info. call 
Don Leblond at 638-0055. 
To get an event on 
Sports Menu, bring the 
details into the office at 
4647 Lazelle Ave., phone 
638-7283 or fax to 638- 
8432 by5 p.m. Friday. 
MEETING 
January 29, 1996 
7:30 p.m. 
At the Hapl O, Gang Center 
Horwood says the Ski Club has 
about 380 members, and about 65 are 
from Terrace. 
More and more people from Terrace 
are using the trials all the time, she 
says, and that's why she'd hoped the 
City would give it's financial support. 
However Terrace has agreed to lend 
support on another front; one that 
doesn't involve money. 
The Club wants B.C. Hydro to re- 
store power to a 13 thousand volt line 
which runs along Highway 37 as far 
as Onion Lake and councillors have 
agreed to write a letter to Hydro in 
support of the request. 
Horwood says most of the Club's 
future plans hinge on having power at 
the Onion Lake facility. 
Plans include a power hook-up, a 
day lodge, a lit track for night skiing, 
a heated garage, emergency shelters 
along the trails, a biathalon loop, and 
The Club's operating budget is just 
over 20 thousand a year, and five 
thousand of that is a grant from 
Kitimat. 
"We're always scrambling for 
funds," Horwood says. 
"The majority of our money comes 
from grants and fees." 
Membership fees increased this year 
to 80 dollars a family, 65 dollars a 
couple, 40 dollars for singles and 15 
dollars for students. Day sue fees for 
non-members are six dollars per per- 
son, twelve dollars per family and 
three dollars for students and seniors. 
Horwood says they'll be even more 
strapped for money when a "Jack 
Rabbit Club" starts in Terrace. 
The club will provide children with 
low cost lessons and equipment loans 
and Ho~vcod says it's a Club policy 
to donate $500 to any new Jack Rab- 
bit program. 
Hockey action heats up 
TER~.ACE's midget reps downed 
Kithnat 9-0 to clinch a tournament win in 
Hazelton Jan. 6. 
The Terrace Totem Ford midget reps fin- 
ished the tournament with a perfect 5-0 
record. 
Meanwhile, in Bantam house action, Ter- 
race hosted a six team tournament that saw 
Prince Rupert come out on top in the final 
game, defeating City Centre Kitimat 5-2. 
Randy Heaman Trucking of Terrace 
placed third. 
The Terrace hdand Kenworth Bantam 
reps were in action in Smithers, and after 
finishing first on the "A" side with a 3-0 
record, the team faced a tough challenge in 
the championship game against Smithers. 
The home town team jumped out a 4-1 
lead, but Terrace managed to fight back and 
at file end of regular play, the score was 
tied at five. 
Smithers prevailed though in file five man 
shootout. The final score was 6-5 Smithers. 
Terrace right winger Matt Thompson and 
defenseman Randy Prinz were both named 
to the all star team. 
NOVICE 
Pre-novice tournament January 5-7 
Terrace Knights of Columbus 5 v. RSK 
Kitimat 6 
Carpenters Kitimat 2 v. Smithers Elks 13 
Smithers finished in top spot, the Carpenters 
took second, and Kitimat place third 
Pre-novice division 
Royal Canadian Legion 2 v. River Industries 2 
Spcedee Printers 0v. Copporside Foods 0 
r 
L 
FLYNN SCHOOL OF  i 
BALLET 
3226A River Drive 
Someth ing  D i f fe rent?  
Try Adult Ballet Classes taught by a regis- 
tered ballet teacher. Tuesday or Thursday 
evenings ar Saturday mornings. 
Call 638-2077 for mere info 
er come by and Check It Out! 
,? 
Cfl.a u"$ I IILLIIAII II   
II I [ ,C 
/~ . r -~/"~/ I  I I Mon,- Thurs ..... 11 am- 11 pm I 
l / .~]~ "~ ] [Fri''Sat ............. 11 am-lam n 
I sund°y ............... lpm-llpm I 
638-1162 4664 Lakelse Avenue. Terrace 
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1996 Northwest 
Career Connection 
Activities include a keynote speech, small group 
sessions, and an info-fair. 
Hazelton: 
Feb. 1, 1:30- 4:30 p.m., Gitenmaax Hall. 
Terrace: 
Keynote Speech- Feb. 1, 8:00 pm at Caledonia. 
Career info-fair - Feb. 2, 10:30-3:30 pm at 
Caledonia. 
EVERYONE WELCOME- HIGHLIGHTS: 
• Keynote Speaker: Sally Abbott "You Can Get 
Three From Here" 
• Can I Catch a Career Opportunity in the 
Northwest? 
• Learn about real opportunities to build your 
career in the Northwest through small 
group sessions with mentors from your 
community 
• Can I Prepare to Catch a Career 
Opportunity in the Northwest? 
Ask questions and pick up information from 
displays by a variety of institutions providing all 
types of education in the Northwest: 
• The University of Northern British Columbia 
• Northwest Community College 
• The Open Learning Agency 
• Kermode Friendship Centre 
• The Wilp Wilxo'oskwhl Nisga'a 
• School District 88 
• The Terrace University Access Committee 
• CATCH A PRIZE: there will be draws and 
door prizes including great sweatshirts & 
gear from the participating institutions, 
ski passes and more!!! 
WILP WILXO'OSKWHL 
NISGA'A 
li ![I II ~"' ~{ :'j Kermode 
Ud B | ~'[t'~l[[ [L-~L ~ ~, Friendship 
¢ ~,~ LE~gI~ i~N G S°ciet, 
SCHOOL DISTRICT 88 AGENCY 
BC 21 Power Smart. 
The savings are clear. 
. . . . . .  ::)ill. ........ :7 : , - "  . . . . . . . . . . . .  
:'!:i:Jii~i!~!iiiii .... 
/~li -. 
:Li! 
-. ,::?.. 
i:!i!ili:i)~:!: 
~i;:!: ii  !:: / i  :¸  
: . )  .:+:~ i?'ii[.!<:i!:i::i!::ii~ 
i!¸]%!¸': 
BC 21 Power Smart. It's working. 
BC 21 Power Smart teams will soon complete installatioll of 
water- and energy-saving products in 80.000 homes across the 
province. Not only has the project created jobs dmt help the B.C. 
economy, it will save millions of dollars in gas and electricity, as 
well as billions of litres of water~tbr  years to come. And when 
we save our natural resources, it's the nicest save of all. Preserving resources. Creating jobs. 
Proud partners in BC 21 Power Smart: BC Gas, I actfic Northern Gas Ltd., 13.C, Credit Uni(ms, Greater Vancouver Regional District, 
West Kootenay Iower, Centra Gas, B.C, Hydro and the Province of British Columbia 
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TION D 
• 90. CARS FOR ' 
: SALE ~ : 
• . , • . 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 5 P.M. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
(If a Holiday Monday Deadline isThursday at 5 p.m.) 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a star hol iday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 5 p,m. for all display and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD. 4647 LAZELLE AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C.V8G lS8 
All classified and classified display ads must be prepaid 
by either cash, VISA or Mastercard. When phoning in 
ads please have your VISA or Mastercard number ready. 
CLASSIFIED WORD ADS OBITUARIES 
T.Standard 1 insertion- $6,50 (+tax) $22.83 for3 inches 
W.Advertiser 1 insertion $7.50 (+tax) *Additional at $6.64 
Both Issues (consecutive)- $11.00 (+tax) per column inch. 
*Additional words (over 25) 15¢ each 3er issue. 
40. COMMERCIAL 
SPACE FOR RENT lO& TRUCKSFOR 
• SALE 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$10.39 per column inch 
CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
Pickup $2.00 Mail out $5.00 
LEGAL ADVERTISING 
$11.90 per column inch 
BIRTHDAY/ANNIVERSARY 
$22.83 for 3 inches, includes 1 photo. 
*Additional at $6.64 per column inch 
For regional coverage place 
SuperAds 
Runs in Terrace Standard & 
Weekend Advediser. 
ONLY $15,00 
If the add doesn't sell, phone us 
by 5:00 on Monday and we will 
run it in the next weekend and 
Wednesday papers for free. 
50. WANTED T0 '  
• : : RENT;  ' 
our ad in the weekend 
edit ion of the Weekend Advertiser. 
OVER 30 CLASSIF ICAT IONS!  
10. Real Estate 
20 Mobile Homes 
30 For Rent 
40 Commercial Space 
For Rent 
50 Wanted to Rent 
60 For Rent Misc 
70 For Sale Misc 
80 Wanted Misc 
85 To Give Away 
90 Cars For Sale 
100 Trucks For Sale 
110 Aircraft 
120 Recreation Vehicles 
30 Motorcycles 
40 Snowmobiles 
50 Boats and Marine 
60 Heavy Duty Equipment 
70 Farm Machinery 
180 Pets 
190 Livestock 
200 Farmers Market 
210 Garage Sales 
220 Lost and Found 
230 Personals 
240 Births 
250 Card of Thanks 
260 In Memoriam 
270 Obituaries 
280 Business Services 
290 Bus Opportunities 
295. Courses 
300. Help Wanted 
320 Work Wanted 
325 Situations Wanted 
330. Notices 
340. Legal Notices 
" 70: FOR SALE , 
- :  (M ISC, ) :  
• ' '1~0.~ ,~  
SNOWMOBIL/ES 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine 
page location . . . . .  
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against the 
~rovincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, 
marital status and employment when placing "For Rent;" ads. 
Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right to revise, edit, classify or 
reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the 
News Box Reply Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" instructions not picked up within 10 days of 
expiry of an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. Those answering Box Numbers are 
requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in advertisements must be received by the 
)ublisher within 30 days after the first publication. 
It is agreed by the advertiser equesting space that the liability of the 
Terrace Standard In the event of failure to publish an advertisement 
as published shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for 
only one incorrecl insertion for the portion of the advertising space 
occupied by the incorrect or omitted item only, and that there shall 
be no liability in any event greater than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
: 80.: WANTED . 
• (MISC.) '  , 
230, PERSONALS 
15 MINUTES from down town LOT FOR sale: Zoned R2. No 
Terrace, quiet country. Private GST. $35,000 638-8639 
1.8 acres, 3 bedroom + one NEAR NEW 3 bedroom house 
down. Furnished basement, 2 on 2 acres. 2 full bath, day light, 
bath, small shop. Barn, large full basement not finished, 16 ft 
garden, greenhouse, attached garage. Good family 
landscaped, covered carport home. Perfect for house lover, 
and more. $154,500 Call 635- $169,900 Call 635-3756 
2513 
SPACIOUS TWO bedroom 
4 BDRM house on 5 acres in house wilh private yard in 
south Hazelton 
(unincorporated) 2600 SQ. FT. horseshoe area. Great starter 
home with many features. Price + detached garage/shop for reduced for winter sale. Steve 
apptmnt. To view or more into. 635-5338 
Call 635-O079 between 5pro 
9pm 
DESIREABLE HORSESHOE 
location. $164,900. 4+ 
bedrooms, double jaccuzzi tub, 
garage, yard is landscaped and KERMODE PARK 
fenced. Call 638-7904 manufactured home sales 
FOR SALE: 1992 Gilbraitor 2 
bed good condition. Neutral 
decor. China Cabinet, skylights, 
soaker tub, sunken livingroom, 
5 appliances and window 
coverings. 8X10 porch and 
shed. In park close to schools 
inThornhill. $69,500 635-2214 
1 BEDROOM house for rent. 
Natural gas heat, very close to 
town. Availalbe right away 
$450/month. Call 635-1692 
Evenings 
3 BD. mobile home for rent. 
Sorry on parties. No dogs. 
Please leave message . 635- 
4315 
3 BEDROOM executive duplex 
available for rent. Includes 5 
appliances and 2 fireplaces. No 
pets allowed $1000 per month. 
Call 635-0882 after 5:00 p.m. 
BACHELOR SUITE for rent, for 
quiet, non-smoking, non- 
drinking , working person. No. 
pets, close to town. Ref. 
required and security deposite. 
Available Feb 1/96 $525 per 
month, all utilities included. Call 
638-8574 
BASEMENT SUITE suitable for 
single person, $425 plus hydro. 
Call 638-0772 
BASEMENT SUITE suitable for 
single person. $425 plus hydro. 
Please apply to box # 127 c/o 
Terrace Standard 4647 LazeUe 
Ave. Terrace, B.C. V8G 1 $8 
BDRM. REC. Room for rent. 
Private bath, kitchen to be 
shared. $400.00 + dep. Ref, 
required.635-5542. 
BRIGHT ONE bedroom 
basement suite, working 
person. Available Jan 1. 
$500/mnth + utilities. No pets. 
References Required, Damage 
deposite. Call after 5 pm. 635- 
1903 
FOR RENT 1 bedroom 
batchelor suite. Ground level, 
fireplace, washer, dryer, all 
utilities included. Prefer non 
smoker. Mature Person. 
References required. 675/mo + 
damaqe dep. 635-3756 
FOR RENT 2 bedroom trailer in 
Thornhitl stove, fridge, washer, 
dryer. Suitable for two people. 
No pets, no parties. $650 per 
month plus damage deposit. 
Call after 5:00pm 635-7467. For. 
appointment to view. Avail Feb 
1/96 
FOR RENT or lease 1000-6000 
sq. ft. prime office or retail 
space. Reasonable and 
negotiable rent, on main street, 
(Lakelse Ave.), main floor - 
prime location - suitable for 
retail and office. Ph. 638-0555. 
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom house 
in down town area. $650/month 
plus utilities. Available Feb 1/96 
Phone 638-0772. Leave 
messacle. 
FOR RENT: New house in 
Terrace. 4 Bedroom. jacuzzi, 
onsuite. 5 appliances 
$1000/mnth To view call 635- 
2465 
FOR SALE OR LEASE: 1800 
Sq. foot executive home in 
horseshoe area. 4 bdrms, 3 
baths, 2 car garage, appliances, 
drapes and blinds, Nice yard 
and more. $1225/mo 638-1871 
LARGE, 1 bedroom, luxury 
apartment, downtown. Private 
entrance. Non-smoking, no 
pets. Must have references. 
Available immediately $550 per 
month plus utilities 635-6741 
MAIN FLOOR of a house. 3 
bdrm, Carport, appliances, w.w 
carpet. Quiet neighborhood. 
Professional couple preferred, 
638-1505 after 5pm 
NEW 2 bdrm home. 
Fridge/stove, dishwasher. Sorry 
no pets. Non-smokers. 
Available immediatly $900/mth. 
Call 635-9544 
RESPONSIBLE WORKING 
person needed to share 2 bd 
trailer on Queensway. Utilities 
included. Vehicle an asset. 
$375/mth Call 635-5673 
ROOM AND board available 
Feb 1/96 in Thornhill area. 
.Workinq person only. 635-1553 
ROOM FOR rent for working 
female. Full facilities. Call 635- 
3927 Leave message. 
OFFICE/RETAIL space 
available imediatly 800 to 1300 
sqft. in the down town core. 
Phone 635-2818 or 638-2157 
Leave a message. 
WORKING COUPLE with 1 
child want to rent 2-3 bedroom 
house for March or April 1/96. in 
the city of Terrace. Excellent 
references 638-7035 
FAMILY OF 5 looking for 3-4 
bedroom house preferrably in 
town. References available. 
Call 635.6467• 
ORDER NOW for spring 1996, 
your custom manufactured 
home. Floor plans and option 
lists and prices available. Call 
Gordon 638-1182. 
SINGLE, EMPLOYED, looking 
for clean cozy upper or house. 
1,;~ or 3 bedroom ok. have cat 
and no kids. References & 
Furniture required. A.S.A.P. 
635-3863 
1-486DX-2-66 Computer, 8MB 
RAM, SVGAMonitor with 1MB 
Video Card, 14.4 Fax modem, 
Logitech Mouse, 428 MB Hard 
Drive with Eide Controller card, 
3 1/2 and 5 1/4 disk drives, 
Sound blaster CD Rom and 
sound card and speakers, lots 
of software with it. $2,000. 
Leave a message at 845-3455 
10" 1 1/2 HP Tabl e saw with 
72" extension bars and 34" side 
mounted s;ide Miter •$450.00. 
9'X45" Work bench with 
drawers, doors, shelves and 4 
power outlets (on wheels) 
$150.00. 2 sheets of almond 
memamine 5/8"X4'X8' $60.00 
635-7097. Ask for Bill. 
1996 240 acres hay crop for 
sale or share crop. Cummins 
Ranch south Hazelton 842- 
5316 
2 SHEETS of almond arbourite. 
1 of them 5'X 12' - 1 of them 
4'X8'. Both for $150.00. Still in 
shipping container. 2 sheet of 
cabinet grade Birch ply. 3/4" 
4'X8' $120.00. Router Table 
$30.00, Work Table $30.00 Ask 
for Bill 635-7097 
36" BUTCHER Block. Open to 
offersl Can be seen @ Super 
Value Houston. 845-2660 or 
845-2009 (home) Ask for Alfred. 
4'X8' X 1/2" G1S PLY. $10/EA, 
misc. oak mahogany and cedar. 
Let's make a deal, 125 amp 24 
circuit square D, Breaker panel 
$50.00 and various chunks of 
tack cable B.O, Ask for Bill 635- 
7097 
640 ACRES in West Lake area, 
near Prince George. 
Approximately 200 subdividable 
acres of merchandisable timber. 
Land is not in the ALR. Will take 
excavator, cat or loader as 
partial payment. 1-604-562- 
7025 or 1-604-565-5066 . . featuring 14x71 & modular 
FULLY SERVICED resioentia homes A r ^ ^- ' . . . . . . . . .  I GUITARS AND amps for sale. 
, , . C U ~  I /U I  I I WUly l  I t  
building let. 5218 Mountain scales. 635-5350 or 635-3120, I Trades welcome. Now dealing 
Vista Drive. Terrace. Asking Dron in & take alook Summit Square I in Takamine. Bill's Guitar Shop. 
price $35,900 Call 1-604-563- " " 632-4102. Call today. Pax 639- 
6= Appartments I 9879. 
I~ l~w' - -  ~/ I I1~ gr  I r . l t lu4~r .  " 111~ ~¢'~' "M'~ ~ X ~  1 &2Bedr°°mUnits IQu ie t& Clean I J BUYOR SELL 
• No Pets. I I Tupperware  
638-1400 Co, :  635".~968 I I KARENMATTEIS 
J 635-7810 Pacific I WE WORK TOGETHER 
' " FOR YOU! . , . , : , , , : . ,  
Joyce Findlay Sheila Love - - 
635-2697 635-3004 
~ ~ i ~ .. 
$240,000 EXC. 
$172,500 EXC. 
A Lakeside Rotreal!! Take 
advanlage ofthe 10w interest rates 
and plan for summer. 100' 
shallow sandy beach, new dock 
and lakeside sundeck, 1,145 
square foot home with wall to wall 
windows, large rec room and patio 
off living room. This year round 
home is in exceptional condition. 
Situated on the quiet end of the 
lake, vet/good road access, nicely 
landscaped and lots of storage. 
it's family appr0ved!l Move in and 
enjoy this large family home that 
has been updated. New vinyl siding, 
vinyl windows, wrap around eck, 
beautiful new oak kilchen with built- 
in dishwasher and eating area. 
Vaulled ceilings, three spacious 
bedrooms up, two baths and 
ensuite and a natural gas fireplace 
In the family room. Fenced and 
landscaped yard. P~I  l0 sell. 
OUTSTANDING ACHIEVEMENT 
RF/,441  
OF TERRACE 
638-1400 
Congratulates 
JoyceFi.ndlay 
and Shda Love 
on their 
"Outstanding 
Achievement" 
for the monlh of December. In recognition of their 
accomplishment, Joyce and Sheila nre pleased to 
make this month's donation to the Heart & Stroke 
Foundation. 
GARAGE SALE: indoor multi 
family. Doors open Sat Jan 20, 
10-4pm Sun 10-2 pro. House 
hold items, some tools, 
collectables, antique bottles, 
japanese glass balls, large 
variety driftwood, agates and 
sea shells. Free coffee 3969 
Old Lakelse Lk Dr. Call 638- 
1349 
10cult deep freeze 225.00, 
Kenmore washmachine 150.00 
Large wood and glass coffee 
table 75.00, new aluminum 
walker 75.00, New bath safety 
rail 25.00, Dark Brn reed size 
lazy boy, electrolux 
KITCHEN CRAFT cabinetry by 
the cabinet warehouse P.G. 
(604)561-2240. Detailed 
quote4s. 5 year warranty 
product. Installation and custom 
work available. Contract: 
Sandsmark Joinery David 
Samsmark. Burns Lake (604) 
695-6950 
MOHOGANY COUNTERS, 
display racks, wall-mounted, 
tables and various tables, all 
excellent condition $4000 
O.B.O. Phone 638-1162 Must 
Sell!! 
SHRIMP CHATHAM SOUND 
Seafood. Rupert caught. 638- 
1050 
YAMAHA PIANO- reed. Upright 
in walnut. 45 inches high with 
bench. $3,200. Tel 635-9121 
Gold Gallery 
& 
Hock Shop 
NOW OPEN 
Buying & Hocking 
Gold, Silver, Jewellery, 
Coins, Stereo Equip, 
Tools & Antiques, etc, 
Custom Jewellery 
& Repairs, Done on 
Premises. 
635,1231 
4556 Lazelle 
CONSIGNMENTS WANTED: 
Hand crafts, clean good quality 
furniture, decorating 
accessories, floor and window 
treatments, lighting renovation 
supplies, plus more. Fisher 
price, little tikes, discovery toys. 
Fax/messaqe line: 638-1220 
COTTONWOOD WANTED. 
Prefer large volumnes. Top 
dollar. Call 845-7739 
RUBBER STAMPERS: Monthly 
card exchanges. Send 5 
identical get 5 different. Feb 1, 
deadline. Valentines postcard 
exchange. Gaylene's Gifts Box 
1408 Burns Lake BC V0J lEO 
or 692-7631 for complete 
stampincl supplies/techniques. 
WANTED TO BUY: 65 HP pluR 
tractor with loader in good 
condition. Prefer cab and 4 
wheel drive. Call: Houston: 845- 
3029 
1981 CHEV. Malibu 4 door, 
very little rust. New tires and 
battery. Well maintained. Ph. 
635-7996 
1989 FORD F 150 Xtra cab 4X4 
302, 5 speed, air conditioning, 
cruise, tilt, $11,495 call 638- 
8171 dlr #9662 
1990 PLYMOUTH Gran 
Voyager. Automatic, V-6, 7 
passenger, cruise, air 
conditioning, $10,995 Call 638- 
8171 dlr #9662 
1991 FORD Aeroster XLT, 
automatic, V-6, 7 passenger, 
extended cab, air, cruise, 
$10,995. Call 638-8171 dlr 
#9662 
1992 DODGE Non, cummins 
diesel, 12 ft flat deck, ex. cond. 
$14,000 Call 1-604-695-6314 
1992 GEO Storm GSI, 5 speed, 
43,000kms. New tires, allow 
rims, stereo. Sale $10,495 Call 
638-8171 dlr #9662 
1992 MERCURY Sable, 4 door, 
automatic, ab' conditioning, 
cruise, 53,000kms, $11,995 
Call 638-8171 dlr #9662 
1992 PLYMOUTH Acclaim, 
3.01 V-6, auto, air, tilt, cruise, 
excellent condition, $9500 
O.B.O 638-0956 
1992 TOYOTA paseo Sports 
coupe. One owner, Very Clean. 
Loaded. Includes remainder of 
a 3 year unlimited km warranty. 
638-1456 
1993 CHEV x-Ira cab 1/2 ton, 
automatic, 350 V.8, 4X4, air, 
cruise, tilt, short box, sale 
$22,395 Call 638-8171 dlr# 
9662 
1993 HONDA Accord. Low 
1993 FORD Escort, 4 door 1972 600 D Champion, snow 
wagon, 5 speed, air wing. 1978 740 Champion, 
conditioning, cruise, roof rack, snow wing, PS, front dozer. 
$10,495 Call 638-8171 dlr 1978 770 John Deere, P.S, 
#9662 snow wing, front dozer 697- 
6359 
1993 HONDA Accord, 2 door, 
automatic, 39,000 kms, cruise, 
air bag, 2 year warranty 
$14,995. Call 638-8171 dlr 
#9662 
84 MERCURY Topaz. 5 speed, 
good condition, am/fm cassette, 
w/4 all season and 2 winter 
tires. Askir~g $1500 o.b.o. 635- 
7091 
1981 FORD 1/2 ton 4X4 e/c 
running condition. No rust. 
$2,600 Call 635-4705 
1987 CHEV. 1/2 ton P/U, 305, 
auto, excellent condition. 
101600 Hwy Km. Loaded, 
towing package, new paint, 
tune up, shocks, exhaust, 
breaks, rubber, battery $6500 
o.b.o 638-7233 
1992 FORD F150 exc. cond. 
$7,600 Standard 5 speed. OD. 
115,000 Kms. 635q705 or 635- 
7794 
1993 DODGE 4X4 3/4 ton with 
cummings diesel engine, c/w 
black. Fiberglass canopy. 
$23,900. 8000lb. Warn winch 
and bush bumper $1000 Call 1- 
604-692-7618 eve. 
~-"~-15o  XLT. 
Extended cab truck, tilt, cruise, 
power locks and steering, 
limited slip axle, air 
conditioning, 4.9 lilre, 5 spd., 
trans., warranty. In immaculate 
condition. $16,900. Phone 635- 
7311 
1993 FORD F-150 XLT. 
Extended cab. Tilt, cruise, 
power locks, windows, air 
conditioning. Limited Sup. Axle, 
4.9 Liter. 5 speed trans, 
warranty, immaculate. $16,900 
Phone 731-7311 
1993 FORD RANGER 4X4, 
extra cab, low mileage, mint 
condition, $4,000 in optious, 
$1,500 new tires, second set of 
tires also included. Can be seen 
in from of Kermodei Beverages. 
Monday - Friday 8:00 - 5:00 
Phone after 5:00 pm at 635- 
1140. Askincl $16,500 
1994 S350XL 4X4 crewcab 
460, auto on propane. $19,750 
1-692-3744 days or 1-692-4311 
eve. 
85 SURBURBAN 350, 
overdrive, new tires, $5,500. 
635-9495. Good condition. 
88 FORD F250 Heavy duty 
4X4. 351 5 Speed. Bed liner. 
New 33 BF Goodrich All 
Terains. $8500 Call 638-1871 
MUST SELL either 1990 
Toyota Camry or '93 ford 
ex/cab. Both good condition, 
low mileage and ext. warranty. 
Call 635-6891 
1992 650 Polaris Indy. P.S.I. 
pipes, 1 1/2" paddle, long track, 
2100 miles, like new, cover, 
handle bar warmer. 846-9010 
ask for Rod 
1993 ARCTIC CAT Ext. 550, 
ESI Ski Skins, paddles, cover, 
hand warmers, low mileage. 
Excellent condition. Asking 
$5,500 O.B.O. Phone 6354280 
1994 POLARIS XLT 580 Triple 
piped, mountain bars, 
aggressive track. Excellent 
condition. $5800 638-8683 
1994 YAMAHA v-max 600 2" 
long track ski skins Mt. bar, 
cover. Very good condition. 
$6,500 1-604-695-6334 1 year 
warranty on snowmobile 
1995 ACTRIC Cat "Powder 
Special" low mileage in 
excellent condition. $6,500 Call 
635-1718 
1995 FORMULA SL paddles, 
short track, cover. 291 kin.2 
extra aluminum skis and belt. 
Perfect condition. $5450.00 
evenincls 635-7400. 
'87 SKI.DOO strata ski skins, 
paddles, handle bar warmers. 
$1500.00 O.B.O. 635-9238 
'91 PHASER II. Long track, 
piped. Low mileage. Excellent 
Condition. $4300 O.B.O. 638- 
1249 
Meat say, grinder, 
compressor, all single phase. 
Bean Scale, maple meat block, 
meat stamps and paper 
dispensers, all aboce for sale 
as a unit $6,500.O.B.O, also 
16'X57' dual temp. self serve 
case. $2,000, 24' self serve 
freezer $2,000, 12' fresh meat 
service case $1,800, 16' DeU 
case $8,500 O.B.O Call 1-604- 
962-9319 
FOR SALE: 79 Flat Allis 645 
Loader 3 to 3.5 yard bucket. 
New paint, good condition. 80 
Western Star Loggen Cab and 
Chassis, Good condition, 
Ready to work, cummins 
engine, 13 speed transmission, 
mileage, A/C $14,000 O,B.O. Rubber block suspension, 
Call 632-5420 Phone (604~845-2292~: 
1991 LOGAN coach 4 hrse. 
Bumper hitch angle hull $6475. 
2 hrse. angle hull starting @ 
$4575 zero clown zero 
payments for one year. O.A.C. 
$250 delivery, Other trailers. 
avail. 1-403-672-6807 
9UD6 CAT, $8,500. D6 OR 
larger brushblade, $ 2,500. 
OC3 Cat, loader, bucket, blade, 
$4,800. New air compressor, 
upright, 140 PSI working 
pressure, $900. Large Brinks 
shop compressor, $2,200. 
Lincoln welder on trailer, 200 
amps.$2,800. Lincoln welder 
300 amp,, $2,0001 Lincoln 300 
amps,3 phase, cheapl 20nan 
diesel lightplants, 6 kw, near 
new, $ 1,600 each. Other 
lightplants from 2 kw-5 kw. C J5 
Jeep c/w snowblade, $3,800. 2 
large aluminum boats 1-604- 
697-2474 or 697-2720 
BEEF AND pork for sale, lean, 
tender, natural raised meats. 
Sold by the side, quarter or 
create your own freezer pak. 
Prices?? Call Hamblin Farms in 
Houston at 845-2133 or 1-800- 
772-5844 
A KEY for a yamaha V-mac in 
Copper Mr. area subdivision. 
635-1781 
LOST 
.. : : ;:~:~ 
Lost or stolen in the Copper 
Mountain School Area since 
December 24/95. Purebred 
Malmute, brown eyes, lazy 
tongue. (Needs Medication) 
Reward offered. Please call 
Nathan or Bernadiane 
Drake. Sadly Missed 
635-9428 or 635-4226 
EXECUTIVE LACE Escorts- 
available 24 hours - 635-1587. 
Servicing Kitimat till midniclht. 
IF ALCOHOL is the problem, 
many have found help with 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. 
Phone 635-6533. 
JEHOVAHS WITNESSES is 
there something about the 
Watchtower that makes you 
uneasy but don't know what it 
is? If so, you are not alone, 
Phone 1-847-4354 for recorded 
messaqe. 
MY VERY special man: You are 
the most fantastic man alive. 
I've never felt this close to 
anyone before. I want to share 
this wonderful new love with 
you foreverl 
PSYCHICS KNOW all! Love, 
money, futurel 1-900-451-3530 
ext. 1185 $3.99 per minute. 
Must be 18 years. Procall 602- 
954-7420 
SINGLE WOMAN, who is 
active, open to new ideas, and 
educated. Articulate sence of 
humor, honest, wishes to meet 
man 40 to 55 yr with same 
qualities. Reply to Box #19 c/o 
Terrace Standard 
SINGLES INTRODUCTIONI All 
nationalities for friendship or 
marriage. We understand and 
we care, strictly confidential. 
Tired of being alone? Call 1- 
604-983-4880 today! 
SINGLES INTRODUCTIONI All 
Nationalities for friendship or 
marriage. We understand and 
we care, strictly confidential, 
Tired of being alone? Ca111- 
604-983-4880 today. 
PSYCHICANSWERS 
L IVE  & PERSONAL 
RATED #!  IN  CANAnA 
EVANLY RAYS.  L IVE  I • O~ ." 
1-900-4 51-4055 
ARE YOU SAFE? 
TERRACE TRANSITION HOUSE 
offers 24 hour safe shelter to 
women with or without children. 
You can call. Even just to talk. 
Battering is not o.kl 
It is not o.k. for someone 
to hit you 
or push you 
or yell at you 
or scare you 
You can be safe. 
There are safe places. 
TERRACE TRANSITION 
HOUSE: 
635-6447 
24 HOURS A DAY 
i 
; i ¸  
":/i 
t 
Mary Rose ~ 
SCUtPTI --GI 
(aerobics combining exer. 
lubes & weights) 
i/2 Cardio 
I/2 Slrenglh 
• Glules 
• Thighs 
• Ahdominols g more 
Tues. & lhrus 5:15pm - 6:ISpm 
Drop In $3.50 or Regisler el 
S 
635-4130 
. n 
270, OBI'I' 
N ixon (Bowyer) = '~~<=¢=¢ E & I RENOVATIONS 
Passed away suddenly Contracting in 
3unday Dec. 24, 1995 in Exterior & Inferior 
Campbell River, B.C. Born Renovalions Additions & 
April 24, 1958 in Quesnel, Alterations painting etc. 
B.C, raised in Terrace, B.C. ~ ~"~"I.~_~ ~'.'1A~.~ ~ 
Mary Rose is survived 
by Dusty Her mother Nora 
Bowyer, Campbell River, 
B.C,; Sisters Brenda (AI) 
Rasko, Terrace, B.C.; : ~ ,~  
Linda (Ken) Dole, '. ' I 
Nanaimo, B.C.; Gayle . ll'i.~t )i,l~ ',~ t~t ii lti iN 
(Mike) Maroney, Terrace, " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
B.C.; Brothers Gary 
Bowyer, Port Hardy, B.C.; WATER & 
Bill Bowyer, Terrace, B .C . ;  ERVIRONMENTAL 
Bob Bowyer, Campbell 
River, B.C.; Predeceased TEST ING 
by father, Dirk Bowyer, Nov 
2/1988. 1"800-990"9522 
Cremation took place Prince Rupert 
Dec 28. Memorial service 
took place Dec. 29 in 
Campbell River, B.C. 
Mary Rose will be 
deeply missed and fondly 
remembered by a l l  her 
family, friends, aunts, 
many nieces, nephews 
and cousins. 
Many thanks to those 
who showed sympathy 
through flowers r'ards and 
)hone calls. .. 
~Kolterman, Ronald P~. 
Age ll. Passed away in Viclarin r 
lanumy 6, 1996. 
Predetesaed by wife Margarel Belnite 
(1970). Sadly missed by wife Bernice, and 
(hildien Bey, (George} and Ken (Phil of 
ferlate nd Terry (Den) of Calgaly ^ k0 
by siep thilchen John, Marian, Nalm a,d 
[aura, and 15 graadchildlea. 
Ran lived end winked lot many years 
in fe,aca s a (arpenlet+ Aflet leliriag 1o 
Vittoria, be continued Iowalk wilb wood 
making many toys lot his glondrhildran. 
lie was an avid outdealsrnan who Iove~ 
hunling, bottle hunting and fishing. Ran 
loved o prodital joke and will be remem- 
bered foi his sense of humor. 
(remalion and inlermenl el o~hes al 
lhe retrace Cemetery. Donations Iolhe 
Canadian Canter sociely would grale[ully 
t~appreciated by the [emily. # 
ATTENTION SMALL 
businesses, why pay high 
accounting fees for your 
bookkeeping needs? For 
confidential, professional 
bookkeeping service. Manual or 
Computer call 635-9592. 
RAINBOW BOBCAT & Snow 
Removal, 8" and 12" earth 
eauger, backhoe, leveling, 
backfilling and general clean- 
up. Reasonable rates. Call 638- 
O153 or 638-5805 (mobile). 
RETIREMENT SALE: Excellent 
inveshnent in growing video 
store in Telkwa. For into 
contact Terri 846-5487 or 846- 
5924 
UNCONTESTED DIVORCE 
service, resumes, typing. Call 
C.J.Secretarial, after 4:30 pm or 
leave message on machine 
6388006 nr fax 638-7917 
Grampa, . . . . .  
We will remember you. 
YOU are in our memory 
as long as we live and 
still after that. 
All our love, 
Kate and Neill 
JOHN (JACK) BARLOW 
Passed away January 1, 
1996 at Terrace B.C. He 
was born in Brandon, 
Manitoba in 1910 and lived 
in Vancouver, B.C for most 
of his life. 
He is survived by his 
daughter Jacqueline Beck,, 
son-in-law Jack Beck, and 
daugllter-in-law K a i e n 
Barlow, Grandchildren Linda 
Barg, Steven Beck, Debbie 
Barlow, Deanna Sunde, 
Rory Barlow and Tanya 
Ponder. Great grandchildren 
Shawn and Laura Barg; 
Jamie, Bria and Cara 
Ponder; Tyler Sunde. 
Cremation to lake place 
in Terlace, BC 
250. C.~ 
THA 
F:IDOF .:" 
IKS  .: : 
: 300. HELP• , 
WANTED : 
EUREKA! FREE AT LAST! 
Kudos to the NWCC Business 
Admin. Faculty tel your patients 
and assistance over that past 
32 months: John Campbell, 
Cathay Sousa, Grant Bennest, 
David Himmehnan, Betty Geier, 
Ann Mann From Jerry 9300544 
* Full Service, 
Snow Removal 
.".~ Parking Lots 
Driveways . 
Manual Removal 
for sidewalks 
,~; Phone: 
638-8124 
638-7290 
¢i: 
'Round The  C lock  
F res lumss  
Make ~'litlr Choice l~l'tllll aWide 
Variety (il l laked Gt,tids, Stiups, 
Chill, Sandlviches l ind Mi i rc . .  
M,idi' Frvqi  I),lily I']njllv Yi it lr  
t.llOlCt' Wills Our i:,lllltlilb CUIIce. 
7it 'd LOL'¢IIiOIIS lb  St*rl'e 
}'Oil Better 
[ OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY I 
635-2662 
4655 Lakelse. Terrace 
SKEENA MALL FOOD COURT 
MALL HOURS 
YO U"4: Alwap, Gel 11m¢ For lhn Ilorlnn~ 
IIII II I I 
 10,OO ,,. AS DRIVE LOW WAY 
We'll clean your drive way 
with a 1992 Chev 4X4 
with 8ft. Western Plow. 
DRYTOP 
GUTTERS 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
aluminum gutters. 
Soffit/Fascia Installation 
SERVING 
TERRACE 
& KITIMAT 
Roofing and Siding 
Installation and Repairs 
Call Steve 638-0838 
FOR LEASE 125 seat 
restaurant located in Dease 
Lake, BC. Equipement and 
residence included. For 
particulars, write box 3013, 
Smithers, B.C. VOJ 2NO or Fax 
634-846-9827 
FOR SALE: well established 
food service outlet with very 
good clientele. Turn key 
operation. Selling only do to 
medical reasons. 638-1838 and 
leave a message. 
OWN YOUR own fitness centre. 
New top quality equipment. Call 
John Evans for further details. 
638-1400 Remax of Terrace 
TANNING BUSINESS for sale- 
full clientel- retail sales/rental 
income. Excellent opportunity 
for growth, Serious enquiries 
only. 635-3071 (days) 635-2493 
(eveninqs) 
THE WOMEN in our business 
make as much money as the 
men, If you're looking for equal 
opportunity, call Kathy 635- 
3066 
TRAILER COURT in Northern 
B.C. very profitable 
investments. Great potential for 
ambitious person. 1-604-635- 
1543 
SERVICE 
ADVISOR 
Required by expand- 
ing Dealership Mail 
or fax resumes to : 
Service Manager, 
Coast Mountain 
Chev. Olds 
P.O. Box 3699, 
Smithers, B.C. 
VOJ-2N0 
Fax: (604) 847-2171 
Quality & ( / ~  
Discretion Assured .~ ~,  ~,  
Smithers 
Available ~-~-~ 1 I~QP'~' 
24 lIours WJI~..,IIiLJt" Le J IO  I 
ROBIN'S DONUTS & DELl, 
Western Canada's  la rgest  Donut  
Franchise, Is opening new locations In 
(~, "") Terrace and Kltlmat. Both offer prime 
locations and an excel lent  earning 
)) ~ ~ ~ potential for success minded entrepe- 
i ~  neurs. With ZO years of experience 
beh ind  the organizat ion,  Robin's 
llonut.~ wil l  p~ovide the training and 
E [ support needed to prepare for a bright 
future! 
For franchise Information call: Ken 
" Ranta, Franchise Sales, Robin's Foods 
Inc. at (807) 6Z3-4453. 
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BACK UP 
CARRIERS 
Needed for all downtown routes, Pheasant, Thomas, 4800 block of Lazelle, 5200 block of 
McConnell, 4800 block of Soucie, Straume, Scott, 5000 block of Park. 
If you live in or near one of these areas, and would like to be a back up carrier give Karen at the 
Terrace Standard a call at: 
638"7283 
STANDARD 
Mike L. Harem 
Advertising 
4647 Lazelle Ave Phone (604) 638-7283 
Terrace, B.C.. Fax (604) 636-8432 
l ' t~  Phone for experienced and Speedy Service 
" ' "  DELIVERY & EXPEDITING 
O los . . . . .  6 3 8  8 5 3 0  Ploscriplions I 
Appliances 
Restaurant & 
Agents for: ups Anything 
Reade, c,,,,o, Anywhere  
Calgo Vans 
Cube Van. 1 Ton 
H0, Sh0'Se,ViCP .... ~I- AIRPORT SERVICE-~ - 
Minolta Business Equipment 
Ohms 'N' Watts 
= #4 5002 Pohle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 4S1 
ph: (604) 638-8390 
MINOLTA fax: (604)635-9] 27 
BUSINESS EQUIPMENT ° COPIERS ° FAX MACHINES 
k. J  
('~'~.~'1 Desktop Publishing by Lee Burkitt 
Phone 638-0877 
t ~ ) /  Business hnege Design • Smnll Volume Publishing 
/ Computer Tutoring 
C l /1,4, P . , P 
SenAng Nodhweslem Bdlish Columbia 
Our new offices are located al 
#101-4619 Lakelso Avenue 
Ten'ace BC V8G 1A9 
Telephone (604) 635-0615 Fax Uno (604)638.8056 
Residential.CommefclaHndustria]Appraisals 
Pmpsny Assessment and Tax Suppon 
R. ~?.{~ ~_"! t C°~2."]n.L~.n.d.V~ .%?" .A ~!.~2 
Keith Goodwin, ARICS, RI(BCI,AACl 
W.D (Oil0 Henderson.AACt 
Karen Waldie, RI(BC) 
Northern Information Systems 
Computer accounting system specialists 
- Abacus II Qualified Installer: 
~ sales, training and support 
l i , " .~  - ACCPAC Plus setup & support 
- Softrak add-ons for ACCPAC 
,.0u....,.., - Networks and communications 
R. Alan Sande, CMA (604) 635-1755 
Skeena Driving School 
Kitimat, Terrace & Prince Rupert 
"Serving the Pacific Northwest for aver 30 yrs" 
¢" Professional Driving Instructors 
V" Gift Certificates Avai lable 
• I Vehicles Avai lable For Road Tests 
v" Winter  Driving Instruction Avai lable 
For Appointment Call: 
Terrace 635-7532 or 1-800-665-7998 
HosPiTALI  ECtUIPMENT: 
Hote l  & Restaurant  Hosp i ta l i ty  
u ipment  
Three T Industries 
4603-A Graham Avenue 
Terrace, B.C, 
V8G 1A5 
"' We can  " 'T ' "  anyth ing  up ' "  
James Thomson Telephone 604-638-1017 
Fax 604-638-1012 
Soar  above  t~e others  
! m' (;raohic I)esign 
b roe11 u res ,  le t t~heads ,  logo~ e t ¢. 
] l ' l~on~ 65"~-O1 dO .... 
WCTOR P. #AWES 
- -~~OPTO!ETRIST  
//1 - 4748 Lakelse, Terrace 
(Also with locations in Smithers and Houston) 
CNIADA LTD 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
o Marine Radios 
. Telephone Systems 
, Repeater Systems 
# 4 - 5002 Pohle 838-0261 
Dr. Tom Strong, Registered 
Psychologist 
Offerinu a fun range of iNd~vpdlJal marital and fam- 
ily psychotherapy. 
Consultations and Tra'a~;u on Interpersonal 
Concerns. 
In many cases, Dr. Strcng's fees are covered by 
exlen6ed healtl~ benefils. 
For further information or to arrange an appoint- 
ment contact Dr, Strong at: 
1-800-456-7733 
i 
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300. HELP i i '  
' ,  WANTED::, 
: i ;  1'3~01 wORK: / :  
..... WANTED 
! . ! , /330 , :NOTICES i~ 
CRUISE SHIP Jobsl Earn 
$300/$900 weekly. Year round 
positions. Hiring both men and 
women. Free room and board. 
Will train. Call 7 days. 1-504- 
641-7778 Ext. 565 C01 
LOOKING FOR responsible 
person to do daycare approx. 5 
days per week, Non smoking. 
References needed. Call Kim 
635-3994 
PART T IME,  on call, 
bartender/foodserver. Please 
apply Mon-Fri between 1-3pm 
@ Terrace Inn. 
UNLIMITED I~ICOME, time to 
enjoy life fully! Help olhers to 
achieve the same. International 
opportunityl Training provided. 
Personal interviews: 635-6363 
YOU CAN start a new career at 
any age. We'll provide 
opportunity, you provide desire 
and good work habits. Call 
Kathy 635-3066. 
REQUIRED FULL and p/t 
lifeguards. Please bring resume 
to Mt. Lavton Hotsprin~s. _ 
WE ARE looking for persons 
who have the ability to call on 
our present customers and to 
establish new ones. Income in 
direct proportion with person's 
ability. Call Kathy for your 
personal interview. 635-3066. 
CABLE T.V. INSTALLERS 
required for new satelite 
company in the area. Must have 
own truck & tools. We will train. 
Earn $800-$1200 weekly. 
Please call 635-0123 
COMMISSIONED SALES for 
Quality Image Int. Interesting 
income possibilities with a new 
and upcoming graphic design 
company 635-0100 
EARN FULL-time income 
working part-time while children 
are in school. Earnings 
opportunity of ,300/week. 
Flexible hours, no investment, 
bonuses, advancement 
opoortunity. Call 635-3066 
CONSULTANTS NEEDED to 
show Princess House Crystal, 
cookware, giftware and 
jewellery at home. Home 
parties. Earn $80-200 for 4 
hours work. No inventory to 
buy, No experience necessa,y. 
Must have a car and a phone. 
Call 604-796-3025 ............. 
MATURE RESPONSIBLE 
mother of one will babysit Mon- 
Fri in my horse shoe area 
home. Meals and snacks 
provided - activities and crafts- 
hours of fun. Reasonalbe rates 
- any age from new born to 
school age. For more info 
please call DeLorra 635-3852 
PAINTER= with 15 years 
experience. Interior, exterior, 
low rates for seniors. 635-3783. 
Ask for Jerry for free estimates. 
Rhonda's 
Hair 
Designs 
has an opening for 
a fully qualified hair- 
stylist to work full or 
part time, Preferably 
with a clientele. 
Apply in person to: 
Rhonda's Hair 
Design 
4624 Grieg Ave. 
638-8787 
Rustad Bros. & Co. Ltd. 
requires a 
CABLE LOGGING (GRAPPLE 
YARDER) CONTRACTOR 
in the Lovell Cove Operating area (North of Fort St. 
James). The volume associated with this short term 
contract is approx. 14,000 m3to be delivered to the rail 
reload site at Lovell Cove by March 15, 1996. 
For information please call David Bryden or Jeff Close 
at 56!-2211 during regular office hours (8:00 am - 
5:00 pig. ~.,~ .,, . . . . .  ..-.. : ,  
16/37 Community Futures is seeking a business analyst for its Business 
Development office, located in Terrace, RC 
THE POSITION: The Business Analyst will report directly to ~e Manger and will be 
primarily responsible for counseling clients in the areas of business planning, cash 
flow, marketing and merchandising. The Analyst will assist wilh business proposals, 
loan applications, collection ofaccounts and all reports necessary for the clients and 
Ihe office. 
QUALIFICATIONS: The person we seek must be highly self-motivated, have xcellent 
communication skills, be cmaliva and be able to relate to a diverse dient group. 
Applicants should have demonstrated experience in:
, Financial management (which may have been obtained through either eduoag0n 
or experience), including planning and preparation f a full spectrum offinancial 
slatemenls; 
• Preparing business proposals; 
, Business counseling and the lending role; 
, Personal knowledge ofbusiness adminislration and financial management 
, Compuler skills in business oftware 
• The abilily to work with others and under the supervision fa Manager and 
volunleer Board 0l Directors; 
. ~me management, planning and self-supe~sion 
Knowledge of the 16/37 region would be a definite asset. A valid rivels license and 
a reliable vehicle are required as Iravel is necessary. 
The position offers a comparative salary based upon education and experience. 
Application must be received by 4prn on Fiiday, Feb. 16.1996. Applications should 
be sent o: 
J.E Whitney, General Manager 
16/37 Community Fulures 
#204- 4630 Laz@Avenue. Terrace, B.C VSG 1S6 
Certified 
Millwright 
for varied maintenance 
:~:iy'i ::i ~ ~ :'~ activities in a modern lumber 
.~!F '~:?:,;~ manufacturing facility in 
~'~ ~" '~!~'~ Kamloops, B.C. 
Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd. Is a d)'nantlc and 
progressive integrated fbrest products company wBb 
m;tJnr lBmber, pnlp, paper attd other diversified 
bushless InteresL~ across Canada. 
YOu will be responsible In the Maintenance 
Supervisor for preventative malnlenance and repair 
work on all equipment, buildings and systems inour 
large Kandoeps operating nnlt. 
In additloe tea II.CT.Q. ur Interprovlneial Mi lwright 
ticket and, preferably, a sawnflll/Iumber Industry 
background, yen must have: • experience with chip. 
n-saws and trlntmer/edger optimizers • welding and 
fabricating expertise • strong phBmlng, organizing, 
troul)le.shooting and hUerpersnnal skills • a 
willingness to work shifts as well as with others. 
A competitive compensation/benefits package 
Is offered. Please submit your application In 
writing (quoting position title and location) by 
4:00 p.m,, Monday, JanuBry 22, 1996 to: The 
Iiuman Resources Services Coordinator, 
Weyerhaeuser Canada Ltd,, B.C. Lumber 
Bush, ess, P.O. Box 800, (1950 Mission Flats 
A Road) Kanfloops, B.C, V2E 5M7; fax (604) 
828.7565. 
Weyerhaeuser Canada 
M60?O 
TUTORING AVAILABLE: 
Certified teacher, specializing in 
Language Arts, offers quality 
tutoring sessions. The latest in 
multimedia computing will be 
utilized to stimulate interest and 
to spark success. Begin the 
new year in the right direction; 
to call today to arrange for an 
interview, phone 638-1474 
EXPERIENCED IN cosmetics, 
jewelry, home decor sales? 
Opportunity to double your 
earnin.qs. Call Kathy 635-3066. 
LOOKING FOR a Herbalife 
distributer? Weight loss? Better 
health? More money? How may 
we help you? Call CDT Health 
and Nutrition. 1-604-698-7319 
MANAGER TRAINEE: National 
Corp, now hiring ambitious, serf 
motivated men and women 
interested in earning 
$25,000/$45,000 plus to show 
our products and contact 
potential new accounts. 
Electolux Corp, needs 
management trainees and 
assistant managers, Flexible 
hours. For information call 
Kathy 635-4730 
Terrace B ingo  Assoc ia t ion  ~ 
is accepting 
opplications for the 
position of 
Common Paper 
Manager. 
Applicants are required 
to be Bingo Literate, have 
excellent computer, commu- 
nication & organizational 
skills, be bondable and 
have own transportation. 
Deadline for applications 
is Friday, January 19, 
1996. 
Please Forward resume 
and cover letter to: 
Terrace Bingo Association 
4815 StraumeAve. 
Terrace, S.C. VSG 2C6 
1'4 - 1,4 - Look lna  fo r  . 
1'¢ ° 1'4 
1'4 " 1'4 ,, Child Care* ,, 
1,4 " 1,4 
1'4 Skeena child care suppor~ 1,4 
I~ program can help you make the =~. 
1,~right choice for your child, For~,~ 
.1'~J information on choosing care and 1,4 Pq 1',1 
1'4 available options, call 1'4 
1'4 1,4 . Coco at 638-1113. 1,'1 1,4 1'4 A free service provided by the 1''1 
1,4 Terrace Women's Resource Centre 1,4 
1,4 and funded by the Ministqt of ~,~ 1'4 
1,4 Women's Equality. 1'4 
L~zzzzzzz:z:::~::/, ~ 
The Workers 
Compensation 
Board's 
EXECUTIVE 
SEMINAR ON 
OCCUPATIONAL 
SAFETY AND 
HEALTH 
A one day seminar for manag- 
ers who want to improve their 
firms safety and health 
performances. 
The seminar encourages learn- 
ing through group discussion of 
WCB policies and procedures, as 
well as safety and health 
concepts. 
The seminar addresses peci- 
fic concerns of managers who 
must work within WCB guidelines 
and control accident costs. 
.Cost of Accidents .Prevention 
Division Mandate and Policies 
.The Claims Process ,Safety and 
Health .Responsibilities and 
Accountability .An Effective Safety 
and Health System 
February 6, 1996 
8:3Oam to 4:30 pm 
Cost $50.00 
Phone 561-3700 
For pre.reglstratlon e 
EARN EXTRA INCOME &YOUR OWN NEW 
DELUXE ELECTROLUX 
Haven't you always wanted to own a new Electrolux vacuum 
cleaner? Now you can easily and quickly earn one while also 
having the opportunity to earn extra income of ,250/week to 
start. Part-time, flexible hours. Per more detals, Ca 635-4739 . 
5k ena 
I 15awm,lls 
Skeena Sawmills, a division of West Fraser 
Mills Ltd., has an immediate job opportunity for: 
JOUBNFYMAN MII.I.WM]lff 
• Must hold an Interprovincial Trades Certificate 
• Welding and hydraulic knowledge required 
IWA rates and benefits apply. 
Previous Sawmill experience an asset. 
Applicants should send or fax their resume to: 
Skeena Sawmills 
P.O. Box 10, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A3 
Attention: Mr. Mike Moleski 
Maintenance Superintendent 
Fax: (604) 635-4335 
Closing Date: Wednesday, January 31,1996 
INTERCtC)NNECT 
OFFERS DIFFERENT 
JOB SEEKING OPTIONS 
Phone us to see if we may be of 
assistance to you. 
Phone 635-7995 
INTERCONNECT 
205-4650 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. VSG 1S8 
Telephone 635-7995 Fax 635-1516 
Wanted 
Volunteer Coordinator 
Tetra is a not for profit group that links people with 
disabilities and volunteers who have technical 
skills, Our volunteers design and build simple, cus- 
tom-made devices that are not commercially avail- 
able or for which there is no funding, 
We are looking for a motivated individual to help 
find and coordinate the efforts of volunteers in 
your area. You must be able to devote 10 hours of 
your time per week. This is a volunteer position to 
start but it may become a paid position, Expenses 
will be covered. 
If you are technically skilled and would like to use 
your ingenuity to help improve the quality of life for 
people with disabilities we would like to hear from 
you as well. 
For further information please contact Project 
Coordinator James Scanlan 
@ 
Tetra Society 
Plaza of Nations, Suite 27, 770 Pacific Bivd, South 
Vancouver, BC Canada V6B 5E7 ...... 
E-Mail: TSNA@mlndllnk.bc,ca 
Telephone (604) 688-6464 Fax (604) 688-6463 
A   A.TI 
638-1468 ,Dr.,re 
We're  
Moving!!! 
And that means we 
have some things to 
sell. 
Two Convair swamp 
coolers. $200 each .  
As is. 
Two blue fabric 
office dividers. $25 
each. As is. 
All i tems are cash 
and carry. 
4647 Lazelle Ave. 
638-7283 
BOUGHEN NURSERIES, 
Valley River, MB, ROL 260 
Offer free cataloguel All 
Manitoba grown fruit trees, 
apples, plumbs, cherries. Hardy 
roses, shrubs, ect. Shipping 
across Canada over 80 years. 
Phone 1-204-638-7618 Fax 1- 
204-638-7171 Trees that 
produce fruit in cold northern 
areasl 
PRO-LIFE education available 
to general public, videos; 
pamphlets, lending library, 
dealing with human life issues 
such as abortion and 
euthanasia. Student enquiries 
welcome. Call 635-3646, 
THE CHURCH of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-Day Saints, the 
Mormons. Fact or Fiction, 
Shadow or Reality. Phone 847- 
5758 for recorded messa.qe. 
~Congratulations!~ 
B.B. on your Baby! I I 
Phone me I've got .~ ]1 
something ~,,,~ 
for Mathieu(~ 
Monique ~ 0~ 
638-0514 p ~, . ,  
NORTHWEST COMMUNITY  COLLEGE 
• : ~.. : ± ::~~ : :~ ± ~"~': :"~ : . . -~ : : ,  : 
AMERICAN S IGN LANGUAGE (ASL) 
Jan. 29 - Apr. 3 
$155.00 
ADVANCED SIGNED ENGLISH 1 $155,00 
Jan. 23 - Mar, 28 
GERMAN - LEVEL 1 $100.00 
Jan. 30 - Feb. 29 
HOW TO USE YOUR ROUTER $75.00 
Jan. 24 - Feb. 14 
What to do unti l  the SPEECH PATHOLOGIST comes FREE 
Jan. 27 
KNOX UNITED 
CHURCH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
635-6014 
10:30 am Sunday 
School 
and Worship 
Minister 
The Rev. Michael Hare 
St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church 
4514 Lakelse Ave. 
Ph. 635.9019 
Emergencies: 638-1472 
Pastor: The Rev. Dean Houghton 
Deacon: The Rev. Jim Cain 
Come Worship With us 
Sundays 10:00 a.m. 
Holy Eucharist 
Sunday School & Nursery 
available 
Wednesdays 7:00 p,m 
THORNHILL 
COMMUNITY 
CHURCH 
Sunday Service 10:45 
At The Thomhii l  
Community Hall 
Teens & Adults Bible £1asses 9:30 
unday's C0ol Club 9:30 
for ages 2-12 
Adult Mid-week Bible Studio• 
Teens Youth Gronp 
College & Careers 
Cubby's Presclwel alld M.U.M.S. 
program will resume in the falL 
Pastor Ran Rooker 
Assistant Pastor Rob Brinson 
Phone 635-5058 
, :  i:...v ::.:".i . : ) i .  i-, :.% : :,. :..',:.:. '..:.i . : .; :.:.! .:.. . . .  : . : .  : 
HOME BASED 'BUSINESS DIRECTORY, 
:" Member of Terrace Independent ": 
Music Educators Society 
• Violin • Viola • Cel lo,  
Accepting new students 
HEINZ RADEK 
:. 635-7536 .: 
Artwork ,  Les~'ons,  
Workshops &
More. 
JOANNE THOMSON 
rt (604)  638-1468 
Terrace, B.C. 
GH M DRAFTING 
COMPUTER DRAFTING I 
Residential . Small Commercial 
30Years Experience 
638-8310 (Fax) 635-1247 
Gerard H. Michaud 
4936 Park Ave.. Terrace 
~ ,-" .4Qnality Scented Candies 
& Accessories 
• 1 . SLZIi A.";: 
~l i~ J l  Brass • Crystal • Silk Flowers 
~111~ & Inllch more 
l l l  For more information about our excellent 
l l l  tlostess Benefits er Career ol)porlunilies 
' ~ l ~  ' call Trina +It 635-9009. 
Carldle Li~ht TI)e last A~ordable Ltrxttrl, 
RN CONTRACTING 
BOBCAT SERVICE 24 HRS. A DAY 
Will MAKE DEALS TO PLOW DRIVEWAYS AT LOW COST 
635-1705 
ODOR-MISER 
Sprays to eliminate odors organically. 
• Other products as well .. 
Per service or products 
Call Jan 635-1112 
Also Availalbe at the 
Golden Pond Pet Shop. 
JAN LOK,  CMA 
Computer i zed  Account ing  
and  Taxat ion  Serv ices 
5328 Mountain Vista Drive. 
Phone  635-7795 Fax 638-7635 
Call me for all your accounting needs, and prompt 
reliable FaMall filing of your income tax. 
I have many years of experience. 
' : 
Gift Canning 
:. 638-0514 .: 
° Des ign Consultant  
• , : : 'v  ,'~:~di:. 
'... S,.a Andrea 
\ - , . . /  .... ::i:! 
KidsO& 
FALL /WINTER 1995 
Home Parties 
Hostess Discounts - Gifts 
100% Cotton 
(Infant to Adult) 
i 
Bonn ie  Mercer  
635-1900 
Also SotWc/t~f~ NII•S V,l##y F~e$~ctonrs 
HE SOAP. EXCHANGE ~ 
u can save 50~ and h~ore by using 
our top-qua#el cleaning productsl 
/100% biodegradable ',/Great for Septlc Tanks 
'Money-back guaranteed 
'All Containers Re-used & Recycled 
For free delivery or pick up Call 635-7861 
By Appointment Only. Day & Evening Available. 
Cindy Z.porzon I~¢~.us 
2041 Hemlock, Terr.ce • 638-2029 
Harmony Clowns 
~ 638-8608 ,~'i~" 
~, '~ Jake  & Jacquie merpstra , ,~ . , ,~t ;~,  
3987 Kerby Street. Terrace, B.C. ~'~¢~,;,I,0, 
Gyzmo and Pebbles ,:~"; 
BIRTHDAY PARTIES. PICNICS. SPECIAL EVENTE ( '  
BALLOON DECORATING FOR WEODINGS & MEETINGS 
Leave the Decorat ng a Id Clowning tv Usl 
=Asphalt Roofs I ~ 
, Carpentry 
FREE ESTIMATES/NO OBLIGATION 
P.one 635-6891 
! F inanc ia l  Serv ices  h 
,~. Bookkeeping , Financial Statements~ 
:I' .,ncomeTaxes II 
:| . Government Forms & Remittances 11 
1i Prepared by 5th level N 
:I 8 Years Experience i1 
'4 Ik inda Marsha l l .  Ca l l  83B.7878 N 
, A A A A A A &  A A A A A A A A A  AA A A A A A A A A A A A A  
Has Ihe quality of your life been compromised by health problem, Ihol tan- 
ventionol medicine ton'l fix? 
Nolure ~ pravidd us wilh herbal ckhes to support ahealthy lifes~h. 
Unbtk the dour 1o Energyl Vitality[ WeightLe.! and morel 
KATHLEEN HUNT 
Independent Distributor 
Home (604) 635-1120 
Fox (604) 635-6265 
Bill's Guitar Shop 
Large ssleclion el parts and accessories 
Guitars from; Tokamine and Samlck 
Ampfifiero from; Sarnick and Dean Mark ey 
Weft equipped shop for firsl class repairs 
and installations 
Call Bill at (604) 632-4102 
Internet Access and Consult ing 
t 638-1557 
~ Todd Tayl°r 
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! in 5 Curling Standings as of Christmas Score B ard MondaynlghtSnperLeague Introduction To Aromatherapy CANADIANS O Dale Walker 40 pts 
Kevin MeDougall Workshop Jan, 13th& 141h, Stuc~ 1930 CAH'T 35 
Intermediate Healing Workshop Run Townley 20 
Jan 20th & 21st. Your BREATHE Men's  Recreat iona l  Hockey  Denise Sawtell 20 
information and Registration Welcome PROPERLY Recreational Division Mare Skead 12 
Laurel GreeK Msc D Phd Ja.uary 4 Lisa Gardiner 7 
All Seasons 2Precision Builders Blues 2 Tuesday Men's League 3,11 Cottonwood, 635-7776 Wagon But you can +,..,__ ? Run Townley 47 pts 
Hostesses for be.t the odds Back Eddy Bullies9 Skeena Hotel Sharks I Henry Rautcr 39 
Terrace, B.C. on lung disease. N=m's Auto 8 Coast Inn of the West 2 Dave Dennis 35 
January 11 George Kozak 30 
are:  Arm yourse l f  All Seasons 5 Coast Inn of the West 2 Larry Burke 28 
P . . . . .  f nr*l,sh Colurnb,a Elaine 635-3018 TF~d~I GP W L T GF GA Frs .,0=,yofH~.m... -~::~:-ri-. with the Duane Melanson 25 
M,nlstty Flospons,~o for Se . . . . . . .  Wayne Epp 25 
o,v,s,o.o~ Francine 635-2688 .... ;"~.,ig:~;_~ latest Coast Inn of the West 24 14 9 1 123 99 29 Fred Martens 25 
v,m.sr^ nsr,es lung facts Skeena Hotel 23 14 9 0 138 121 28 . . . .  
PUBLICATION REQUEST Nel la 635-1605 from the B.C. Lung Norm'sAute 22 10 9 3 121 114 23 Gary Doney 24 
RE: CHANGE OF NAME Association. BackEddy Pub 22 10 9 3 118 117 23 LawrenceTumey 24 NOTIC E Ls t'~e~ g~en tt~ an application will Tunis 635..6459 
I~madetoU~e0it~orofV~Statistimfua . ~ . j ~  Precision Builders 23 6 13 4 102 110 16 JackPerry 24 
~°fname'pursuantt°theF°visi°ns°f GIII ian 635-3044 All Seasons 24 6 15 3 96 137 15 Dan Fisher 22 ~e'N~e,~t" by me: 
NAME OFAPPLICANT IN FUll. ~J Ross Smi th  20 
.+~o~e,H~,,=t If yOU have ~,.. / ! -  IS~, Oldtimers Division Run Sparks 20 ADORESS :4737 Scott Avenue. 
c~:r~.~,Bc. .-..--. ~ . .~ .<y January 6 Kevin McNee 20 
POSTALCOOE:V8G2m moved to Terrace Reduce"~')~'~ NMI OKies 11 SRD Blues 0 Milt Lindsay 18 
PHONE: (604) 635-6445 Terrace Timberman 5 Subway 1
=~,o.,: o r  have just had a air pol lut ion from January 10 Ralph Weick 18 
Toc~e,YN,,Bmo,: new baby, or are residential wood smoke Rob Wood 18 SURGE: Hoog~=t NMI Okies 2 Terrace Timbermen 2 and auto emissions with s,vEN~Es:m~.+,~ getting married, SP, D Blues 12 Subway 2 Run Murphy 8 to: tips from the Association. 
su.,Am:s~=t just give one of Scott Easton 8 
GIVENrL~lES:RichatdAlexande' TEAM GP W L T GF GA PTS 
us a call. 0ATED THIS 17th DAY OF January, 1996 q: ~.:.~.=:~..7,~%.. Nth Motor hm Okies25 16 5 4 123 74 36 Thursday Men's League 
~.o. ~ j ~..-,~¢'L..~:~/ ~ Terrace Timbemen 19 10 5 4 71 60 24 Kevin McDougall 45 pts 
• .'.~(--~.. :._. SRDBlues 25 7 14 4 87 116 18 John Kennedy 45 Ric ) mlKing , :  Subway 25 4 15 6 68 110 14 rr. "?@. "---~/~ Ken Blanes 36 
• • " ~ Dale Walker 35 
.... mfw -o ; :  Support advanced / ' ~ Dave Dennis 35 Kevin Kelly 35 FO  ])ATION research and province. ~ '~]1~ NOW " ' " , ,  Keith Melanson _. . . .  32 
programs ponsored by ~ , ~ ~  : Ray Flaherty 28 This Foundation is committed to financially supporting your Lung Association. 
community recreation projects and programs including the Randy Hall 28 
addition of a Second Sheet of ice. ~ BRITISH COLUMBIA . ~X.  i:. Andy Weissner 28 
Scott Easton 24 For information call 635-6948 or write to [ LUNG ASSOCIATION C O D E ~ : .  
Rick and Paul King Foundation, " Box 34009, Station O Run Sparks 24 
P.O. Box 203, Terrace, BC, V8G 4A6. Vancouver. B.C. V6J 43,12 Self-sufficiency through Bob Brown 22 
The Rick and Paul King foundation is a registered non- ,~,r,,+,t~,,,,~,v,,,,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,~ literacy in the developing world 
profit society and is registered as a charity with Revenue ~,, ~,,,v, ,~,, ,  ......... Bill Kawinsky 20 
Canada. For information, call 1-800-661-£633 Bob Penner 20 
Rick Bennett m B1 8 [ 635 TIPS ! Tom Leach 17  (. l|l|VllE Kevin McNee 16 Run Murphy 15 
, ,o,n Height.glen 15 
Roger Wiffen 12 
George Kozak 12 
-~.: Craig Allen 6 
BRIT ISH 
co+ $275 PROPOSAL CALL FOR ~.~ YUKON These ads appear in approximately 100 community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon for 25 COMMUNITY  
ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION ~,s~.~,~ and reach more than 3 million readers, words 
ASSOCIATION TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR THE BCYCNA AT (604) 669-9222 $5,00 each additional word 
OF ENVIRONMENTALLY  
• SENSIT IVE  AREAS WITHIN  THE ANNOUNCEMENTS__: BUSINESS - EDUCATION .~ ,, FOR SALE MISC. MOBILE HOMES, .i 
REPORT POACHERS! P r i -  OPPORTUNITIES ' 'BE A Successfuf'Writer'.'.:and' STEEL BUILDINGS: "Cheap- MOBILE HOME Dealers and ~ 
C ITY  OFTERRACE vato investigation/research TRAVEL AGENCY-Invest- write for money and pleasure er Than Wood", Quonset- park owners. Used homes 
group seeks information meat $14,995, Full training while morning how. You get Straightwall quonset, Struc- available. 14 ft. wides (1975. 
Tender Documents and Offer Forms for the pro- about poaching, baiting & ilia- and ongoing support, Full- individual tuition from prates- rural Steel Buildings. B.C. 1983), From $7,000. Videos 
posal call are available and may be picked up gal bear parts trade, Up to time/Part.time, home or of- sional writers on all aspects Company, we won't be un- of homes review Full details 
$2000 offered for infoleading lice. Vlany travel benefits, of writing-romances, short dersold. Service and satisfac- 1-403-484-9163. 
from the Planning Department at the Public to arrest/conviction. Coati- Lira ted availability, T.P.I. stories, radio and TV scripts, lion guaranteed! Western PERSONAL 
Works Building, 5003 Graham Avenue, weekdays dentiality/anonymity assured, Canada Inc.. 1-800-799-9910 articles and children's tories. Steel Buildings 1.800-565. 
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. 1.800-889-1597. or 1-204-987-3322. Send today for our Free 9800. 19961 HAPPY NEW Yead 
New romance, cash windfall 
Book "How To Be A Suc- SAWMILL $4895. Saw logs or career changes? Let our Tender to close on Friday, February 2rid, 1996. EGG BOARD Requires Reg- GOVERNMENT FUNDS. easeful Water". Toll.free 1- 
istration of Grandfathered Government assistance pro. 
Flocks. Persons producing grams information available, 800-267-1829. Fax: 1.613- into boards, planks, beams. Live Psychics unveil your fu- Best sawmill value anywhere, lure. 1-900-451-3778, 18+ 
749-9551. The Wrtting Large capacity, Free informa- 24hrs$2.99/min. I.C.C. eggs in'British Columbia For y0ur new or existing busi. School, 2484-38 McArthur lion Silvacraft Sawmills. 
must be licensed by the ness. Take advantage l the Ave., Ottawa. ON, K1L 6R2. 
British Columbia Egg Market. government .grants and 6625 Ordan Dr,. B-2. Missis- HEAVENLY PSYCHIC An. 
NOTICE OF PRE-HARVEST ink Board for all layers if they loans. Call 1-800-505-8866, MAKE MORE Money: Learn sauga, Ontario LeT 1X2. 1- swers, Friends of thousands. 
keep more than 99 laYe!s, CLIP COUPONS. Ear-n up to to prepare tax returns or pay- 800-566-6899. Ask for Free Astroohart. 24 
Hours, $2.99/min, 18+, 1- roll by computer by home BUILDINGS FROM Future 900-451-3783. SILVICULTURE PRESCRIPTION Some persons may De $50,/week, Call for your Free study. A great home busl- Q20x48 $6535., Q42x60 
"grandfathered" Coupon Clipping Guide 1: hess opportunity. For free S l l ,965.  A30x42 $8163. LIVE PHONE Connections 
up to 499 
FOR AN AREATO BE  LOGGED layers if they meet criteria as- 800-484-9507 enter code 
brochure no obligation, call $25x30 $6464. including with thousands of single men Each of the following areas has proposed tablished and published in #1738 or mail self.addressed The Jacks Institute 1-800- Ends, Sliding.Door GST & women all over B.C. Mere. 
Pre-Harvest Silviculture Prescription that will September, 1983 including envelope to: Can-Am Clip. 219-8889, and freight to Vancouver. berships as low as 
continuous production. Quail. pets. 839-2255B Queen St. 
apply if approval to log the area is obtained fled "grandfathered" persons E. Toronto Ontario M4E BOOKKEEPING AND In- Call 1-800-668-5111. S0.39/min. Call Toll-free 1- 
from the Ministry of Forests. The proposed must register this status with 1G3. come Tax Courses! Learn In- BABY TO Teen Furniture and 800-551-6338, 24hrs. a day.._ 
prescriptions will be available for viewing the Board by March 31, 1996 START YOUR-;;-" " . . . . .  come Tax Preparation and Accessories. New and,used 20/20 WITHOUT GLASSES! 
'*J I I  '~ / /U l~ t~ to retain up to 499 layers, _ , ., Bookkeeping by correspon- for all budgets, BC's largest Safe, rapid, non-surgica l ,  
until March 8, 1996 at the address noted otherwise they must revert to • dance. Emn your certificate selecl on. TJ s The Kiddies /rave Business Licensing 
permanent restoration In 6.8 below, during regular working hours. 99 layers or acquire quota, fee from: 54950 Includes'. 1 now For free brochures, no Store 1-800-755-4TJS for the weeks. Airline pilot deval- 
Subsequent to March 31. week cruise, training soft- obligation. U & R Tax closest T.J.'s on shop by oped. Doctor approved Free 
To ensure considerat in before logging 1996 no person may hold ware & much more. Details: Schools, 1345 Pembina phone, Information by mail: 1-406- 
commences, any written comments must be more than 99 layers without David 1-800-555. Hwy,, Winnipeg, MB, R3T 
made to Greg Cuss aPE, Manager, quota or unless registered for _S_HI._EP(Z_44_Z).,_(_6_04_)731"5546-- 2B6 1-300 665.5144, over CLUB CAR Lease Returns. 961-5570, Ext. 404: Fax: 1- 
Silviculture at Pacific Cascade Consultants a verified number of layers as KWIK KERB - own your own 20 years of tax training expe- w/canopy, sweater basket. 406.961.5577. E.mail: V - 
a grandfathered flock, To re- business. Part-time or full- rience Gas, completely serviced, sion@Montana,com, Satifs- 
Delivered in B.C. Also parts faction guaranteed. 
Limited: 2670A Minter St,, Abbotsford, B,C,, calve a registration form, fur- time. Installing on-site, oon-  EMPLOYMENT for most makes. Call Fairway ACCURATE PROFESSION. 
V2T 3K2 by the above date. ther Information or a :opy of tJnuous concrete, landscape OPPORTUNITIES Golf Cars 1-800-258-9929 or AL Psychics wil tell you 
the "GrandfaiheredFIock" edging total  equipment, 
(6004)495-2828, WESTLINK LTD seeking me- what's in your future; love, 
Former IJcenceNo Culling CutBIo~k policy, contact the B,C. Egg ~roven system, training. 1- rivaled individual with leader- VALENTINE'S DAY Is Here! marriage, relationships, ca- Location 14re° IAmendment= Marketing Board, Box 310. BO0-667-KERB. ship skills to head up area Don't forget, shop now, Spa- rear, Also reunite you with 
Ag . . . . .  t I fPermi, No. No, ne~res, . . . . . .  i~)'ll ha / (Y/N' Abbotsford, B,C. V2S4P2or VIAKE MONEY in the e0's. with Canada's firstdlgital cialValantineselectionalso, your loved ones, 186 FL A16886 22 1 ChemoMukORk J 37.8 N ICo.~o,~c;~l Ph one: (6041853.3348 or 
_Fa_x:(6.0.4)_8_53-8714. Products for the Environ- television service, Send re- Mother's/Father's Day, Birth- $2.75/minute. 1-900.451- 
AUCTIONS meat. Have your own Dislrtb- sume: Box 326. Eckvi!le, AB, days, Miniatures. Free cola- 2787. 
utorship, work 12 TOM OXO. Fax: 1-403.746- Iogue. February Special: TAROT READINGS $20, 
HAY AUCTION Jan, 26 hours/week, =ncome potential 3786. Dual voltage men's shavers. Send S,A.S.E, birthdate and 
11a.m, at Higbwood Live- S5,000+/week+ Call Run 
stock Auction. High River, AI- Bidewell (_60~951.2524. TAX PREPARERS Needed Phone: Tradenel 1-800-841- one specific handwritten Questions About  Breast . . . .  in Yellowknife, NWT. dan- 6811. (:question to Greenman Vl- 
bert& Approx, 2,000 tons list- NETWORKERS PARADISE. May/96. Moving and accom- HELP WANTED stuns, Box 375, Valemount, ed to date all types of feed. Cancer? ~oo. , ,o~ consignments MLM does not Work Ior the modatlon assistance avail- RECREATION COORDINA- B.C. VOE 2ZO, Cheque, 
now. Call 1-403-652-3343 for masses - this one doest No able, Experience preferred Ton for long term care faclli- Money Order will be accept. 
inventory or monthly put- but not necessary. Fax re. tyln norther interior. Need ed. 
more details, chases, Incredible turn key sume to: H&R Block 1-403- 
Therapeutic, Recreation SINGLES INTRODUCTIONS 
AUTO marketing system. Paid 873-9246, Diploma or Degree, Reply to: for friendship or marriage. All 
, ~ ' - ~ )  F250 4X4's, Explorers. weekly n U.S, dollars Free INDUSTRIAL ELECTRI- C, Nlcholson The Pines. Box nationalities, Tired of being 
' Jeeps, Diesels, All makes, all report 1(403)322-3968, Fax: ~. - - ' - "  CLANS with primarily Industri. 479, Burns Lake. B.C. VOJ alone? We understand and 
, models, lease returns, J(_40_~.322-396_7, -- al experience required for lEO. 1-604-692.7752, Fax: we care. Local All ages, Call 
~N.. r~x~ trades. O-Down. good financ. BUSINESS maintenance and construc. (60_.O4~92:7462, 1-B00-266.0374 Today, 
me, Free delivery+ Phone for PERSONALS lion at a small site in northern KITCHEN CABINETS 
free approval ask for Grant 1. WOULD YOU like to corre. 
~ . . ~  800-993-3673. WARMTH AND Excitement, Alberta. Successful appli- CABINETS IN Stock. coun- spond With unattached Chris. 
, Pretty blondes offer ntimate cants must be team oriented tertopsNanitles also. Kitchen tian people across Canada 
ENGINES REBUILT from personal photos and letters, individuals who possess Craft Factory outlet, Cash& for companlonshlpor mar. 
$795, Engine remanufacture 0iscreet into Toll-free: 1-800. good communication skills: Carry Cabinet Warehouses: riage? S.A.S,E. Free informa- 
PLC background is neces- "4278 Lougheed, Burnaby lion, State age, Ashgrove, from $995, 6months to pay. 93-KAREN or write: Korea. sary with preference given to 298.9277 " 19700 Bypass P.O. Box 20S, Chase, B.C. 6yr 120,00Okra limited war. Box 670-GB, Kelowna B+C. 
Call the Cancer Information runty, Bond Mechanical;.. V1Y 7P2. Adults! those having three years or Langley 534-7273 "'B00 VOE 1Me, 
more experience working on Cloverdale Ave. Victoria 
building engines for 28 years EDUCATION Allen Bradley equipment. In- 475.1159 "561.1 lth Ave., REAL ESTATE 
872-0641, 8a,m,.80.m,, 7 A NEW Career? Trained..,.-~-e~ested applicants may Campbell River 287.8787 LAC LA Haohe Two treed Line 879-2323 or toll free days, 
apartment/condominium apply by sanding a resume "186B Spoil nO., Kelowna acres, Spectacular lake view, 
1 -800-663-4242 S~000000 TRUCK INVEN. managers needed . all areas, to: Buchanan Lumber. P.O. 860.6638 "2580 Bowen Rd.. New log home, 3 bdrms,, 
TORY. We will beat any G.M, We can train you right now! Box 38 High Pratrle, AB, Nanaimo 756.9229 "'12111 loft, basement, garage, appll. 
light duty truck purchase or Free job placement assls- T_QG I_EO. Bridgeport, Richmond 279- ances, hot.tub, N/G, gazebo, 
lease, Call collect', Klassen tahoe, ;or _,EQUIPMENT 9691 "'3566 Massey, Prince Abuts crown land $199,000, 
CANA[~ I .~4:)Cll~r~ Auto Lease D#5370. Ask for Information/brochure col 
CANCER J CANADIENNE Brad, Rob+ Tony 594.2277. 681.5456,_1-800.665.8339. 15 TON RT Crane 140G George 561.2240, (604)396-4315. 
.~01aE'~ ITCAN( : ]~ - - grater excavators tandem MOBILE HOMES SERVICES 
28' DEVILBIS ENDFLOW COUNSELLOR TRAINING axle watertruck [Iretru~ks, MOBILE HOMES. Why buy WE TAKE The Fear out of 
complate with air make.up Institute of Vancouver offers 6x6 5th wheel tractor, corm used When you can buy ICBC, Major ICBC injury 
unil, all plumbing and electri, correspondence Courses for pactors, pup and bel y new? Limited number of claims, Joel A. Wener, trial 
col 7'(ears old. GOodcondi, Ihe Dioloma in Counselling dumps, 7 loaders, backhoes, 14X68, Three plans to lawyer for 25 years, Call free 
lion $1500. O,B.O, Call Praotlse to begin January low beds single axle dumps, choose from $84,900. Other 1-800-665-t138, Contin. 
BRITISHCOLUMBIAANDYUKON DIVISION Heine or Colin, Lake City 30. For a brochure phone '57 T.Bird. Call VIc (604)493- sizes available, Noble Homes gency fees. Simon, Wensr & 
I Ford 1-800.668-3994. To,l-free 1-800-665-7044. 6791 1H03)447-2333. Adler, 
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[ntro 
service 
rOt the 
Great Canad ian  
ce .  
MAKING A CALl, from your desk 
downtown is one thing. 
But what if your desk is a tree 
stump in the back of beyond? 
No problem. Our new 
satellite mobile phone ~ '~ 
service extends to virtually --~, 
every square inch of ~ lb~~ 1 
the continent. 
Now everyone .......... 
can enjoy the 
convenience an 
security of 
phone service ~:a. 
4: : :  
- , . . .  
most people living ..... :: ~:=~:~:~ 
in cities take for granted. ......... 
This seamless, wireless 
service picks up where 
cellular leaves off, and 
replaces your outmoded 
radio system 
: .......... ,:~<~,: with a 
OIIr col,{q'[l~U 
J txR Itds to 
virtualh, every 
,~qllal'e inch ¢~ 
Norlh , : 
AIIl('rica. 
i nco  m m on with the '~i~'~ 
corner office down the hall.~ i: i~,i~:, 
t To find out more, call 
us at 1-800-927-012S. ,,(~ 
..:-.~: 
0111" 
mobile 
phone is 
installed 
in yom, 
vehicle, 
vessel or 
ailrra#. 
superior product. 
At last, the 
furthest corners of 
this land have 
something 
iiiiiiEiiiiiiiii!i!! 
! :'" :'7:': 
Satellite phone service from BA~7"EL Mobility 
